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This book of Jeremiah offers a remarkable range of literature, including prose, poetry, homilies,
oracles, and proverbs. This commentary understands the book as a work of religious literature,
to be examined in its final form and yet with careful attention to the historical contexts of writing
and development through which the present text took shape. Jeremiah proclaimed a message of
coming judgment, because of the people's unfaithful worship, and yet also emphasized the call
to know Yahweh and to live as God's faithful people. Through it all, Allen identifies a tragectory of
grace, in which the proclamations of doom can be understood within the context of promises for
a renewed future.The Old Testament Library provides fresh and authoritative treatments of
important aspects of Old Testament study through commentaries and general surveys. The
contributors are scholars of international standing.

Within these covers W. Cleon Skousen has brought together prophecies bearing on modern
times, which he discusses in an uncompromising and forthright manner. Every person interested
in present and future events in this war-torn world will profit from a careful perusal of these
pages.--President Ezra Taft BensonThis release of "Prophecy and Modern Times" is timely, not
only in its relevant content but also in the message it brings to the table. Skousen reveals his
brilliance in his organization of such a monumentally complicated task. He suggests how to
interpret prophecy, tells us its purpose and our responsibility to understand it. Skousen is
masterful!--Gary D. Goodwin, Association for Mormon Letters
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1982.INTRODUCTIONProphecy is a psychic gift that in many cultures has been harnessed to
religion. Even now Protestant and Catholic charismatic groups practice it, in addition to
Pentecostal denominations. According to the NT, the church was “built upon the foundation of
the apostles and prophets” (Eph 2:20; cf. 3:5; 4:11). A major part of the OT canon is made up of
the books of the classical prophets, while in the Hebrew Bible these “Latter Prophets” are



traditionally associated with the “Former Prophets,” the Deuteronomistic historical books that
derive their theology from Deuteronomy and tell the story of Israel and Judah. The mission of the
classical prophets clustered around political crisis. Their period, stretching from the eighth
century to at least the fifth century B.C.E., embraced the dangerous eras of Assyrian and
Babylonian dominance, eras that brought increasing loss of national independence and eventual
deportation. The period extended to the Persian era, when a significant number of exiles
returned and achieved an uneasy survival. The prophets refused to see national misfortune from
a purely political perspective. They were religious idealists who insisted a higher agenda was
being played out in the history of the two nations that shared a common theological tradition,
Israel and Judah. They saw themselves as interpreters of crisis in terms of the ongoing will of
Yahweh, the God of these twin nations. The lengthy book of Jeremiah stands at the epicenter of
this prophetic witness, focusing on the crucial period around the final capture of Jerusalem in
587 that spelled the end of Judah. It also gathers up concerns of the wider prophetic canon,
containing its own strong Deuteronomistic flavor and echoes of Deuteronomy and featuring
Israel and Judah by exhibiting a keen interest in the future of them both.1. PremisesResearch for
this commentary began with a parallel reading of three stimulating commentaries, those of
Rudolph, McKane, and Holladay. It became evident that there were marked differences between
them in commenting on the same passage. Each had his own agenda, a complex set of
scholarly convictions that were rigorously applied throughout their books. Readers may find it
helpful to have announced at the outset six main premises that govern this commentary.The
book of Jeremiah is religious literature and deserves to be approached from a religious
perspective.The focus of the commentary is on the final form of the book as the canonical
version, theologically and literarily.Nevertheless, I have listened to other ancient texts and
versions with care and sometimes preferred them.Nevertheless, too, I have made some effort to
ascertain earlier stages of the literary process that led to the final form. The book is not less than
the sum of its successive parts.The commentary consists of context-driven exegesis that
pursues the book’s own interests. The necessary task of contemporary application is left to other
commentaries, such as those of Miller and Bracke.Nevertheless, in keeping with the spirit of the
title of the series, the Old Testament Library, I have tried to observe echoes and parallels
elsewhere in the OT and in the NT, in order to show the book’s coherence with other parts of the
biblical revelation and its abiding, even when disturbing, character.2. Translation and TextThe
translation incorporates interpretive conclusions reached in the notes and exegesis. Its style
covers a spectrum from a free, natural-sounding rendering that expresses the sense of the
original to ponderous literalness, polar ends represented respectively by two vintage scholarly
renderings.1 Earlier drafts were closer to the former end, but, since the commentary is based on
the Hebrew text, accommodation increasingly had to be made to repeated terms that turned out
to be exegetically crucial to a passage. Thus “burn down” became “burn with fire” in 21:10;
43:13; 51:38 because “fire” is a key word in the context. “Visited” had to be changed to “came to”
in 40:8, 13; 41:1 under the constraint of a Hebrew catchphrase that also occurs in 40:6, 12.



Another necessary constraint has been to retain the contours of Hebrew poetry.2 An effort has
been made to reflect the Hebrew word order and/or focus, for example, in 14:19, “Is Zion the
object of your intense loathing?” and in 26:16, “Rather, what he has told us has been in the
name of our God Yahweh.” Bracketed material in the translation, like the italics in KJV, adds
words necessary in English, such as “you [all]” in 28:27; 33:20; 37:18–19; 40:3; 49:6; 51:24 to
indicate an otherwise undetectable plural pronoun. A question mark in parentheses warns of
extreme uncertainty and a cautious attempt at translation. Italics are used to indicate what I
judge to be expansions in the longer text of MT, over against the shorter LXX, so that readers
can see at a glance such later stages of development in the literary tradition. The English
numbering of verses and chapters is followed in the translation and elsewhere, with Hebrew
variations in parentheses, unless otherwise noted.The notes accompanying the translation
justify it in matters of lexicography, syntax, poetic structure, and text criticism. A non-Hebraist
finds such recondite issues daunting, and so they are often collated with standard English
versions (EVV) in order that their impact may be appreciated. Seven versions were chosen for
regular comparison, NRSV, NIV, REB, NAB, NJB, NJPS, and GNB, with occasional recourse to
others, such as KJV, RSV, and NEB. The NRSV is also used in the commentary for biblical
quotations outside Jeremiah, unless otherwise indicated, while the NRSV forms of Hebrew
names have usually been followed. All seven versions except NJPS engage in text-critical
changes to a greater or lesser degree. Textual criticism in Jeremiah mainly addresses the
differences between MT and LXX.3 Other ancient translations—Syriac (Syr.), Old Latin (OL),
Vulgate (Vg.), Targum (Tg.), and the later Greek translations of Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotion—play subsidiary roles.4 LXX is about one-seventh shorter than MT. This difference
in length involves both text-critical and redaction-critical issues. The majority of differences
appear to fall into the latter category, but each case has to be separately judged either textual or
redactional in nature.5 In practice the distinction is often blurred, as when, for instance,
explanatory glosses have been incorporated into the text. McKane (263) has used a pragmatic
test of intelligibility in such cases, namely, that the redacted text is to be retained if it is
intelligible, while textual error is to be gauged by unintelligibility. Thus the close of 51:64 in MT,
“‘Wearing themselves out’ marks the conclusion of Jeremiah’s messages,” employs a cue word,
citing v. 58, which is a characteristic of a textual gloss. All seven EVV wisely retain the clause.
However, in 24:9 a misplaced gloss turns up awkwardly in MT; NAB, REB, as well as RSV, omit
it.Many scholars now recognize that the relationship between the MT and LXX is complex,
involving both text-critical and redaction-critical problems.6 Some scholars adopt more radical
positions. Rudolph, who did most of his work in a pre-Qumran academic era, tended to explain
LXX’s shorter text as due to deliberate translational abridgment. Lundbom generally regards
LXX’s shorter text as the result of accidental oversight.7 With the same result but a different
premise, Barthélemy understands most variants in terms of a literary perspective and rarely
corrects MT on the basis of LXX.8 On the other hand, Janzen considers the differences between
LXX and MT to be of a textual, rather than redactional, nature.9 The issue of redaction will be



further treated below under “Literary Development.”3. GenreKnowledge of genre is an
indispensable tool for exegesis. Recognition of this cultural feature brings readers into an initial
engagement with the text, arousing their expectations as to its mood and function and prompting
a search for formal guidelines throughout the passage. By this means a mass of strange material
becomes more amenable. The proof of the pudding is in the eating—form-critical analysis of
particular texts in the commentary itself.A concatenation of oracles of disaster constitutes a
backbone for the book, as it does in other prophetic books. Many oracles are composed of a
reason for disaster and an announcement that the disaster is to come in the double form of a
divine intervention into the human situation and the dire consequences of that intervention. The
beginning of the oracle may be expanded in an attention-grabbing fashion, such as questions
(e.g., 5:7; 15:5; 18:13–14) and imperatives (e.g., 5:10, 20–21; 7:21; 22:20). Oracles of disaster
are sometimes combined with disputations, which have a basic form of thesis, dispute, and
counterthesis.10 There are a surprisingly large number of disputations in the book, and their
recognition provides exegetical insight (see 2:23–25; 3:1–5; 8:8–9; 18:6; 28:2–4, 6–9, 14; 33:23–
26; 37:9–10; 42:13–18; 44:1–30; 45:3–5a; 48:14–17).11The oracle or its second part is
frequently introduced by a quotation formula of the type “Here is what Yahweh said,” to indicate
the prophet’s proclamation of the divine word.12 Another kind of quotation formula, “declared
Yahweh,” can on occasion mark the opening of divine speech, though it follows the first phrase
or clause.13 It frequently signals the end of a unit or section. An oracle reception heading,
generally in the form “A message that Jeremiah received from Yahweh,” has an important
structural function in the book (see “Literary Development” below). An oracle reception
statement, “I/Jeremiah received Yahweh’s message,” often opens smaller sections. A recurring
peculiarity of the book, seldom recognized, is that these and other introductory formulas can
have an anticipatory role, alerting the reader to a divine oracle to be cited later on (see the
commentary at 9:17 [16]; 14:1, 17; 17:5; 25:1; 30:5; 31:2, 10, 15; 32:1, 14; 40:1; 45:2; 48:40;
50:33).Far fewer in the book than oracles of disaster, but fulfilling an important overall role, are
proclamations of salvation, which announce God’s positive intervention into a disastrous
situation and the human consequences that were to flow from it (e.g., 30:18–22; 31:4–6, 8–9, 31–
34).The influence of the Psalms is evident in Jeremiah’s confessions, which exhibit the genre of
the individual lament. The divine answers to the first four confessions match the oracular
response to a psalm of lament (11:21–23; 12:5–6; 15:11–12, 19–21; cf. Lam 3:55–57). A
subgroup of the psalm of lament is the complaint.14 This shriller form is represented in four of
the confessions (12:1–4; 15:18; 20:7, 18; see too 45:3). A communal psalm of lament is echoed
in the people’s prayer (14:7–9), which receives a negative divine reply in v. 10. Communal
laments also occur at 14:19–22 and earlier at 10:19–20, 23–25, in the final case taking the form
of a complaint. In 8:19–20 the prophet cites the people’s complaint, but sets it in the context of a
type of funeral lamentation over Judah’s future fate (8:18–9:1 [8:23]). Whereas the funeral
lamentation engages in despairing grief over inexorable suffering, the psalm of lament
characteristically turns to God in prayer and seeks help. Here the two different genres are



strikingly juxtaposed, and doom rather than deliverance wins out. It was too late for the people to
receive another chance. The same point is made by putting 10:19–20, 23–25 in a pall of
punishment and by setting 14:19–22 after Jeremiah’s heavyhearted lamentation (vv. 17–18).
However, in 31:15–17 a despairing funeral-type lamentation unexpectedly—defying a form-
critical norm—encounters a positive response from God. What made all the difference were
prejudgment settings in chs. 8, 10, and 14, but a postjudgment one in ch. 31. After judgment
redemption could come. In a similar vein chs. 50–51 are best understood as Yahweh’s
passionate response to laments uttered by exiled suppliants, promising to deal with their
imperial oppressors.4. StyleGenre can provide the skeleton of a passage, but rhetorical style is
an aspect of its flesh and blood. If genre helps the informed reader by providing typicality, a
stylistic analysis uncovers the passage’s individuality that sets it apart from other examples of
the same genre.15 The purpose of this brief section is to alert readers to this exegetical
dimension and so to justify the role it plays in the commentary. Focus and structural limits are
often indicated by a frame that repeats a significant term or motif. For example, at the block level
an interpretive prose frame in 21:1–10 and 24:1–10 has been editorially placed around the two
collections of poetic oracles in 21:11–23:40, interacting with them in several ways. At the
composition level 31:27–40 is framed by a verb of demolishing in vv. 28 and 40; MT augments
the frame by adding uprooting in v. 28 to match v. 40. At the unit level the motif of marriage
fittingly frames 16:2–9. At the verse level Yahweh’s vigilant “eyes” hauntingly frame 16:17. Key
words with different applications can pervade a passage, like the Hebrew root ykl, rendered
“win,” in 20:7–13. The same root is used as a powerful undercurrent in 38:1, 5, 22. In 40:7–41:18
key verbs pervade three subsections, “come” in 40:7–12, “kill” in 40:13–41:9, and “set off” in
41:10–18. The verbs divide the narrative development into a triptych of nullified hope.5. Literary
DevelopmentOral tradition credits H. L. Ellison with the statement that “no doctrine of inspiration
is worth its salt that does not take the work of editors into account.”16 Readers of the NT
Gospels can feel at home in the book of Jeremiah. Each Gospel possesses its own interpretive
framework; its contents are nuanced differently, addressing the particular needs of the Christian
community for which it was written. Each is a product of a later generation than the time of the
scenes it narrates. Each Gospel shapes the Jesus tradition in its own way (“the Gospel
according to …”), as it takes over and develops earlier oral and written records. Inspiration lies in
the Gospels at book level, despite the red type used in some Bibles to highlight words attributed
to Jesus.17 In similar fashion the book of Jeremiah is best understood as a representation of the
message and significance of the prophet substantially intended for the Jews in Babylonian exile.
A complication arises because the book has been handed down in two canonical forms; one
may compare the various endings of Mark’s Gospel. For a long time scholars could write off the
shorter text of LXX with different explanations, but most now accept that it bears witness to an
older Hebrew text than that of MT. The issue is “not a veritas graeca over against a veritas
hebraica, but two veritates hebraicae.”18 The sea change was caused by Hebrew manuscript
fragments found at Qumran, 4Q71 (4QJerb) and 4Q71a (4QJerd), which remarkably, though in



a tantalizingly scanty way, represent a short text closely related to that underlying LXX.19
Because their brevity involves relatively dispensable types of material that are very often found
throughout MT but tend to be absent from LXX, the reasonable conclusion is that MT has
preserved a longer form of the Hebrew text than that attested by LXX. Indeed, examples of such
a proto-masoretic form have also been discovered at Qumran, 2Q13 (2QJer), 4Q70 (4QJera),
and 4Q72 (4QJerc). The editors of the longer text apparently intended to develop the earlier one
for their circle of readers and replace it. Because the Masoretes adopted the longer text, this
replacement received in Judaism the official recognition that also prevailed eventually in most
Christian circles. Only Greek Orthodox churches regard as canonical the translation of the
shorter Hebrew canonical text, perpetuating its use in the Letter to the Hebrews (cf. Heb 8:8–
12).Emanuel Tov has defined the forms of text attested by LXX and MT as first and second
editions of the book.20 He analyzes the differences of the latter under six categories: text
arrangement, addition of headings to prophecies, repetition of sections, additions of new verses
and sections, additions of new details, and changes in content. He also defines its overall aim in
terms of exegetical clarification.21 A concern of this commentary will be to examine many of the
additions and changes in the light of their contexts. The second stage, represented in MT,
supplemented in various respects the first one, attested in LXX.22 However, major redactional
work had already been done at the earlier stage. Redactional shaping had taken place in terms
of overall structure, superscriptions, assignment of historical settings, and arrangement of
material. The short ch. 45 is a redactional showcase. A heading supplies a setting for the oracle,
which reveals it to be historically earlier than the context in which it has been inserted. A prose
sermonic statement occurs in v. 5ba. MT, in addition to a few minor extras, attests the
incorporation of an interpretive gloss in v. 4b.So-called prose sermons are already a feature of
the book at the earlier stage attested by LXX.23 They may be compared with the so-called
Levitical sermons in Chronicles and the long discourses in John’s Gospel. The sermons stand
out by the use of stereotyped formulations that are often, but by no means always, taken from
Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History and by quotations from these and other OT
books. These solidly literary features are a mark of the prose sermons in 7:1–8:3; 11:1–14;
14:11–16; 18:7–12; 21:5–9; 22:1–5; 25:3–12; 26:3–6; 32:29–41; 34:8–22; 40:2–3; 44:2–10, 20–
23. Prose sermonic language is also a sporadic editorial mark of other prose oracles and
narratives and further prose passages (e.g., within 17:19–27; 32:17–25; 35:13–17).24 The prose
sermons and their echoes are best taken as a redactional feature of the book. In ch. 44 this
material represents an adaptation of an earlier disputation, so that at the close of the book—the
material in ch. 45 in MT and EVV comes just before ch. 52 in LXX and is numbered 51:31–35—
the prose sermonic lesson that pagan worship was the divine reason for the tragedy of 587
might be given a last hearing. In some cases (e.g., 21:5–9; 25:3–12; 34:8–22) it is possible to
see how prose sermons have been grafted onto earlier material. The prose sermons appear to
be a version of Jeremiah’s message written for a later generation. They are “not the firsthand
voice of the prophet, but a voice filtered through memory and tradition.”25 Most of the prose



sermons are organically linked to the book’s structural framework, namely in chs. 7, 11, 14, 18,
21, 25, 26, 32, 34, and 40. A glance at the sectional headings listed in the table of contents
shows that these chapters begin blocks of material. The prose sermons typically function as
literary buttresses at the head of blocks, in some cases redefining and crystallizing their contexts
in particular categories of thought and in other cases periodically providing essential summaries
of lessons derived from Jeremiah’s prophesying in general.26 The relationship between the
Deuteronomistic tradition and the prose sermons is difficult to identify because on both sides
complex issues are at stake. Bright and Weippert made much of the fact that terminology in
prose sermons is too broad to be simply identified with that tradition.27 Although Stulman
indicated that the text common to LXX and MT is closer to the tradition than MT’s redactional
material,28 a significant area of disparity remains. Thus the prose sermons stand on the fringe of
the tradition, though strongly influenced by its style and vocabulary.Major blocks in the book are
nearly always introduced by an oracle reception heading, “A message that Jeremiah received
from Yahweh” or “What Jeremiah received as Yahweh’s message.”29 Jeremiah 37:1 and 52:1
lack them in both LXX and MT. MT sensitively adds them at 7:1 and 46:1. An oracle reception
statement, “this message came from Yahweh,” occurs at 26:1, and another type of introduction
at 2:4. Oracle reception headings can also occur within blocks (34:8; 35:1; 44:1; 45:1; 46:13).
Within the oracles against the nations in MT (chs. 46–51) the significance of oracle reception
headings is difficult to gauge. While both MT and LXX have them at 46:13 and 50:1, MT adds
them at 47:1, as well as at 46:1, but not at 48:1 or 49:1. In the book blocks are made up of
compositions, which in turn are arrangements of units.30 Especially in the case of the groupings
of poetic material, the impression is given of a literary quilt. Small pieces of existing material
have been joined together in sections, which have then been combined into a larger pattern.31
Sometimes units and even compositions are sewn together with the redactional conjunction kî,
usually rendered “For” in EVV (e.g., 2:20; 4:3; 15:5; 22:6; 26:15; 30:12), indicating elucidation. In
chs. 2–6 units evidently reflecting Jeremiah’s early prophetic activity have been grouped
together with the addition of some post-Jeremianic prose. A similar impression of quilting is
given by the originally independent collection of chs. 30–31, where some of Jeremiah’s own
oracles have been deliberately combined with later poetry and prose of a prophetic nature, and
by the foreign oracles in chs. 46–51. In the second composition concerning Moab (48:28–47) an
editor has assembled an anthology of Moabite poems from other books. In chs. 21–24 two
preexisting collections of poems about kings and prophets have been set in compositions and
inserted into a new frame to form a literary block. Overall the compositions vary in length; they
often occur in pairs, as the headings in the table of contents show. Prose compositions can be
narrative units centered on a single incident, which have then been skillfully assembled into
blocks with a coherent message. Occasionally one can detect how a composition grew.
Evidently the unit in 16:2–9 was once a companion piece to 15:15–21, but it has been made the
nucleus of a separate composition decrying pagan religion, a theme that puts the basic piece to
a new hermeneutical use.The literary system of compositions and blocks has been retained in



MT with additional units sometimes slotted into it. The fundamental arrangement in
compositions reveals that the collection of foreign oracles placed in LXX in the middle of ch. 25
is a first attempt to integrate them in a foreign body, just as chs. 30–31 are on other grounds. MT
restored an earlier redactional feature by moving the collection elsewhere, filling the gap with
25:14, which echoes one of the constituent oracles.32 By placing them after ch. 45, MT gave a
new overall shape to the book (see “Macrostructure” below). The editorial rearrangement has a
loose parallel in the transfer of Jesus’ cleansing of the temple to the beginning of his ministry in
John’s Gospel.The book of Jeremiah is like an old English country house, originally built and
then added to in the Regency period, augmented with Victorian wings, and generally
refurbished throughout the Edwardian years. It grew over a long period of time. Jeremiah 36:32
refers to a book in the prophet’s own time (604 B.C.E.), which received subsequent
supplementation. In 25:13 there is a reference to the book at the stage of editing attested in LXX,
when the foreign oracles immediately followed. In 30:2 the editorial incorporation of chs. 30–31
into the book seems to be in view. Of course, the dating of the LXX stage is not tied to that of the
LXX itself (ca. 200 B.C.E.) or that of the Qumran finds that support it at the Hebrew level (the first
half of the second century B.C.E.). This stage, attested in the LXX, may have been completed by
the late exilic period. It steadfastly looks forward to the downfall of the Neo-Babylonian Empire
and its later oracles align with those of Second Isaiah, while its perspective fits a Babylonian
setting (see “Purpose” below). There are elements in MT that have a similar perspective—it has
a special interest in Babylon and its king and in the Judean exiles33—and suggest a reshaping
not long afterward, at least in its initial stages. The prose sermonic language of the earlier edition
is freely echoed, though its lower frequency may indicate a time or locale in which
Deuteronomistic literature was less influential.34 The addition of patronymics in 29:21 and of
Baruch’s job description in 36:26, 32 indicates knowledge of early traditions. However, the unit
added in 33:14–26 points to a setting in postexilic Judah.6. MacrostructureBright (lvi) famously
described the book of Jeremiah as giving the impression of “a hopeless hodgepodge thrown
together without any discernible principle of arrangement at all.” Does the MT redaction envision
a structure? Here are two modern proposals for the way the book is structured.35 Alexander
Rofé sees four collections: visions, prophecies, and laments, mostly undated, in chs. 1–24;
separate episodes, all dated, in chs. 25–36; continuous “biography” in chs. 37–45; and oracles
against the nations in chs. 46–51.36 Georg Fischer has divided the book into three sections,
chs. 1–24, 26–45, and 46–51 + 52, with a pivotal ch. 25 concluding the first section and
introducing the next two. Chapters 1–24 forecast the destruction of Judah and Jerusalem, while
25:1–14 introduces a double judgment of Judah and other nations, which 25:15–38 develops;
then separately chs. 26–45 work out Judah’s judgment and chs. 46–51 that of other nations.37
Fischer regards as a subsequent development the different placement of chapters in LXX,
where the foreign oracles were placed in the middle of ch. 25 and so chs. 26–45 + 52 dealt only
with Judah’s fate, reverting to chs. 1–24 in an ABA format. If a more common view is followed,
however, the MT placement represents a significant rearrangement of that in LXX. Both



scholars’ analyses shed interesting light on the book’s complex prehistory, but they leave out of
account—Rofé explicitly—an elephant in the room, the two positive blocks of material in chs. 30–
33, largely poetry in chs. 30–31 and prose in chs. 32–33, which, intrusive though they appear,
were already in place at the LXX stage. What, one must ask, is the overall effect of the intrusion?
If the presence of these blocks is allowed structural significance, it recalls a literary pattern in the
prophetic books in which a relatively short portion of positive material tends to conclude a mass
of messages of doom.38 At times the pattern can take a recurring form, such as in Hosea, which
subdivides into three complexes, chs. 1–3, 4–11, and 12–14, each of which ends positively,39
and in Micah, where the first and last of three complexes appear to do so (1:2–2:11/12–13; 6:1–
7:7/8–20).40 Is such a pattern present in MT? Childs has claimed that a movement from
judgment to redemption is the agenda of the book in its present form.41 Can this claim be
substantiated in detail? The editorial movement was doubtless triggered to some extent by ch.
52—ironically so, since commentators hold the chapter in little esteem—where a lengthy
narrative of destruction (vv. 1–30) is followed by a short one of tentative hope (vv. 31–34).
Working backward, the foreign oracles in chs. 46–51, especially in their MT format, have been
structured as a series of virtual pronouncements of salvation for Israel (see the introduction to
chs. 46–51). Moreover, the happy endings for the Egypt, Moab, and Ammon oracles in MT,
supplementing Elam’s in the common text of LXX and MT, extend eventual hope to the nations. If
the positive presence of chs. 30–33 signifies an interim conclusion, the negative material in chs.
34–45 forms a new beginning, to be concluded by chs. 46–51. This negative material constitutes
a vast block made up of three smaller blocks: chs. 34–36, which relate the dangers of rejecting
the divine word; chs. 37–39, which warn of retribution for rejecting the prophetic message and
messenger; and chs. 40–45, which narrate the ill-fated rejection of a divine opportunity to stay in
the land. In turn, chs. 30–33 follow a long run of negative material. Does a macrostructural
scheme shed any light on that earlier material? Certainly the so-called confessions within chs.
11–20 seem to parallel the persecution narratives in chs. 37–39 as different cases of Judah’s
fateful rejection of God’s prophetic revelation exemplified in Jeremiah’s experience (see the
introduction to 11:18–12:6). Within chs. 21–29 there is a series of minor but significant
anticipations of the positive chs. 30–33. The block made up of chs. 21–24 concludes its first half
with positive royal and national messages in 23:5–6, 7–8 at the close of a collection of royal
oracles, and incorporates a positive note at the close of the block in 24:5–7. The limitation of the
power of Judah’s enemy in 25:12, which is amplified in MT at v. 14 (cf. MT’s addition at v. 26b),
has a hopeful ring. As for the block of chs. 26–29, MT adds positive notes that develop 25:12 at
27:7, 22; in turn 27:11 holds out a positive opportunity for the nations in both MT and LXX.
Chapter 29 contains promises for Judean exiles in the common text at vv. 7 and 10–13, which
MT develops at v. 14. Glancing back to chs. 11–20, one finds further anticipations. The
composition of 12:7–17 closes in vv. 14–17 by holding out hope for the nations, while the
composition of 16:1–21 ends by envisioning not only Israel’s homecoming (vv. 14–15) but the
nations’ joining in Israel’s praise of Yahweh (vv. 19–21).One should conceive of a



macrostructural span of chs. 11–29 + 30–33 because, already in ch. 10, there occurs upbeat
material, the hymn of vv. 6–16, to which MT has contributed vv. 6–8, 9bb, 10; the hymn looks
forward to the destruction of implicitly Babylonian idols in v. 15. Significantly 10:12–16 are also
incorporated into ch. 51 (MT 51:15–19) in the common text. Within ch. 10, however, the positive
material is not placed at the close, since the negative unit of 10:17–25 follows. In chs. 2–9, as in
chs. 21–29, there are a few foretastes of a bright future, a substantial one in 3:14–18 and a
series of hopeful qualifications within 4:27 and 5:10 and in 5:18. Moreover, a parallel to
Jeremiah’s confessions in chs. 11–20 and to the persecution narratives in chs. 37–39 occurs in
this part of the book, in the form of a series of vehement reactions from the prophet in 4:10, 19–
21; 5:4–5; 6:10–11a; 8:18–9:1 (8:23).So there is evidence of an overall shape—a serial structure
of closing hope with sporadic anticipations—that the MT redaction imposed on the older text,
developing intimations it already found there. Toward this end it pushed the positive material into
the limelight by making its own additions in ch. 10, as indicated above, and in chs. 30 (vv. 10–11)
and 33 (vv. 14–26) and by rearrangement—both large-scale and local—and amplification in chs.
46–51. The reassuring promise that Israel’s destruction would not be complete is sketched in
4:27; 5:10, 18, and elaborated not only in 46:27–28 but also in MT at 30:10–11. Finally, reference
should be made to the book’s prologue in 1:1–2:3 and epilogue in ch. 52. In the latter, MT
recognized a scheme it could develop in the book, and within the former it recognized and
augmented a long description of destruction and a short description of restoration for Judah and
other nations, “to uproot and tear down and destroy and demolish, to build and plant” (1:10).7.
PurposeA long and complex book like Jeremiah certainly leads the reader to hope for some
guiding statements of purpose within its pages. They may be sought in passages that adopt a
contemporary time frame that reflects a “now” in which the book addresses its intended readers
over against a “then,” whether the “then” of readers’ history or the “then” of their future. This
“now,” if found, would be different from the “now” of Jeremiah’s own oracles. Such passages
might disclose a sense of purpose. A starting point is the series of prose “question-and-answer”
passages that pervade a large part of the book. They envision a “then” that looked back to the
fulfillment of Jeremiah’s oracles of disaster. There are four such passages, at 5:19; 9:12–16 (11–
15); 16:10–13; and 22:8–9. They have the same question-and-answer format, asking why it all
happened and then explaining it as a response to preexilic pagan worship. They are more or less
loosely tied into Jeremiah’s preceding oracles of disaster. Worship of other gods is spiritually
criminalized in 9:13 (12) and 16:11 as infringement of the torah and in 22:9 as abandoning the
covenant relationship. All four passages are set at important structural junctures. Apart from the
case in ch. 16, they occur at the end of compositions; in ch. 16 the answer introduces for the first
time the theme of the composition of 16:1–21. To this group of passages should be added 32:21–
23, 29b–35, verses that, as Fretheim (453–54) has recognized, are intended to answer
Zedekiah’s “why?” in 32:3. Here the issue of pagan worship is illustrated at some length.
Jeremiah 32:29b–35 belongs to a prose sermon, while the prophet’s earlier prayer in vv. 21–23 is
itself suffused with prose sermonic language. In turn the four earlier question-and-answer



passages are written in prose sermonic style, and it is significant that the same format also
occurs in Deut 29:24–28 (23–27); 1 Kgs 9:8–9. The book’s long prose sermons and the short
question-and-answer units overlap and evidently belong to the same editorial stage. Units with
this latter format look back at the destruction wrought by the disaster of 587 and, in the first three
cases, also at the ensuing exile. They patiently explain repeatedly to the reader the theological
necessity for the covenant God to inflict the catastrophe that Jeremiah continually predicted.
They are editorial summaries of Jeremiah’s oracles that frequently have their own indictments of
pagan worship, and they provide a key for understanding much of the book as theodicy.
Standing essentially in an editorial “now,” the summaries look back to the “then” prophesied in
terms of disaster. They derive their literary inspiration from one of the prophet’s poetic oracles. In
13:22 the “why” of Jerusalem’s coming disaster is answered in terms of Jerusalem’s great “guilt,”
which is contextually defined in terms of Canaanite worship in v. 27.A concentration on the
book’s “now” seems to mark some other examples of purposeful material. In 9:23–24 (22–23)
there is a general exhortation evidently addressed to readers. Its call to “know” Yahweh follows in
the wake of Jeremiah’s accusation in 9:3 (2) that Yahweh’s preexilic people did not know their
covenant Lord, as their engaging in such vices as falsehood and untrustworthiness revealed.
From such negative spirituality is extrapolated a contemporary call to a positive spirituality of
knowing Yahweh and thereby engaging instead in the virtues of “loyalty, justice, and right
dealing.” There is not only dependence on 9:3 (2), but a gathering up of accusations of not
knowing Yahweh earlier in the book (4:22; 5:4; 8:7) and also of forgotten virtues of loyalty (cf.
2:2), justice (4:2; 5:1, 4, 5; 7:5; 8:7), and right dealing (4:2). The editor surely had also in mind
Jeremiah’s expression, in God’s name, of warm admiration for Josiah at 22:15–16: “he
demonstrated justice and right…. That is what knowing me means, isn’t it?” A similar
hermeneutical application to that in ch. 9 is to be found at 2:31aa, if it is correct to understand it
as a redactional aside. Readers are suddenly brought within the orbit of Jeremiah’s addressees,
the “you” of vv. 29–30. They are urged to take to heart the prophetic denunciation of repudiation
of Yahweh’s authority. The verb “consider” significantly echoes its challenging uses at vv. 10, 19,
and 23, in contexts of preexilic unfaithfulness; it serves to reinforce the homiletical updating of
Jeremiah’s message.The proverb-like generalities that mark most of 17:5–13 appear to point to
hermeneutical application. Chapter 17 stands at the end of a block, chs. 14–17. The four units in
17:5–13 break away from the description of preexilic sin and its punishment in the first complex
unit, vv. 1–4, and speak about sinning in more general terms. The options of curse and blessing
in the unit of vv. 5–8 set out the importance of trust in Yahweh. The unit’s reference to the “heart”
echoes the preexilic “hearts” of v. 1, expounding their sin as a lack of trust that is liable to invade
contemporary hearts. There is another such echo in the next saying in vv. 9–10, which warns not
only of the wickedness of the human heart but of ensuing liability for divine judgment. Verse 11
gives ill-gotten gains as an example of human sinning. It appears to provide an illustration of the
backsliding that was characteristic of exilic readers who were to be singled out for condemnation
in vv. 12–13. This last unit of two verses has a literary air; it brings together in a grand finale a



number of terms used previously in ch. 17. In particular, the phrase “the deviants in the
country” (see the commentary) takes up “the country” of exile from v. 4 and combines with it the
motif of deviating from Yahweh in v. 5. The exilic community had rebels within its ranks, and they
needed to be purged by divine judgment, if the community was to prosper.This community
appears to be in view also within ch. 10, in continuation of the hermeneutical concerns
expressed in ch. 9 and near the close of the block of chs. 7–10. The direct exhortations in 10:2
and 5b not to be intimidated by Babylonian religion and astrological divination are explained in
the intervening verses by a satirical polemic in the Second Isaiah tradition. It is not surprising
that the following hymn (vv. 12–16) was later cited in 51:15–19; the setting of Babylonian exile
shared by these portions of ch. 10 and by ch. 51 must have encouraged the reuse. A place
where Jeremiah’s “now” remarkably overlaps with the book’s “now” occurs in ch. 29, with respect
to the letter the prophet sent to those exiled in 597. His unwelcome advice not to expect a quick
return home was reinforced with positive exhortations on how to live as long-term exiles. At this
juncture the letter’s original readers and the readers for whom the book was intended have much
in common. The latter group’s customary overhearing of what the book says about preexilic
Judeans must have given way to an avid hearing at this point. In the next composition, 30:1–
31:1, if the interpretation proposed in the commentary is correct, there is a striking juxtaposition
of a “then” referring to the exiles’ past and another “then” relating to their future homecoming and
renewal. Three reversals are set out; three times over, first one of Jeremiah’s oracles of disaster
is cited as having been fulfilled and then a reversing proclamation of future salvation is given
(30:5–7 + 8–9, 12–15 + 16–17, 23–24 + 31:1). The exiles stood between the times, looking back
to deserved judgment at God’s hands and looking forward in hope to divine redemption. These
two chapters, 29 and 30, sum up much of what the book as a whole seeks to accomplish in its
retelling of Jeremiah’s prophetic ministry, to give exilic readers an understanding of God’s
comprehensive will for Israel in the past and future and to encourage them to live faithfully as
God’s people in the present.Scholars have suggested two false trails in their quest for purpose.
The first relates to the prose sermons. One of their intentions has been described as presenting
direct exhortations to the exiles to live in accordance with the torah and thus win divine
blessing.42 In particular, attention has been drawn to the setting out of spiritual alternatives in
the course of sermon material at 7:1–15; 17:19–27; 22:1–5.43 (These alternatives are grounded
in the poetic oracle of 13:15–17.) While the prose sermon form has plausibly been derived from
an exilic model,44 its function in the book can only be deduced from the literary setting in which
it is used. In each case a prejudgment setting determines that the alternatives have already been
decided and that the road to disaster has been selected. The good options operate in each case
as a lost opportunity, a road not taken, which serves to reinforce preexilic culpability. Some prose
sermonic passages even go on to declare that the bad option was chosen (7:13; 18:12). The
same reasoning applies to a second invalid claim of hermeneutical value. The calls to
repentance in 3:22; 4:1–2, 3–4, 14 have often been hailed as transcending their preexilic time
and place and as relevant to the book’s exilic readers. However, these calls are set firmly in



prejudgment contexts and draw implicit attention to the fact that repentance did not take
place.45 A range of other passages that move explicitly from such exhortations to relate failure
to do so may be compared (18:11–12; 25:5–7; 27:12–15; 35:15; 36:3, 6–7, 31), as well as yet
others that simply state a lack of repentance (5:3; 8:4–6; 9:5 [4]). Occasionally, however, a call to
repentance occurs in a postjudgment setting (3:12, 14; cf. 30:9, 18; 31:21–22), and is meant to
be taken at face value, with exilic readers in view.Lastly, mention should be made of the
purposeful trajectory of overriding grace that stretches over the book like a rainbow, already
entrenched in the edition represented in LXX and enhanced in MT. Texts mentioned above in
“Macrostructure” here feature again. Yahweh’s bark was worse than the actual bite would turn
out to be, in at least five respects. First, what becomes a programmatic statement for the book,
announced at Jeremiah’s call, the uprooting and replanting of Judah and other nations (1:10), is
periodically reaffirmed, for Judah (24:6; cf. 31:40; 42:10), for Israel and Judah (31:28), and for
Judah and other nations (12:14–17; cf. 18:7, 9). Second, in the middle of prejudgment oracles of
unmitigated doom that belong to Jeremiah’s early years in chs. 2–6 is set a blatant passage of
promise (3:14–18), sparked by the prophet’s own postjudgment message for the defunct
northern kingdom (3:6aa, 11–14). Third, messages of utter doom in chs. 4–5 are flagrantly
interrupted by postjudgment cries of “No, not complete doom!” (4:27; 5:10, 18), cries that are
eventually confirmed by 46:27–28 and also in MT at 30:10–11.46 Fourth, 16:14–15 flashes
forward to return from exile after the prediction of exile in v. 13; in turn vv. 19–21 deal radically
with Judah’s problem of pagan worship by glancing ahead to Yahweh’s dynamic self-revelation
to the nations, the human source of such worship. Fifth, in the oracles against the nations,
ultimate, postjudgment restoration is paradigmatically predicated of the first nation, Elam,
according to LXX (25:19; also MT 49:39), while in MT it is perceptively extended to three more
nations that have key structural positions in its own text (46:26; 48:47; 49:6). In conclusion it may
be said in terms of Rom 5:20 (KJV) that, where sin (and judgment) abounded, grace was much
more to abound. The overruling message of the book as a whole is that “weeping may linger for
the night, but joy comes with the morning” (Ps 30:5 [6]), a morning yet to dawn.Footnotes1.
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editum 15; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1976), has mostly been used. Exceptions are
in 29(LXX 36):11; 30(LXX 37):17; 37(LXX 44):21. McKane in his commentary exercises his text-
critical skill on MT, but is sometimes too inclined to begrudge Ziegler’s doing so in the case of
LXX and to take LXX at face value.4. For an overview see McKane 1:xv–xli.5. The apparatus in



BHS confusingly covers both textual and redactional issues.6. Cf. Andrew G. Shead, The Open
Book and the Sealed Book: Jeremiah 32 in Its Hebrew and Greek Recensions (JSOTSup 347;
London: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002), 263: “we must distinguish between the use of G [=
LXX] to correct mistakes in M[T] and the use of G to undo revision in M.” A good discussion is
provided by James W. Watts, “Text and Redaction in Jeremiah’s Oracles against the Nations,”
CBQ 54 (1992): 432–47; he rightly observes that textual error can occur at any stage of the
history of the text (437–39).7. Apart from his commentary see David N. Freedman and Jack R.
Lundbom, “Haplography in Jeremiah 1–20,” ErIsr 26 (1999): 28*–38*.8. In A. E. Housman’s
words, he at times practices “the art of explaining errors instead of correcting them,” according to
Bertil Albrektson, “Translation and Emendation,” in Language, Theology, and the Bible: Essays in
Honor of James Barr (ed. S. E. Balentine and J. Barton; Oxford: Clarendon, 1994), 27–39, esp.
38. Readers without French can find summaries of Barthélemy’s discussions in Jan de Waard, A
Handbook on Jeremiah (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2003).9. J. Gerald Janzen, Studies in
the Text of Jeremiah (HSM 6; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973), 132. He regards only
the position of the foreign oracles in chs. 46–51 and the material in 33:14–26, and 52:28–30 in
redactional terms.10. See Donald F. Murray, “The Rhetoric of Disputation: Reexamination of a
Prophetic Genre,” JSOT 38 (1987): 95–121, for this analysis and examples outside Jeremiah.11.
See Leslie C. Allen, “Disputations in the Book of Jeremiah.”12. It is often called a messenger
formula, but, though in the OT messengers sometimes use it, it introduces a citation; a past
tense for the verb, as in the second half of LXX and in NJPS, is necessary since another’s words
already spoken are being cited. See Samuel A. Meier, Speaking of Speaking: Marking Direct
Discourse in the Hebrew Bible (VTSup 46; Leiden: Brill, 1992), 277–91. At times quotation
formulas are used in what appear to be redactional contexts and so represent not Jeremiah’s
speaking to his own constituency but the redactor’s literary elaborations for the reader,
legitimating them as divinely inspired (3:16; 12:14; 24:5, 8; 26:2; 30:2; 32:36; 33:10, 12).
Similarly, in material added in MT, quotation formulas feature at 33:14, 17, 20, 25. Unless this
phenomenon is to be viewed as purely literary, readers are meant to regard the redactors in
these cases as prophets in their own right. Henry Van Dyke Parunak, “Some Discourse
Functions of Prophetic Formulas in Jeremiah,” in Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics (ed.
R. D. Bergen; Dallas: Summer Institute of Linguistics, 1994), 489–519, esp. 506, has observed
that after kî, “for,” and lākēn, “therefore,” the quotation formula functions as an aside and the
conjunctions introduce what follows it. His observation often applies (e.g., 6:21; 7:20; 14:15;
29:32), though on closer examination reasons emerge why it does not in some cases.13. See
Rolf Rendtorff, “Zum Gebrauch der Formel ne’um jahwe im Jeremiabuch,” ZAW 66 (1954): 27–
37; cf. Meier, Speaking of Speaking, 298–314.14. See, in principle, Craig C. Broyles, The
Conflict of Faith and Experience in the Psalms: A Form-Critical and Theological Study
(JSOTSup 52; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1989).15. Pioneering work on rhetorical style in the book
of Jeremiah has been done by William H. Holladay, The Architecture of Jeremiah 1–20
(Lewisburg, Pa.: Bucknell University Press, 1976); and Jack R. Lundbom, Jeremiah: A Study in



Ancient Hebrew Rhetoric (2d ed.; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1997). In this commentary
relatively narrow spans of text are generally in view.16. The third edition of Rudolph’s
commentary (1968) included in its revision careful consideration of Ellison’s contributions to
Jeremiah study in a series of articles entitled “The Prophecy of Jeremiah” in EvQ 31–40 (1959–
1968).17. Cf. the willingness of older commentators on Jeremiah to jettison material they
considered non-Jeremianic. Smith (305 n. 1) said of 31:22b: “This couplet has been the despair
of commentators. Its exilic terms ‘created’ and ‘female’ relieve us of it.” For a discussion of the
book of Jeremiah as word of God, see Gordon McConville, “Divine Speech and the Book of
Jeremiah,” in The Trustworthiness of God: Perspectives on the Nature of Scripture (ed. P. Helm
and C. R. Trueman; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 18–38; and cf. John B. Job, Jeremiah’s
Kings: A Study of the Monarchy in Jeremiah (SOTSMS; Aldershot, Eng.: Ashgate, 2006), 171–
201.18. De Waard, Handbook, xxii.19. See the survey in Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the
Hebrew Bible (2d ed.; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001), 319–27.20. “Some Aspects of the Textual
and Literary History of the Book of Jeremiah,” in Le livre de Jérémie: Le prophète et son milieu,
les oracles et leur transmission (ed. P.-M. Bogaert; BETL 54; Leuven: Leuven University Press,
1997), 145–67. Another version written for non-Hebraists appeared under the title “The Literary
History of the Book of Jeremiah in the Light of Its Textual History,” in Empirical Models for Biblical
Criticism (ed. J. H. Tigay; Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985), 211–37, where
Tov defines “editions” loosely as different stages in the development of the book (214 n. 17). The
latter article was reprinted in idem, The Greek and Hebrew Bible: Collected Essays on the
Septuagint (VTSup 72; Leiden: Brill, 1999), 363–84.21. See also the overview of the MT material
in Louis Stulman, The Prose Sermons of the Book of Jeremiah: A Redescription of the
Correspondences with Deuteronomistic Literature in the Light of Recent Text-Critical Research
(SBLDS 83; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), 141–44.22. In the commentary and notes, “MT” will
often stand for the proto-masoretic form of text taken over in MT, and “LXX” for the earlier stage.
Space constraints necessitate consideration of LXX mainly as it impacts MT and not in its own
right. Thus readings judged inferior and those judged to be nonpreferable alternatives generally
go unmentioned.23. See esp. Stulman, Prose Sermons. To Stulman’s credit he distinguishes
between such material in LXX and in MT.24. Cf. in general Michael J. Williams, “An Investigation
of the Legitimacy of Source Distinctions for the Prose Material in Jeremiah,” JBL 112 (1993):
193–210.25. Joel Rosenberg, “Jeremiah and Ezekiel,” in The Literary Guide to the Bible (ed. R.
Alter and F. Kermode; Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap, 1987), 184–206, esp. 188.26. Cf. Stulman’s
contextual reading of the prose sermons in Order amid Chaos: Jeremiah as Symbolic Tapestry
(Biblical Seminar 57; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 23–55.27. John Bright, “The
Date of the Prose Sermons of Jeremiah,” JBL 70 (1951): 15–35; Helga Weippert, Die
Prosareden des Jeremiabuches (BZAW 135; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1973).28. Prose Sermons, 119–
44; but see the critique of Stulman’s conclusions by Raymond F. Person, Second Zechariah and
the Deuteronomic School (JSOTSup 167; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 75 n. 48.29. See Peter
K. D. Neumann, “Das Wort das geschehen ist…. Zum Problem der Wortempfangsterminologie in



Jer. i–xxv,” VT 23 (1973): 171–217; Theodor Seidl, “Die Wortereignisformel in Jeremia:
Beobachtungen zu den Formen der Redeöffnung in Jeremia, im Anschluss an Jer 27,1.2,” BZ 23
(1979): 20–47, 184–99, esp. 23–27.30. Space constraints prevent comparison with the
delimitation systems found in MT and elsewhere. See Lundbom’s commentary and Tov, “Sense
Divisions in the Qumran Texts, the Masoretic Text, and Ancient Translations of the Bible,” in The
Interpretation of the Bible: The International Symposium in Slovenia (ed. J. Krašovec; JSOTSup
289; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 121–46.31. The quilting analogy for redactional
arrangement is taken from Gail P. C. Streete, “Redaction Criticism,” in To Each Its Own Meaning:
An Introduction to Biblical Criticisms and Their Applications (ed. S. L. McKenzie and S. R.
Haynes; 2d ed.; Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1999), 105–21, esp. 110. Jones (27)
criticizes McKane’s conception of a rolling corpus behind the book of Jeremiah on the ground
that his view of uncontrolled, haphazard growth “overlooks the design in the putting together and
assembly of originally independent oral units.”32. Cf. the claim of Hermann-Josef Stipp, “The
Prophetic Messenger Formulas in Jeremiah according to the Masoretic and Alexandrian Texts,”
Text 18 (1995): 63–85, that study of the quotation formulas expanded in MT, such as “Here is
what Yahweh Almighty, Israel’s God, has said,” shows an incremental pattern from the beginning
to the end of the book, yet one in which the oracles against the nations belong in the middle of
the book, so that the expansions took place at a developmental stage underlying MT in which
the LXX position of the oracles prevailed.33. Stulman, Prose Sermons, 143–44, 146.34. Ibid.,
146.35. For other proposals that take MT into account see Adri J. O. van der Wal, “Toward a
Synchronic Analysis of the Masoretic Text of the Book of Jeremiah,” in Reading the Book of
Jeremiah: A Search for Coherence (ed. M. Kessler; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2004), 13–
24.36. “The Arrangement of the Book of Jeremiah,” ZAW 101 (1989): 390–98, esp. 395.37. “Jer
25 und die Fremdvölkersprüche: Unterschiede zwischen hebräischem und grieschischem Text,”
Bib 72 (1991): 474–99, esp. 485, 488, 496–97.38. See Ronald E. Clements, “Patterns in the
Prophetic Canon,” in Canon and Authority: Essays in Old Testament Religion and Theology (ed.
G. W. Coats and B. O Long; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977), 42–55.39. See, e.g., Hans W. Wolff,
Hosea: A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Hosea (trans. G. Stansell; Hermeneia;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974), xxix–xxxi.40. John T. Willis, “The Structure of the Book of Micah,”
SEÅ 34 (1969): 5–42.41. Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979), 351. Cf. Stulman’s characterization of chs. 1–25 as “death and
dismantling of Judah’s sacred world” and of chs. 26–52 as “new beginnings emerging from a
shattered world” in Order amid Chaos, chs. 1–3.42. Ernest W. Nicholson, Preaching to the
Exiles: A Study of the Prose Tradition in the Book of Jeremiah (New York: Schocken, 1971), 71,
80–81.43. Winfried Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1–25 (WMANT 41;
Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1973), 118, 204–9, 290–95, 301. See too 18:5–11;
26:3, 13.44. Nicholson, Preaching, 14–18, 134–35.45. Cf. the role of positive exhortations in
Amos as “a kind of backhanded way of affirming the certainty of judgment” according to Austin
Vanlier Hunter, Seek the Lord! A Study of the Meaning and Function of the Exhortations in



Amos, Hosea, Micah, and Zephaniah (Baltimore: St. Mary’s Seminary and University, 1982),
122.46. Cf. Walter Brueggemann, “An Ending That Does Not End: The Book of Jeremiah,” in
Postmodern Interpretations of the Bible—A Reader (ed. A. K. M. Adam; St. Louis: Chalice, 2001), 
117–28, esp. 120–25.COMMENTARY1:1–2:3 Prologue: Introducing Jeremiah and His
Message1:1–3 Superscription1:1 The messages of Jeremiah ben Hilkiah, who was a member of
a priestly family that lived at Anathoth in the Benjamin region, 2 whata he received as Yahweh’sb
message during the reign of King Josiah ben Amon of Judah in the thirteenth year of his reign 3
and [those which] he continued to receive during the reign of King Jehoiakim ben Josiah of
Judah and down to the end ofc the eleventh year of King Zedekiah ben Josiah of Judah, right
down to the deportation of Jerusalem’s population in the fifth month.a. Verse 2 is not a
subordinate relative clause (NRSV) but an independent one (cf. GKC §138e; IBHS 331). The
objection that elsewhere (e.g., in 14:1) this version of the oracle reception heading names
Jeremiah (Herrmann 4) ignores his mention in v. 1, which made naming unnecessary here.b.
LXX “God’s” is a free rendering that occasionally occurs in only the first half of LXX for the divine
name or an accompanying epithet (Hermann-Josef Stipp, Das masoretische und
alexandrinische Sondergut des Jeremiabuches: Textgeschichtlicher Rang, Eigenarten,
Triebkräfte [OBO 136; Freiburg: Universitätsverlag, 1994], 54).c. Italics in the translation refer to
redactional material present in MT and not in LXX (see “Translation and Text” and “Literary
Development” in the introduction).The composition of 1:1–2:3 introduces Jeremiah’s prophetic
ministry to readers. It is made up of three units: a superscription (1:1–3), a pair of accounts of
Jeremiah’s commissioning, the second a later one deliberately placed here (vv. 4–12 + 13–19),
and a basic message that serves as a theological premise for all of Jeremiah’s messages of
disaster to Judah (2:1–3), somewhat like the motto in Amos 1:2. The clues to the literary
grouping of this material are the oracle reception heading in 1:2 and the elaborating oracle
reception statements in vv. 4, 11, 13, and added in MT at 2:1.1[1:1–3] Like other prophetic
books, Jeremiah’s has a superscription editorially prefixed to introduce the written edition of
messages associated with the prophet.2 It marks for the ongoing religious community the
importance of oracles that interpreted a cataclysmic period of Israel’s history. It makes the claim
that a written form of divine revelation is represented in this collection of prophetic addresses.[1]
A title in terms of the content and its human speaker is supplied in the first half of the verse, as in
Amos 1:1. The speaker is identified by personal name and patronymic. The rest of the verse
provides the first of two elaborations of the title. It gives information about the prophet’s family
and home. His priestly descent comes from a tradition outside the book. Anathoth was about
three miles northeast of Jerusalem; it features in the book at 11:21–23; 29:27; 32:7–9. It was a
priestly city according to Josh 21:18 and 1 Chr 6:60 (45). In Solomon’s reign Abiathar, a priest
descended from Eli who had officiated at the old northern sanctuary in Shiloh, was sent home to
Anathoth by the king (1 Kgs 2:26–27). Did such a lineage prompt the historical precedent for the
destruction of the Jerusalem temple in that of the Shiloh sanctuary (7:12–15; 26:6, 9)? Yet
presumably a number of priestly families lived at Anathoth. There is no evidence that Jeremiah



functioned as a priest; the reference to his youth in vv. 6–7 suggests that at his prophetic call he
was not yet old enough to carry out priestly duties.[2] The second elaboration of the title (vv. 2–3)
relates to the divine source of Jeremiah’s addresses and their overall dating in Judean history,
calculated in terms of the regnal calendar with formal full titles for each king. There is
awkwardness in the transition from v. 2 to v. 3; at least one expects a dating “from” rather than
“in” Josiah’s thirteenth year, as in 25:3. This suggests that one role of v. 2 is to give an overall
introduction to the complex of oracles set out in 1:4–2:3. Verse 2, with its oracle reception
heading, does double duty, as a composition heading as well as an element in the
superscription to the book. The dating refers to 627/626 B.C.E., which creates some difficulty
because there is scant evidence for Jeremiah’s prophesying in Josiah’s reign (cf. 3:6 and the
summaries at 25:3; 36:2), and Josiah’s cultic reforms hardly appear at all in the book (cf.
44:18).3 But the date is embedded in the tradition and there is no textual warrant for a change.
[3] The duration of Jeremiah’s prophetic activity is broadly presented in terms of Judah’s last two
major kings, passing over the three-month reigns of Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin. In MT the
termination of Zedekiah’s eleventh year refers not to the end of the royal calendar year but to the
abrupt ending of his reign by conquest. The final phrase specifies the fate of Jerusalem’s
citizens in July/August 587, “the fifth month” (cf. 52:12, 15), and finds there climactic closure.
Jeremiah continued prophesying after that date according to chs. 40–45. The main period of his
prophesying, which culminated in an event that vindicated his repeated claims, is in historical
view (vv. 2–3). Perhaps 1:1–3 functioned at an earlier stage as a superscription to chs. 1–39
(Rudolph 3);4 the reference to deportation would fit well as a reference to 39:9. However, the
addition of ch. 52 to the book (non-Jeremianic as 51:64 admits) provides fresh coverage of the
deportation of Jerusalem’s citizens, since 39:9 is repeated at 52:15 and echoed in MT at
52:29.The editors responsible for the superscription lived when the prophetic career of Jeremiah
and the events he witnessed and interpreted were all past history. Nevertheless they recognized
divine revelation in his prophesying, which could and must illumine God’s ways with the later
community of faith.1:4–19 Jeremiah’s Call and Commissions4 I received Yahweh’s message/
communication as follows: 5 “Before I shaped you in the womb I had already taken note of you,
and before you left the uterus I had marked you out for a sacred purpose: I made you a prophet
for nations.”a 6 “Oh no, Lord Yahweh,” I said. “Look, I am not experienced in communicating. I am
too young for that.” 7 “Do not say ‘I am too young,’” Yahweh said to me. “Rather, you are to go to
all those I send you to and communicate all that I order you to. 8 Do not be afraid of their
presence, because I will be there with you to rescue you,” declared Yahweh. 9 Then Yahweh
reached out his hand. Touching my mouth with it, Yahweh said to me, “Look, I have just put my
communications in your mouth. 10 See, I hereby giveb you today authority over nations and
realms to uproot and tear down and destroy and demolish, to build and plant.” 11 I received
Yahweh’s communication as follows: “What can you see, Jeremiah?” “An almond stickc is what I
can see,” I said. 12 “You have seen right,” Yahweh said to me, “because I am going to watchd
over my communication with the intent of making it happen.”13 I received Yahweh’s



communication a second time: “What can you see?” “A furiously heated caldron is what I can
see,” I said, “with its tope facing away from the north.” 14 Yahweh said to me,“From the north a
bad fate will spill outover all who live in the country15because, look, I am going to summonall the
realmsf in the north,”declared Yahweh,“and they will come and each set up their tribunalsin front
of Jerusalem’s gatesand they will surround all its wallsand all of Judah’s cities,16and then I will
present my case against themfor all their bad behavior in abandoning me,by sacrificing to other
godsand worshiping what their own hands have made.17You, for your part, must hitch up your
robeand get going and communicate to themall that I personally order you to.Do not be scared
of their presenceor else I will cause your discomfiture in their presence.18For my part, look, I
hereby make youtoday a fortified city,an iron pillar, and bronze walls,capable of resisting all the
country,for Judah’s kingsg and officials,its priests, and the people of the country.19Fight you
they will, but defeat you they will notbecause I will be there with you,”declared Yahweh,“to rescue
you.”a. REB and GNB take this verse as prose, the rest of EVV as poetry. EVV also vary for the
divine statements in the rest of the chapter. I judge only vv. 14b–19 to be poetry.b. The perfect is
performative (IBHS 489). Another instance occurs in v. 18. Construing the last verb of v. 5 in this
way (Herrmann 50) is unlikely in view of the flow of the sentence within past time.c. Not
“branch” (EVV); maqqēl, “stick,” is not part of a living tree (see DCH 5:466b–67a).d. Parallelism
with v. 15 suggests future action rather than the present in EVV.e. Literally the “surface” of its
contents (Rudolph 8).f. LXX lacks “clans” of MT. It probably originated as a marginal annotation,
based on “all the northern clans” in 25:9 (BHS).g. LXX has simply “for all Judah’s kings.” Then
the first three cola in v. 18 constitute a tricolon. MT has borrowed from 15:10.The rest of ch. 1
presents the call and twofold commissioning of Jeremiah as a prophet. His call/commissions
and symbolic actions (e.g., 32:6–15) are presented in first person format, assuring the reader of
bedrock experiences in the Jeremiah tradition. Here Jeremiah gives reports concerning
Yahweh’s announcement, including two visions he received and a closing message of
encouragement that recapitulates part of the initial message. An obvious way to structure vv. 4–
19 is to use as guides the introductory oracle reception statements in vv. 4, 11, and 13 and
ensuing dialogues, and to discern three sections, vv. 4–10, 11–12, and 13–19.5 Another
approach that reflects diverse content as a clue to structural intent is to see a chiasm, ABB′A′, in
which “a second time” in v. 13 demarcates vv. 13–19 from vv. 4–12, rather than just the second
vision from the first, assuming that the oracle reception statement in v. 11 has a lesser structural
role. Then the two vision-oracle accounts in vv. 11–12 and 13–14 function as a double core for
the passage and may be distinguished from the preceding and following messages in vv. 4–10
and 15–19 (Lundbom 1:227). There are two drawbacks to this particular scheme. First, parallel
material in the flanking sections appears in vv. 7–10 and 17–19. Second, vv. 12 and 14–16 are
formally parallel as interpretations of the visions, though of different lengths. So B′ should be
widened to vv. 13–16 and A′ reduced to vv. 17–19.6 In favor of linking the first vision with vv. 4–
10 is the mixing of vocabulary from vv. 10 and 12 in 31:28. The two parts of the complex unit,
united by “I hereby give/make you today” (vv. 10, 18), are surprisingly different despite their



similarities.[4–12] A report of Jeremiah’s call (vv. 4–10) concludes with a vision-oracle report (vv.
11–12).[4] After the heading embedded in the superscription (v. 2) comes a major oracle
reception statement, the first in a series (cf. 24:4).7 No interest is shown in the psychological
means by which the divine message was apprehended by the human mind.[5] Jeremiah’s call is
strikingly presented as the culmination of long-term divine planning that antedated his
conception and birth. Elsewhere in the OT this sort of statement is at home in special birth
narratives. On the human plane Hannah promised to dedicate her male child, should she be
given one, to God’s service as a Nazirite (1 Sam 1:11). Sometimes a divine purpose is
announced. Samson was to be born to the life of a Nazirite and would “begin to deliver Israel
from the hand of the Philistines,” declared the angel of Yahweh (Judg 13:3–5). In Gen 17:19
Yahweh declared the unborn Isaac’s destiny to be: “I will establish my covenant with him.” There
is nothing special about the language of fetal development; the attribution to a divine creative
shaping is a glorious commonplace. Psalm 95:5 mentions “the dry land, which his hands have
formed [or “shaped”]”; in the beginning “the LORD God formed man from the dust of the
ground” (Gen 2:7). This kind of personal initiative is actualized by growth in the womb according
to Job 10:11; Pss 119:73; 139:13. Long ago a divine decision had been made, to set Jeremiah
aside to belong to God and to be used by God, as if for priesthood (cf. Num 3:12–13; 8:14–18).
The precise sacred purpose is stated in an abrupt and blatant climax. The divine plan was for
Jeremiah to be “a prophet for nations,” and he had already been designated for this task. The
scope is left unelaborated until v. 10, so that a dynamic frame is provided for the call report;
focus is achieved by the suspense. In its blatancy the statement matches the divine
announcement to the pregnant Rebekah concerning Esau and Jacob: “Two nations are in your
womb” (Gen 25:23).[6] The term “nations” is tantalizingly shelved, and the focus in vv. 6–9 and
12 veers to “prophet,” with special focus on communicating and communications (or speaking
and messages), using variations of the Hebrew root dbr, “speak.” That is why at v. 4 of the
translation “message” was given an alternative, “communication,” to prepare for the repetition
that will be so important in vv. 6–12. The report now begins to conform to some elements of OT
call traditions concerning national leaders and/or prophets. The protest of inadequacy is
paralleled in Moses’ adducing his stammer (Exod 4:10) and Gideon’s and Saul’s claiming to be
nobodies (Judg 6:15; 1 Sam 9:21; cf. 18:18); it leaves traces in the NT, at Luke 1:18, 34. The
effect after v. 5 is to stress that Jeremiah’s prophetic career was not his own idea or
achievement. The credit must go to the electing God, who chooses “what is low and despised in
the world, things that are not, to reduce things that are, so that no one might boast in the
presence of God” (1 Cor 1:28–29). Jeremiah’s less than enthusiastic response is qualified: not
yet, rather than no.8 The vagueness of the Hebrew word translated “boy” in NRSV is captured by
the LXX rendering “too young,” echoed by NAB, REB, and GNB. Having waited so long, God can
surely wait a little longer, until natural ability and social standing catch up. But that would miss
the point. In Jeremiah’s case supernatural equipping stands uncompromisingly over against
nature and nurture, as v. 9 will confirm (cf. 1 Kgs 3:7, 9).9[7–8] God’s control, inexorably



manifested in the past, is to mark Jeremiah’s prophetic future. His obligation is to carry out the
mission completely as to target—the mysterious “nations” is not yet repeated—and content.
Natural fears are reassuringly transcended by the promise of the divine presence as a powerful
factor to offset intimidating confrontation by human addressees. The one who sends Jeremiah
will also be at his side. At this point negative features emerge momentarily; they will be explored
further in vv. 17–19. The exhortation not to be frightened can have a background of warring
hostility (cf. Num 21:34; Josh 1:9), which vv. 18–19 will express. Again, the promise of divine
help typically follows protests in call narratives. Moses was similarly encouraged (Exod 3:12) as
was Gideon (Judg 6:16). At an anxious time Paul received the same assurance (Acts 18:9).[9]
God’s presence was not only promised for Jeremiah’s future ministry but also manifested there
and then in a striking experience, a commissioning act of sacramental symbolism. In Isa 6:7 the
touching of Isaiah’s mouth with a burning coal brought by a seraph had expiatory power. Here a
divine touch transfers oracles to Jeremiah’s mouth so that he can speak them. To put words in
someone’s mouth is to give that person a message to pass on (e.g., in Exod 4:15; Deut 18:18; 2
Sam 14:19).10[10] The explanation of the dramatization continues, and with it the report comes
full circle by reverting to v. 5: v. 9 alludes to “prophet,” and the first part of v. 10 mentions “nations”
again.11 Verse 10 presents the prophetic commission earlier expressed in terms of divine
purpose at v. 5. The main verb has a performative function, dynamically bestowing authority. The
Hebrew verb elsewhere relates to political or military administration, as in 40:11 concerning
Gedaliah, whom the Babylonian king “put in charge of” the people left in Judah as governor. The
task that the prophet is delegated by the divine King to carry out is a double program, first
negative and then positive; the positive element, though present in the book, will be redactionally
developed there. Like Hosea, Jeremiah’s message was to go beyond destruction to eventual
restoration. The statement has a seminal role in the book in terms of both vocabulary and theme.
Elsewhere in the book the range of the verbs, here the infinitive, has Yahweh as their subject
(e.g., 12:14; 18:7). Describing this verbal activity as Jeremiah’s work demonstrates his fully
representative role as initiator of the outworking of the divine will (cf. 5:14; 6:9, 27; 23:29).12 The
book does not always conceive of prophecy in such absolute terms; in 18:5–11 an element of
contingency is dominant in a context that echoes the negative and positive infinitives (cf.
42:10).The “nations” of v. 5 are still not explained, just repeated with the addition of “realms.”
They are thus distinguishable from “the realms in the north” in v. 15, which are agencies of the
divine will rather than its victims or beneficiaries. The book does not give the same weight to
“nations” that this passage seems to. One expects here a reference to Judah as the target of
Jeremiah’s ministry, as later in vv. 14 and 18. Certainly Judah appears to be included; at least
other passages in the book so assume. The application of the infinitives to God’s people in 24:6;
31:28; and 42:10 reflects this implication. It also underlies the redactional inclusion of Judah in
the list of nations at 25:18–26, in v. 18. Moreover, in 18:7, 9 the hypothetical reference to “this
nation or that realm” along with the programmatic verbs, with Judah really in mind, presupposes
the inclusion of Judah in such a wider scope. So does “any nation” in 27:8, 11, and 13 in a



setting of Palestinian and Phoenician states. A plausible clue as to the identity of the other
nations in this case may be derived from 12:14, in a passage that depends on 1:10. It mentions
Yahweh’s “neighbors” (v. 14), generally understood as the small kingdoms bordering on Judah,
such as Edom, Philistia, Moab, and Ammon. Indeed, at 4:16 “the nations” seems to refer to local
national allies of Judah (cf. 22:22; 25:9, 11). Palestine was to be caught up in a maelstrom of
invasion. What Jeremiah had to say about Judah was to be momentous enough to produce
repercussions among its immediate neighbors; “nations” is a premonition of its immense scope.
The description of the enemy as “destroyer of nations” (4:7) in the context of Jeremiah’s early
prophesying strikes the same note. He became directly concerned with other nations late in his
ministry (see chs. 25; 27; 46–49; 51:59–64).At the earliest literary stage the programmatic verbs
were four in number, in a chiastic order of building and agricultural metaphors, as the
formulations in 24:6; 42:10; and 45:4 suggest. The positive pair is constant in the book, but the
negative pair is variable. Here “destroy” has been supplied from the basic pair “uproot/destroy” in
18:7–9 (cf. 12:17), while “demolish” in MT is an addition derived from the pair “demolish/uproot”
in 24:6; 42:10; 45:4.13 The effect of the accumulation of verbs is to reflect the preponderance of
negative oracles in the book and also to announce the book’s overall structure (see
“Macrostructure” in the introduction). This account of Jeremiah’s commissioning marks him out
as a proclaimer of Yahweh’s comprehensive work that was to involve not only destruction but
also reconstruction.[11–12] The first person vision-oracle report supplements the call report in
vv. 1–10, while “a second time” in v. 13 registers a fresh beginning for the rest of the chapter. The
two vision-oracle reports may earlier have existed separately from their present context, paired
by “a second time,” corresponding to the pairs of vision-oracles in Amos 7:1–6 and 7:7–9 + 8:1–
3. From the perspective of the call tradition, the vision takes on the value of a confirming sign or
omen, like that to Gideon in Judg 6:17–21. The question-and-answer format in both reports is a
standard one, found, for example, in Jer 24:1–3; Amos 7:7–9; 8:1–3. This report is based on
wordplay; šāqēd, “almond,” sounds like šōqēd, “watching,” as qayiṣ, “summer fruit,” sounds like
qēṣ, “end,” in Amos 8:1–2. “Stick” has no significance except as the form the almond wood
happened to take. (Almond sticks feature in Gen 30:37 and an almond staff in Num 17:8.) A
commonplace sight is given revelatory value by Yahweh’s drawing attention to it and interpreting
it. The point of the question in this vision-oracle is to make Jeremiah pronounce the word and so
provide a clue to the interpretation. Yahweh’s “communication” sums up what God would order
Jeremiah to communicate (v. 7) and what “my communications” (v. 9) were that God put in
Jeremiah’s mouth. Far from being Jeremiah’s own feeble attempts to communicate (v. 6), the
divine oracles would carry a guarantee of their eventual fulfillment in the form of God’s
providential alertness (cf. Dan 9:12, 14). As Second Isaiah stressed at beginning and end, “the
word of our God will stand” and “my word … shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish
that which I purpose, and succeed in the thing for which I sent it” (Isa 40:8; 55:11).[13–19] The
end of this new section (vv. 18–19) overlaps with material in 15:20 in the course of Yahweh’s
answer to one of Jeremiah’s laments over communal opposition to his prophesying, while the



initial “from the north” in vv. 13–15 recurs in 15:17. This similarity suggests not only the unity of
vv. 13–19 but also that this section reflects the later situation of ch. 15 and, having a visionary
introduction, was associated with the vision of vv. 11–12 and so placed here.14 Its usefulness
lies in its definition of Jeremiah’s commission not in international but in national terms and in
focusing on Jeremiah’s negative ministry that dominates the book. Now, at a later date, the
divine focus of v. 12 on waiting was to give way to action.15[13] A second vision-oracle launches
the next commissioning report; it is hinged with the former report by “realms” (vv. 10, 15).
Another sign introduces a restatement of the prophet’s task. The imagery operates not by
wordplay but by featuring metaphor that uses a key word, somewhat as in Amos 7:7.16
Jeremiah’s reply describes a domestic mishap, a large cooking pot having slipped in a certain
direction on the stones around the fire.[14–16] The divine interpretation slides—like the caldron
—from the danger that threatens in v. 13 to its feared sequel. The form of the interpretation
closely parallels that in v. 12, but the symbolism demands two variations. First, an explanation of
the impersonally expressed metaphor has to be given, displacing the approbation in v. 12.
Second, the interpreting causal clause that sets out Yahweh’s future activity needs to be longer.
The activity is split into two parts, source-oriented in v. 15 and target-oriented in v. 16, in line with
the north-south movement of the interpreted imagery in v. 14.This commissioning report exhibits
a narrower focus than the former one, in two respects. First, “the country” or “Judah” replaces the
nations of vv. 5 and 10, and, second, Yahweh’s message for Jeremiah to transmit is now only a
negative one—a veritable avalanche of punishment. Both features are already evident in v. 14.
Hebrew repetition in terms of effect and cause marks the boundaries of the interpretation in vv.
14 and 16: rā â in the sense of a “bad fate” or “disaster” (NRSV) was to be the consequence of
rā â in the sense of “bad behavior” or “wickedness” (NRSV). This correlation also appears in
prophetic oracles of communal disaster, for example, Mic 2:1–3.17 Indeed, the interpretation in
vv. 14–16 looks like an oracle of disaster; it summarizes the negative message Jeremiah was to
prophesy. It combines elements of divine intervention, the results of that intervention, and the
dire situation that warranted it. The orchestrated invasion of a mysterious northern coalition of
nations is in view. The overwhelming nature of Jeremiah’s prophecy is reaffirmed, but now
presented in terms of its agents (“realms,” v. 15), not its objects (“nations and realms,” v. 10).
From “realms” one has to infer that “they” in v. 15b refers to their kings. There is brusquely
understated allusion to both siege and conquest. The “tribunals” or thrones refer to the
establishment of administrative control in the subject area, as in 39:3 and 43:10. Not only the
capital would be involved, but “all of Judah’s cities.” The larger horizon resumes “all who live in
the country” in v. 14 and serves as a transition to v. 16, where they are now the objects (“them,”
“their”). The royal tribunals represent thrones of judgment, as in Ps 9:4, 7 (5, 8), and Luke 22:30,
and the human activity undertaken at Yahweh’s behest becomes a window to a divine act of
providential judgment. The grounds for such judgment are stated in religious terms, as outright
apostasy along with rejection of the aniconic worship characteristically associated with Yahwism.
The combination has a parallel in the traditions expressed in the first two of the Ten



Commandments, to “have no other gods” and “not make for yourself an idol” (Exod 20:3–4; Deut
5:7–8).18[17–19] This passage turns to the prophetic role Jeremiah has to play. In the present
context it harks back to the parallel section in vv. 7–10 and has a resumptive function in keeping
with its tone of encouragement to shoulder the previously given responsibilities of being
Yahweh’s spokesperson. The task of communication presented in v. 7 is closely repeated in v.
17, though the content has been redefined in vv. 14–16. Verse 17 also echoes the urging not to
fear given in v. 7. The performative utterance of v. 10 finds a partner in v. 18, while the assurance
of Yahweh’s rescuing presence is repeated in v. 19 from v. 8. The repetition has a rhetorical,
persuasive role. The parallelism takes on a consecutive ABCDC′ shape in the supplemented
text, with the factor of divine help being given climactic focus. This switch is in line with the
passage’s stressing how Jeremiah is to cope with the opposition he will have to face. The
emphasis explains the element of divine threat in v. 17, which sounds like a warning against
desertion by threatening a court martial or worse.19 The positive focus on divine action in v. 18
suggests that the threat has a subsidiary role as a growled aside.The rest of the motivational
speech has a positive tone. The investiture of v. 18 grants armor-like resources of defensive
power against comprehensive onslaught from Jeremiah’s own countryfolk.20 Repetition of
“country” and “Judah” ties the passage to the divine message in vv. 14–16. “City” and “walls”
echo terms used in v. 15. The motif of siege has supplied the imagery of v. 18, apart from the
“pillar,” which simply suggests a solid fixture.21 The motif is given an ironic twist not only by its
application to Jeremiah’s coming persecution but also by its reversal of outcome. The victory
northern kings were to achieve would in no way be matched by Judean kings and all their
subjects in their own war against Jeremiah. Ultimate assurance of this surprising effect comes
from the continuing support of Jeremiah’s divine ally.The negative and positive factors of v. 10
are manifested differently in this report; the latter is reserved for the prophet. If a communal
oracle of disaster shaped vv. 14–16, an individual oracle of salvation has lent its form to vv. 17–
19. Comparison with Isa 41:8–13 reveals a similar progression, from the “do not be afraid”
formula to God’s promise of intervention, then the results of that intervention and a closing divine
explanation.22 In the explanation the motif of divine rescue, repeated from v. 8, is rooted in the
psalms of individual lament.23 Laments derive their voice from a theological tradition that at
times of crisis, in response to prayer, Yahweh rescues worshipers from premature death (Ps
91:14–16). So Jeremiah is not to be preserved from society’s warring but brought through it by
repeated saving acts, not unscathed but a survivor. The God “who rescued … will continue to
rescue” (2 Cor 1:10).The chapter serves as an introduction to the book; the superscription and
the commissioning passage with its double premonition of disaster have the function of two
prologues. I have already mentioned both continuity and discontinuity between vv. 4–12 and the
book. The discontinuity suggests that this passage was not editorially made to measure for the
book. It functions rather as a good rough fit. It claims the prophetic authenticity of the book’s
leading human character by giving evidence of his initial appointment by God, so that readers
are predisposed to trust Jeremiah’s interpretation of Judean history and to prefer him to



prophets of a different stripe, who appear later in the book. The overall narrative introduces
motifs and concepts that will appear throughout the book. Even admission of hardship and
failure in the narratives of chs. 26–45 need raise no doubts in the light of 1:18–19, but rather
provide corroboration, just as the call narrative in Isaiah 6, with its warning of hardened hearts,
paves the way for the prophet’s rejection in chs. 7–8. Jeremiah’s panicky reaction in v. 6 will find
poignant echoes in his prayers of lament scattered through chs. 11–20. The stark term “nations”
in vv. 5 and 10 acquires applicability to the collection of oracles of disaster for foreign nations in
chs. 46–51 and to their introduction in ch. 25. It has already been noticed that the double
program of v. 10 bounces through the book; two separate redactional additions in the verse have
reinforced the link.24 Positive messages will be reserved mainly for God’s own people,
especially in chs. 30–33, but a promise of restoration occurs as an afterthought to a foreign
oracle in 49:39, to which the MT adds others at 46:26; 48:47; 49:6, while unconditional promises
occur in 3:17 and 16:19–21, and a conditional one in 12:14–17.The commissioning accounts
also prepare readers for chs. 2–6. While prediction of invasion from the mysterious north is
widely featured in the book and eventually understood in terms of Babylon (25:9; cf. 20:4, 6;
36:29), references to it are clustered in 4:5–6:30. Other dominant motifs in chs. 2–6 are Israel’s
abandonment of Yahweh—the verb recurs in 2:13, 17, 19; 5:17, 19—and recourse to pagan
deities, on which 2:4–4:4 focuses, along with specific reference to idols in 2:27; 3:9. Both of
these motifs are introduced in 1:16. Chapter 1 broaches key motifs that the next five chapters
will unfold.A kaleidoscope of genres derived from Judah’s cultural background adorns the
passage. Special birth narratives, call traditions, vision-oracle reports, prophetic oracles of
disaster and salvation, and a lament tradition have all made rich contributions and given vv. 4–19
its impressive shape. Such a bombardment of genres presents Jeremiah as an accredited
prophet for the coming crisis, empowered to be Yahweh’s plenipotentiary, despite the
controversy he was to stir up among his contemporaries. The first account has left its literary
mark on the Bible. The positive mission of Yahweh’s servant in Isa 49:1, 5–6 is colored by Jer
1:5: “The LORD called me before I was born, while I was in my mother’s womb he named me….
And now the LORD says, who formed me in the womb, … ‘I will give you as a light to the
nations.’” In the NT Paul found Jer 1:5 helpful for expressing his own sense of apostolic destiny:
“God … set me apart before I was born and called me through his grace … so that I might
proclaim [his Son] among the Gentiles [or nations]” (Gal 1:15–16).2:1–3 The Honeymoon Is
Over2:1 I received Yahweh’s message as follows:a 2 “Go and proclaim in Jerusalem’s hearing:
‘Here is what Yahweh said:“What I remember about you is the commitment shown when
youwere young, the love at your wedding celebrations,how you followed me through the
wilderness,a nonarable region.3Israel was sacred to Yahweh,bthe firstfruits of his harvest.Any
who ate such produce would be held guilty,experiencing a bad fate,”declared Yahweh.’”a. An
introductory formula evidently fell out, as in 3:1. MT has supplied a first person oracle reception
statement, aligning with 1:4, 11, 13 (cf. Janzen, Studies, 111–13).b. For LXX in vv. 2b–3aa see
McKane 1:27.This oracle rounds off ch. 1 according to MT and introduces especially 2:4–6:30.



What is to be proclaimed is a self-contained unit, with its own opening and closing quotation
formulas. In genre the piece is related to the oracle of disaster, which generally falls into two
parts, an announcement of disaster prefaced by the reason for it. The initial reason sometimes
has its blameworthiness accentuated by a contrast motif.25 The motif usually harks back to the
basic work of God on Israel’s behalf, as in Amos 2:9–11, but it can refer to Israel’s early
attractiveness to God, as in the first part of Hos 9:10. Here room is made for both, the latter in v.
2 and the former in v. 3. This motif fills the unit, implicitly providing positive antitheses for
subsequent shocking changes in the relationship between Yahweh and Israel. Those changes
will be explained in what follows as the negative ways Israel treated Yahweh and the negative
ways Yahweh consequently had to treat Israel.[2:2] The directive relating to Jerusalem in MT
was added to provide an antecedent for the Hebrew feminine second person references in the
divine statement that follows. “Jerusalem” as audience took its cue from 4:5, “make an
announcement in Jerusalem” (cf. 4:3, 4). In the light of the reference to Israel in 2:3 it was
presumably meant to refer to the Judean covenant community gathered in the capital at festival
time. The two verbs of the directive recur in 3:12, “Go and proclaim.” The second verb occurs
with the prepositional phrase in Judg 7:3 with the sense “proclaim in the hearing of the
troops.”26In another context Yahweh’s recollection could have the flavor of a proclamation of
salvation, with the sense “I remember and will act accordingly by blessing or saving you” (cf. Pss
105:42; 132:1). Against the somber backdrop that will emerge after v. 3, however, it refers to a
nostalgic appreciation of a past memory. A happy wilderness experience is an echo of passages
in Hosea (2:15–16 [16–17]; 9:10; 11:1, 4). In Hosea it always presupposes subsequent
degeneration as soon as Israel reached the promised land, the very note to be sounded in vv. 6–
7, and so it anticipates a relationship that turned sour.27 This positive wilderness perspective
stands at odds with the Pentateuch’s tradition of a murmuring and disobedient Israel. It is
unlikely, however, that the tradition represented here and in Hosea ever existed by itself; rather, it
reflects simply a difference of perspective.28 In terms of pentateuchal texts the faith and praise
of Exod 14:31–15:21 (cf. Ps 106:12) and the people’s affirmations in Exod 19:8; 24:3, 7 may be
compared.Much more commonly the great theological term ḥesed, here rendered
“commitment,” relates to Yahweh’s covenant love and faithfulness, as at 31:3, along with “love.” It
does refer to Israel’s response relatively frequently in Hosea (2:19 [21]; 4:1; 6:4; 12:6 [7]; cf. Rev
2:4), though it tends to focus on love of neighbor rather than of God. Clues to the divine
interpretation here are the adjacent reference to Israel’s own activity of following Yahweh and the
combination of that motif with Israel’s love in 2:25.29 The depiction of Israel as young depends
on Hos 2:15 (17) (cf. 11:1), and the marriage portrayal of the covenant relationship depends on
Hosea 1–3. The striking contemporization of past tradition (“you”) aligns with Hos 13:4–5; other
prophets also used this convention in relation to the exodus and wilderness (see Amos 2:10; Mic
6:4). The present generation was the current heir of such traditions and could spiritually identify
with their forebears’ encounter with God as a once-for-all experience. Time was bridged in a
community whose religious heritage had been kept alive in worship down the centuries. The NT



took up this concept of historical solidarity via a sacramental theology, for instance in Eph 2:5,
“God made us alive together with Christ.”To “follow” or “go after” is an idiom of loyalty that is
related to marriage in Gen 24:5 and 1 Sam 25:42. It refers to rival religious commitments in 1
Kgs 18:21 and to a wrong commitment to divine “lovers” in Hos 2:5 (7). The “wilderness”
suggests a trusting dependence upon Yahweh for food to sustain life, as the parallel expression
shows. Verse 2 lays a foundation for the large block of incriminating material in 2:5–4:4. The
motif of the inhospitable wilderness will be resumed in 2:6, 31. Israel’s following gods other than
Yahweh will recur four times in ch. 2 (at vv. 5, 8, 23, and 25), while idols find specific mention at
2:27 and 3:9. Yahweh’s remembering will find counterpoints in Israel’s forgetting at 2:32 and 3:21
—forgetting its wedding finery in 2:32.30 Initial devotion to Yahweh as the ancestral God will
have a shocking sequel in desertion and alien religious practices.[3] There is a switch from the
contemporizing “you” and “your” to a history-oriented presentation, as if to anticipate the shutter
the covenant people put up between past and present. Third person references to Yahweh
achieve similar distancing, unlike the intimate subjectivity of v. 2. While Israel’s relationship to
Yahweh was the focus of v. 2, now Yahweh’s former protective relationship to Israel comes into
view. The basis of the trust implicit at the close of v. 2 is presented as divine care. The underlying
sense and the link between the verses are well expressed by Deut 32:10:He sustained him in a
desert land, in a howling wilderness waste;he shielded him, cared for him, guarded him as the
apple of his eye.Cultic imagery is employed, perhaps sparked by reflection on the picture of
Israel’s attractiveness to Yahweh as “the first fruit [a different Hebrew term] on the fig tree” in Hos
9:10. The first picking of each fruit and cereal crop was traditionally sacrosanct, dedicated to the
sanctuary and eaten by Yahweh’s priestly representatives (Exod 23:19; Num 18:12–13; Prov
3:9). This exclusive right debarred secular use, and so infringement would carry a penalty; Lev
22:15–16 uses similar vocabulary. Here the envisioned offenders are Israel’s national enemies,
such as the Amalekites (Exod 17:8–13; cf. Jer 5:17). If the structural function of v. 2 was to
introduce 2:5–4:4, that of v. 3 is to be the contrasting prelude for 4:5–6:30. Israel lost not only a
close relationship to Yahweh but also the “hands off” privilege that went with it. Now, instead of a
bad fate coming upon Israel’s enemies, Israel was to be exposed to its own bad fate by way of
punishment. In 5:12 an optimistic assertion, “We will not find a bad fate coming upon us,” using
the Hebrew verb of v. 3, is dismissed. In 4:6 and 6:19 Yahweh is to implement such a fate, and a
causative form of the same verb is used.31Verses 2–3, drawing heavily on traditions used by
Hosea,32 function as a keynote message and a frontispiece with 2:4–6:30 especially in view. It
presents lost harmony as a measure of Israel’s waywardness and as a hint of the danger to
which Israel was thereby exposed.Footnotes1. Neumann, “Problem der
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Architecture, 32.31. Ibid., 57–58.32. For these and further links between Hosea and Jeremiah
see Holladay 2:45–47; Martin Schulz-Rauch, Hosea und Jeremia: Zur Wirkungsgeschichte des
Hoseabuches (Calwer theologische Monographien 16; Stuttgart: Calwer, 1996).2:4–10:25
Destruction and Eventual Reconstruction, Part One2:4–6:30 Coming Disaster and Its
Causes2:4–19 Judah’s Apostasy4 Listen to Yahweh’s message, Jacob’s community, all you
clans of Israel’s community. 5 Here is what Yahweh said:“What fault did your forebears find in
methat they went so far from my sideand followed a nonentity, becoming nonentities
themselves?6They failed to ask, ‘Where is Yahwehwho brought us up from Egypt,who guided us
through the wilderness,a region of desert and ravines,a region of drought and deep darkness,a
region untraveledand unpopulated?’7I brought you into a fertile countryso you could eat its fruit
and other benefits,but you came in only to defile my country,turning my property into something
abominable.8The priests have failed to ask ‘Where is Yahweh?’Those who handle torah have
had no insight into my will.The shepherd-kings have rebelled against me,while the prophets
have prophesied in Baal’s name.So things that are useless are what they have
followed.a9Therefore I will state my grievances against you also,”declared Yahweh,“and against
your descendants I will state my grievances.10In fact cross to the coast of Cyprus and look,send
messengers to Kedar and make careful observation,consider whether anything like this has ever
occurred.11Has any other nation changed gods—though they are not really gods?Yet my



people have exchanged their glorious onefor something useless.12Be shocked, you skies, at
this,be horrified and utterly devastated,”declared Yahweh,13“because two bad choices have my
people made:me they have abandoned,the spring of running water,to dig cisterns for
themselves,cisterns that get cracked,which cannot hold water.14“Is Israel a slave?Is it some
house-born slave?If not, why has it become plunder?15Over it the lions kept roaring,howling
loudly.They turned its country into a shocking place.bIts towns were ruined, so nobody could live
in them.16Indeed, the people of Noph and Tahpanheswill breakc the crown of your head.17Is
not the cause of this happening to youyour abandoningd Yahweh as your God?e18So now what
is the point of your journey to Egypt,to drink Nile water?And what is the point of your journey to
Assyria,to drink Euphratesf water?19Your own bad behavior will get you punished,your
backsliding ways convict you.So realize, consider how bitterly badis your abandoning Yahweh
your Godand that you do not feel obliged to revere me,”gdeclared the sovereign Yahweh
Almighty.ha. This is a climactic monocolon, for which cf. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 70–
72. It is distinguished from the previous four cola by lack of an initial subject. The final colon
sums up the waywardness of all the leaders (Daniel Grossberg, “Noun/Verb Parallelism:
Syntactic or Asyntactic?” JNES 99 [1980]: 65–69, esp. 67–68; Holladay 1:88).b. For this meaning
see HALOT 4:1553b.c. The vocalization of MT from r h, “graze,” in the secondary sense of
“devastate,” produces an odd mixture of metaphors. The translation assumes a vocalization
yĕrō ûk implied by Syr., from r  , “break,” an Aramaism used in 15:12 and Ps 2:9. NRSV, REB,
and GNB have adopted this pointing, in the wake of KJV. The other EVV assume scribal
metathesis of yē ārûk from  rh, with the sense “lay bare, shave.” This last suggestion has
received much support from commentators and yields good meaning, but it is better in principle
to retain the consonantal text when it gives adequate sense.d. For the syntax see GKC §114a,
which compares 1 Sam 18:23.e. MT adds words not represented in LXX, b t mwlykk bdrk, “at
the time when he guided you in the way,” with an aramaizing use of a participle. This looks
suspiciously like a garbled version—influenced by v. 6—of the next four words in v. 18, w th mhlk
ldrk, “and now what to you with respect to the way.” Probably correction has taken place in MT
without removal of the corrupt text (cf. BHS). NAB deletes.f. Literally “River” par excellence; see
BDB 625b.g. More lit. “and (that) reverence for me is not (an obligation resting) upon you,” taking
 el, “to,” in the sense of  al, “upon.” For this sense of  al see BDB 753; and for continuation of an
infinitive with a separate clause cf. GKC §114r.h. This is the rendering of NIV and GNB, derived
from the standard translation in the LXX of Jeremiah in place of the traditional, enigmatic-
sounding “of hosts.” Whatever the precise meaning, the term carries a sense of divine
omnipotence.The literary block of 2:4–6:30 functions as a giant oracle of disaster, broadly
stating first the grounds for it (2:4–4:4) and then its certainty (4:5–6:30). Two parallel
compositions in 2:4–19 and 20–37 present religious and political accusations of unfaithfulness
to Yahweh. The next pair in 3:1–18 and 3:19–4:4 continues with charges of religious infidelity
and dismisses pious claims of Yahweh’s commitment and Israel’s contrition as insincere ploys.
One day, however, all this would change for the better for God’s people in north and south. As for



4:5–6:30, a pair of compositions in 4:5–18, 19–31 announces impending military doom, while
the three compositions of 5:1–9, 10–19, and 20–31 affirm such coming disaster and ground it in
both moral delinquency and religious infidelity. Yet in 4:27; 5:10, 18, the completeness of the
destruction is qualified, with a positive sequel implicitly in view. The three compositions in 6:1–
15, 16–21, and 22–30 proclaim utter military destruction in response to utter rejection of God’s
torah standards and prophetic overtures.At first sight 2:4–37 gives the impression of being a
random cluster of extracts from early oracles. There is a form-critical clue that a break occurs
after v. 19. The various units all have the flavor of an oracle of disaster. Most units offer reasons
for disaster, but v. 19 moves to the second stage, an announcement of disaster. This movement
implies that vv. 5–19 represent an editorially produced version of a complete oracle, one that
focuses on reasons. The first unit consists of vv. 5–9, demarcated by opening and closing
quotation formulas; it has been turned into a complex unit by having vv. 10–11 and 12–13
appended to it, with the latter’s quotation formula “declared Yahweh” used as a section opener.
Verses 14–19, concluded by a closing formula, constitute a separate unit that ends the literary
composition.[4] A weighty, formal call to attention in prose announces a new beginning. It seems
to be a redactional introduction. It is addressed to the covenant people as a whole and
embraces all its parts. Later in the chapter (v. 28), “Judah” will be plainly invoked as the
addressee, but here the theological term “Israel” of v. 3 is resumed, with “Jacob” as its parallel (cf.
vv. 14, 26, 31). The Jerusalem festival setting of v. 2 in MT is envisioned.[5–9] A history lesson
turns into a confrontation with Jeremiah’s contemporaries. The audience is drawn into an
objective, relatively nonthreatening discussion, only to be trapped into finding themselves
condemned. The procedure is reminiscent of the parable Nathan told David, ending with “You
are the man!” (2 Sam 12:1–7). The trap is laid and activated by a chiasm, ABCB′A′, which ties
the two parts of this piece together by pitting past and present generations in vv. 5 and 9 and by
asking old and new questions in vv. 6 and 8.1[5–6] Verses 6–7 suggest that Israel’s “forebears”
are the generations who had the exodus and the wilderness wanderings behind them and had
entered the promised land. The logical starting point occurs at v. 6, a recital of Yahweh’s deeds
that emphasizes a championing and protective role and thus recalls the final part of v. 2 and v. 3.
God’s protégés had been preserved from dire and ever-present dangers.2 The unspoken
question “Where?” belongs to the prayer of lament in which appeal is made to a once-saving
God to save again (Judg 6:13; Ps 89:49 [50]; Isa 63:11, 15). The period of the judges is in view,
when Israel’s existence in the land was threatened by adjacent nations, but also a period marked
by religious apostasy. This apostasy provides the background for the ironic protest of v. 5 in
which the speculative and unlikely “fault” presupposes by contrast the parade of saving benefits
in v. 6. There is allusion to worship of the Canaanite storm god Hadad, who was given the title
“Baal,” mentioned outright in v. 8, but here in terms of a dismissive pun, hahebel, “(the)
nonentity,” on habba al, “the Baal, lord” (Bright 15). By appealing to what was powerless, the
people only reinforced their own powerlessness.[7] The exploits of v. 6 continue, now in a
narrative form, to include provision of entry into the promised land, at which the phrase “brought



up from Egypt” had already hinted. The forebears of v. 5 are still in view, with “you” logically
functioning in an answer to the forebears, whose quoted question had employed “us.” However,
the sense of “you” also slides into a contemporizing usage matching that of v. 2, though now the
Hebrew pronouns are plural, as later in v. 9. The exploit includes a focus on God’s agricultural
gifts that contrast with the “nonarable region” of the wilderness in v. 2. It accentuates the
following complaint of ungrateful abuse of the land. Once more Jeremiah depends on traditions
in Hosea, traditions that associate occupation of the land with rot setting in. Israel seized the
opportunity to adopt the Baal cult they found there (Hos 2:5, 8 [7, 10], 9:10; 11:2). The cultic
language “defiled” and “abominable” expresses a change in religious affiliation, while the
definition of the land as “my country” and “my property” upholds a claim of Yahweh’s inalienable
rights as landowner, which the Israelite tenants should have respected (cf. Lev 25:23).[8] The
unasked question of v. 6 is repeated, but now with a contemporary application that builds on the
contemporizing usage of “you” in v. 7. Judah’s present leaders, who set the tone for the
community at large, had continued in the same bad attitude. In troublous times the priests who
should have taken the lead in praying a communal lament to Yahweh—along the lines of Joel
2:17—had been silent. Those priests responsible for giving the inquiring people instruction
based on torah traditions had misrepresented the divine will (cf. Hos 4:6). Judah’s kings, here
called “shepherds,” as in Jer 3:15; 22:22; 23:1, also set a bad example, while some prophets had
even turned openly to Baal for inspiration.3 This failure of the leadership to propagate Yahwistic
ideals was evidence of an underlying tendency to demote Yahweh in the interests of a rival faith.
“The community … has lost its foundational point of reference” (Brueggemann 35). The
derogative phrase “things that are useless” (yô îlû) represents a Hebrew play on “Baals” (cf.
habbě ālîm, 2:23) by repeating two root components.[9] “Therefore” is a conventional link
between reasons for disaster and the announcement of disaster. Here it prefaces a warning of
punishment, the pressing of charges against the covenant people.4 Not only their forebears
were guilty before God (v. 6); they had caught the old bug. And, since there was no sign of
improvement, the next generation was likely to be embroiled.[10–13] A pair of passages follows,
parallel in their tone of outrage and pathos (“my people”) and in their bridging of exclamatory
command and content by “this.” Linked editorially by the initial kî, “For” (NRSV), these passages
look back to the reasons of apostasy given earlier and reinforce them. Oracles of disaster
sometimes conclude with reasons after the announcement,5 and that is the function of vv. 10–11
and 12–13.[10–11] The charge that Judah had virtually exchanged Yahweh for Baal as the
national god is hailed as outrageous. In v. 11 the derogatory wordplay used at the close of the
main statement of the reasons for disaster (v. 8) is repeated. Enormity is expressed by an
ethnological comparison. Searching from west to east, from Cyprus to the Arabian Kedar (cf. Isa
42:10–11), one could never find a parallel. A modification—“though they are not divine”—avoids
seeming to bring other national gods up to Yahweh’s unique level. Like Simple Simon, Judah had
lost out by swapping substance for the insubstantial. Yahweh is described as kābôd, “weight,
glory,” as in the punning contrast between “weight of glory” and that which is slight in 2 Cor



4:17.6[12–13] The comparison is broadened; no counterpart exists anywhere in the world. With
impressive assonance the skies (šāmayim) above the wide world are invited to register their
shock (šōmmû) at anything so unprecedented. The inequality already expressed in v. 11 is
developed in terms of a choice of disproportionate alternatives. Saying no to Yahweh is folly; to
fill the vacuum by saying yes to the Baals is madness. The pragmatic standard of uselessness
(vv. 8, 11) is heightened to a metaphorical contrast between life and death. Yahweh is “a spring
of running [lit. “living”] water,” providing never-failing resources for coping with the real world.
Yahweh’s rivals are mere plaster-lined cisterns cut in the limestone rock and gradually leaking
the stale water they hold from last winter’s rains. They provide pseudospiritual sustenance by
their rituals, but leave those who worship them with their thirst for effective living unquenched
and so unable to survive. Only contact with the living God (10:10; 23:36; Ps 42:2 [3]; Hos 1:10
[2:1]) can bring true life, as Ps 36:9 (10); Prov 14:27; John 4:14; and Rev 21:6 reaffirm.[14–19]
This unit concludes the literary oracle of disaster that began in v. 5. It will culminate in the explicit
reprisal of v. 19, but it derives the reason for it no longer from the religious sphere but from
international politics. After the second masculine plural address in vv. 5–13, it uses second
feminine singular language, at least in vv. 16–19, while “Israel” is discussed in third masculine
singular terms in vv. 14–15. The unit is consistent with what precedes at three points: the water
imagery (v. 18), the motif of abandoning Yahweh, and the description of Yahweh as “your
God” (vv. 17 and 19). The last element echoes “my people” in vv. 11 and 13 as the other side of
the double covenant formula (cf. 24:7; 31:33; 32:40).[14–17] The main point of the unit will be
reached at v. 18 with “And now” (NAB, REB), which in speeches and letters commonly marks a
transition from preliminaries. These prior verses point out the failure of the political maneuvers of
v. 18. It should have been a case of once bitten twice shy, yet Israel had not learned from its
mistakes but blundered on from past failure to a worse one in the future.[14–15] The three initial
questions discuss that past failure, with the first two suggesting wrong answers to stimulate
concern for the right answer to the third question.7 Israel should have been a free agent under
Yahweh, not subject to foreign powers. In the light of v. 3 it was an ominous sign that Israel had
lost the divine protection it had once enjoyed. It had become “plunder” or prey, devoured by
foreign nations as if by lions (cf. 30:16; Ezek 34:8). Such destruction may refer not to recent
events in Judah but to its long history of subjection to Assyria, including its devastation at
Sennacherib’s hands in 701 B.C.E. (cf. Isa 1:7; 5:29; Rudolph 19).[16] This reference to defeat at
Egyptian hands, citing two cities in northern Egypt, is a historical enigma, if it is read in
conjunction with vv. 14–15. The Hebrew imperfect verb can refer to the future, as REB takes it. If
the verse belongs to one of Jeremiah’s early oracles, it represents a premonition of Josiah’s
defeat at Pharaoh Neco’s hands in 609 and Judah’s subsequent spell of vassalage to Egypt.8
Then not only do Assyrian and Egyptian defeats correlate with Judah’s overtures to those
powers in v. 18,9 but the Egyptian defeat gives an objective definition of Judah’s future
punishment in v. 19.[17] Both defeats are traced back to the outworking of divine providence in
Judah’s affairs, in reprisal for unfaithfulness to its covenant God. Here is the right answer in place



of the wrong answers of v. 14 as to why Judah incurred its political failures in the past and would
do so again in the future.[18] Rivalry among pro-Assyrian and pro-Egyptian political parties in
Judah may be in view. Since already by 616 Egypt and Assyria were allied against the Neo-
Babylonians and Medes, a situation earlier in Josiah’s reign may be envisioned.10
Condemnation of Judah’s vacillation between Assyria and Egypt echoes that of the northern
kingdom in Hos 7:11. The depiction of the goal as a quest for a plentiful supply of water indicates
a search for political and economic survival at a time when Judah’s own resources were at a low
ebb.[19] In venturing out from Yahweh’s protective reach, Judah would have to face the negative
consequences. Its punishment, when it came, would be Judah’s own fault. The right answer of v.
17 is reaffirmed with a call to take it remorsefully to heart as the inevitable aftermath of lack of
spiritual commitment.Verses 14–19 present a new message of political failure that at first sight
strikes an alien note after the earlier religious charges, but in embracing both types of
accusation Jeremiah showed himself to be Hosea’s heir once more. This unit sketches the
nature of the punishment Judah would suffer as a political one. In contrast to the happy scenario
of v. 2, the nations who devoured Judah as their prey would be allowed to do so with impunity,
now that Judah had abandoned its covenant God. Besides wrong religion, vv. 14–19 also
identify a supplementary reason for that punishment, wrong politics, which is consistent with the
charge of Judah’s inordinate disloyalty to Yahweh.2:20–37 Judah’s Apostasy Reaffirmed20“In
fact ages ago you brokea your yoke,you snappeda your harness,and said, ‘I will not
serve.’Rather, on every high hilland beneath every leafy treeyou have been sprawling as a
prostitute.21Yet I it was who planted you as a red grape vine,wholly from true seed.So how is it
you changed into a rotten plant,ba foreign vine?22Even if you wash with sodaand use a lot of lye
on yourself,your wrongdoing leaves a stain I can see,”declared the Lord Yahweh.23“How can
you say, ‘I have not defiled myself,the Baals I have not followed’?Consider your conduct in the
valley,realize what you have been doing,you fast young camel, crisscrossing yourc tracks,24you
wild ass used to the wilderness—dshe sniffs the wind in her instinctive urge.It is her time to mate!
e She is out of control.No males seeking her out need tire themselves;in her time of heat they
will find her.25Stop running till your feet are left barefand your throat is thirsty.But you say, ‘It is
hopeless! No,I love the aliensand they are the ones I must follow.’26“As a thief is chagrined when
he is caught,so Israel’s community is chagrined.They, their kings and officials,and their priests
and prophets,g27have been saying to wood, ‘You are my father,and to stone, ‘You gave me
birth.’In fact they have turned their backs on meinstead of their faces toward me.Yet when times
turned bad for them they kept saying,‘Come and save us.’28Where are your gods then,those you
made for yourself?Let them come, if they can save you,now that you are going through a bad
time.In fact the number of your townsis matched by your gods, Judah.h29“How is it you state
grievances against me?You have all rebelled against me,”declared Yahweh.30“In vain have I
struck your children;they would not accept correction.Your own sword has devoured your
prophetslike a lion bent on destruction”—31You members of this generation should consider
Yahweh’s message—i“Have I been a wilderness to Israel?Or some shadow land?If not, why



have my people said, ‘We roam free,we will resort to you no more’?32Can a girl forget her
jewelry,a bride her sash?Yet my people have forgotten mefor a time too long to reckon.33“How
well you direct your coursein search of love!That is why, yes, in bad deedsjyou have trained your
ways.34Yes, on your skirts has been foundthe blood of innocentk persons,though you did not
catch them in the act of burglary.But in spite of all this (?)l35you say, ‘I am innocent.Surely his
anger has veered away from me.’Look, I am going to pass judgment on youbecause of your
saying ‘I have not sinned.’36How very lightly you treatmyour change of course!Yes, in Egypt you
will be disappointed,just as you were disappointed in Assyria.37Yes, you will only get out of
thiswith your hands to your head,because Yahweh has rejected those you trustand you will have
no success with them.”a. See BHS and cf. v. 33.b. See BHS for this modest emendation of a
corrupt text made by Duhm 25, and cf. HALOT 2:749a; sôrîyâ is to be taken as Qal feminine
participle with retention of the original third radical (cf. GKC §75v), used nominally, “a stinking,
rotten plant.” In the contextual echo of Isa 5:2–4, the term corresponds to bĕ ūšîm, “stinking
grapes.” LXX eis pikrian, “to bitterness,” implying lĕmôrâ, gives partial support to the change.c.
Literally “her.” A third person suffix is sometimes found in an attributive clause after a vocative (cf.
GKC §144p). The same usage probably explains the third person references in v. 24.d. The
Hebrew masculine forms must be epicene (GKC §122d).e. For this exclamatory clause see GKC
§147c.f. Literally “Restrain your foot from (being) barefoot.” For this compressed construction cf.
GKC §119x with reference to 1 Sam 15:23, 26.g. Against the MT punctuation, the translation
takes these nouns with v. 27 as the subject of the verb. See the commentary.h. The repetition of
second singular suffixes suggests six cola, with the suffix at or near the end of each colon
(Cloete, Versification, 144).i. For LXX see Janzen, Studies, 85–86; cf. Yohanan A. P. Goldman,
“Crispations théologiques et accidents textuels dans le TM de Jérémie 2,” Bib 76 (1995): 25–52,
esp. 42–47.j. Similarly NAB and NJB; the other EVV interpret on the lines of teaching “wicked
women.” See McKane 1:53.k. MT  ebyônîm, “poor,” is not represented in LXX and seems
superfluous. Did it originate in a marginal exegetical note that compared 5:28 and found a similar
forensic setting here? Then the trigger was rā ôt, “bad deeds,” in v. 33, which caused
recollection of dibrê ra in the same sense at 5:28.l. This is a feasible way of understanding the
enigmatic phrase, taking it with v. 35; most EVV so interpret. Then the following wāw is one of
apodosis (cf. Joüon §176). See the discussion of Dominique Barthélemy, Critique textuelle de
l’Ancien Testament, vol. 2: Isaïe, Jérémie, Lamentations (OBO 50/2; Fribourg: Éditions
Universitaires; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986), 474–75.m. See BHS and most EVV.
NIV retains the pointing of MT, while NRSV “lightly you gad about” strangely combines both
options.The second composition which follows the pattern of vv. 5–19, is a literary oracle of
disaster, one that offers a series of reasons for it. Verse 35b bluntly announces divine
punishment, with its results spelled out in vv. 36–37. Just as vv. 14–15 referred to the results of
past punishment, so vv. 26, 30, and 36 refer to previous divine intervention and its results. Yet
once more the structural focus is on reasons for coming disaster. There are a number of other
reinforcing parallels between vv. 4–19 and 20–37, which will be noted as they occur.



Nonetheless, vv. 23–25 possess their own form-critical status as a disputation, with the elements
of a basic thesis that is queried in the quotation opening v. 23, a dispute of the thesis, and a final
counterthesis in the new quotation that closes v. 25.11 In its literary context the disputation has
the subordinate role of contributing to a series of reasons for disaster. Three other units, vv. 26–
28, 29–32, and 33–37, follow the disputation.[20–25] Perhaps a pair of units should be
envisioned, vv. 20–22 with their lively shifts from metaphor to metaphor and vv. 23–25 with their
more consistent imagery. Both use second feminine singular pronouns and verbs, and the final
quotation formula in v. 22 now functions only as a section divider. The first section addresses
ancient religious apostasy, while the second deals with its contemporary manifestation,
somewhat like vv. 5–9.[20] The initial kî (“For,” NJPS) unite vv. 20–37 with vv. 5–19, the latter
verses elaborating the former ones. As in vv. 5–7, the new collection of prophetic pieces begins
with ancient history. Its combination with the contemporizing “you,” which traces a continuous
line between past and present, indicates the seriousness of the charge leveled against the
present generation. No first-time offenders here! Israel is depicted as a plow animal that refused
to work for the plowman and defiantly broke its yoke and harness. The imagery of the farmer and
the working farm animal functions as a covenant metaphor. Putting interpretive words into
Israel’s mouth is a mark of these combined sections, appearing also in vv. 23 and 25. It enables
underlying attitudes to be made explicit, rather than purporting to give actual quotations.12The
second half of the verse moves from farm to family to illustrate a broken covenant (cf. Isa 1:2b–
3). In tones reminiscent of v. 7 but now registering distaste in sexual rather than religious terms,
rural shrines devoted to Canaanite worship are pictured as the rendezvous for illicit sex (cf. Deut
12:2; 1 Kgs 14:23; 2 Kgs 16:4). The metaphor is simply one of unfaithfulness to Yahweh, rather
than reflecting Canaanite orgiastic rites of sexual prostitution, for which there is no evidence.13 It
is a flagrant metaphor Jeremiah borrowed once more from Hosea (cf. Hos 4:12–13), deliberately
offensive in order to represent the passion of God’s wounded love.[21] Another reminder of v. 7
is provided by the reference to Israel’s degeneration in the land. There is also a similar sense of
outrage in the changing of gods at v. 11, though the Hebrew verbs are different. Appeal is made
to Yahweh’s initial work of planting Israel in the land (cf. Exod 15:17) in order to accentuate the
contrast. Where was that high quality vine with its promise of luscious red grapes? In its place
stood a grossly inferior product! Isaiah’s indignant parable of the vineyard and its disappointing
crop of wild grapes (Isa 5:1–4) may lie in the background.[22] The new metaphor of trying to
wash out an indelible stain offers another link with Isaiah, recalling Isa 1:15–16, 18. Here,
however, the damned spot is left not by social apathy but by the adoption of Canaanite worship.
The metaphor summarizes the ingrained and widespread nature of the community’s failure (v.
20) and its radical change for the worse (v. 21).[23–25] Commitment to a non-Yahwistic faith
begins and ends this poem which repeats the motif of following the wrong gods.[23] The denial
put in the community’s mouth is a rhetorical ploy that permits an indignant challenge. Self-
defilement here has the nuance of sexual unfaithfulness, which picks up the second metaphor in
v. 20.14 The call for Judah to “consider” and “realize” the seriousness of its behavior reinforces



the appeal in v. 19. The pluralization of Baal, already encountered through wordplay and
metaphor in vv. 8 and 13, over against the references to Baal elsewhere, refers to local
representations of the deity at different shrines. “Conduct in the valley” seems to refer
generalizingly to non-Yahwistic practices in Ben Hinnom Valley, to which LXX alludes by
rendering “cemetery” as in 19:6. The valley is associated with child sacrifice to the god Molech
(7:31), but one may compare 19:5 and 32:35, which link Baal and Molech to this rite. The
metaphor of the young camel reflects Judah’s religious commitments as unstable.15[24–25] The
second animal metaphor bears a sexual import. It develops the camel’s aimless chasing around
into a fuller image of the sniffing of the female ass in heat to pick up a male scent and track it
down. The scathing application to a human search that is ready to wear out sandals and endure
thirst uncovers a passionate obsession. In v. 21 Israel had been described as a foreign vine; now
that reference is elucidated in terms of a fatal attraction to non-Yahwistic religion, putting faith in
“aliens.” That truth is admitted in v. 25b.[26–28] A new unit combines charges of idolatrous
worship with mention of bad times for which such worship provided no help. As in vv. 5, 8, and
11, the test of faith is a pragmatic one. Third plural references in vv. 26 and 27b give way to
second masculine singular ones in the direct address of v. 28, for which the first singular
pronouns in the quotation at v. 27a prepare. At beginning and end, the pervasiveness of the
aberrant faith is presented, in terms of leaders (cf. v. 8) and towns.[26–27a] The simile of the
thief caught red-handed aptly sums up Judah’s frustration in a reprehensible context. Its
frustration in reaction to crisis will be made clear later in the piece, but the context is plainly and
ironically described (vv. 26b–27) as rejection of Yahweh in favor of material objects that are
credited with divine significance. Fatherhood and motherhood have covenantal associations (cf.
Deut 32:6, 18). The wood and stone are not further defined; a context of blatant Canaanite
worship seems to be implied. The comprehensive list, as in 44:17, shows that even community
leaders had endorsed this aberration.[27b–28] When life turned stormy, it was a different matter.
The community was forced to switch back to praying for Yahweh’s help (the Hebrew imperatives
are singular). The question “Where?” no longer reflects the plea in communal laments, as it had
in vv. 6 and 8. It reflects another part of the lament, citation of the scorn expressed by enemies
when divine help was not forthcoming (cf. Pss 42:3 [4]; 79:10). “Gods” are satirically qualified by
“those you made for yourself,” in line with the negative qualification in v. 11. These fair-weather
friends had no influence on the real world, with which only Yahweh could cope. The urban
pervasiveness in v. 28 matches the rural range of v. 20.[29–32] Further charges of apostasy are
made against the community. Vehemence is expressed by total involvement (“all”) at the outset,
long duration at the end, and bewildered questions throughout. This piece is demarcated by its
use of direct second masculine plural references in vv. 29–30 (and also in the aside in v. 31) and
of indirect third plural ones with “my people” as subject in vv. 31–32.[29–30] As in v. 5,
hypothetical blame is laid at Yahweh’s door, only to give way to countercharges that expose the
truth. Rebellion, as in v. 8, is the challenge of divine authority over the community; it is shown in
passive unwillingness to take seriously God’s earlier providential action against its members



(“children”) and in active—though not further specified—persecution of the prophetic
messengers God had sent them.[31–32] The initial prose appeal is a redactional call to hearers
of the text to search their own hearts for traces of this repudiation of divine authority.16 The
Hebrew imperative hints that the call is meant to relate to vv. 29–30 with their second person
content. The verb “consider” is borrowed from earlier appeals in the text (vv. 10, 19, and 23),
which suggests that for the redactor those appeals too should find listening ears whenever the
text is read.The possibility of blaming God, broached in v. 29, is explored further by means of the
interrogative made present in v. 14. Blatantly wrong answers are suggested and implicitly
dismissed as irrelevant. Readers can think back to the dangerous wilderness of v. 6, where
Yahweh’s care was its antithesis. There was no reason for Israel’s attitude of striking out on its
own and worshiping elsewhere. Its long history of forgetting Yahweh was as unnatural as a
woman forgetting what she wore on her wedding day. The double “my people” conveys the same
sense of poignant regret as in vv. 11 and 13, while the wedding comparison gains added insight
from the introductory v. 2, which cited historical memories of the relationship with Yahweh that
Israel had forgotten.[33–37] This final unit is marked in Hebrew by second feminine singular
references, unlike vv. 29–32. It makes political charges, like the closing piece in vv. 14–19. The
political factor is explicit in v. 36; it is doubtless implied by the “love” of v. 33, as in 4:30, where
Judah’s allies are called lovers. The unit falls into two parallel sections, vv. 33–35 and 36–37,
each introduced by a protesting “How!” in a charge relating to Israel’s “course” and continuing
with a double “Yes” (Lundbom 1:294).[33–35] The sarcasm of “well” is shown by the ensuing
“bad deeds,” which are explained in terms of international alliance. Is the reference to the killing
of Judean collaborators with Assyria, when the political tide had turned?17 Judah is blamed for
executions that did not fall within the guidelines for justifiable homicide. By way of definition, an
ancient legal tradition that also appears in Exod 22:2 (1) is cited, about killing a nocturnal burglar
with impunity. The politically motivated offense was compounded by a shoulder-shrugging lack
of moral and spiritual concern. Providential judgment at Yahweh’s hand was inevitable.[36–37]
The gist of vv. 33–35 is repeated with more political information. The complacency of v. 35
reappears in a switch of international treaty making, which earlier was the theme of v. 18.
Already early in Josiah’s reign, Assyria’s weakness was evident, but Egypt was to bring no less
disillusionment. The gesture of putting hands on or to one’s head occurs elsewhere only in 2
Sam 13:19, where it is associated with humiliation, as is the case here. Does it refer to putting
one’s hands over the face? Judah had not reckoned with Yahweh, its first and best ally, and with
Yahweh’s ultimate power of reprisal for Judah’s misplaced trust in human allies (cf. Ps 118:8–9;
Isa 31:1).Verses 20–37 contain a second barrage of shocking charges against Judah, again
mainly religious but also political, which made divine reprisal inevitable. This literary compilation
reinforces that of vv. 4–19, passionately affirming how Judah had given up its exclusive
commitment to Yahweh despite the grace it had received. Its accountability could not be
evaded.3:1–18 Coming Back: A Distant Prospect3:1 … saying as follows:a“If a man divorces his
wifeand she leaves his homeand gets married to another man,can he resume relations with herb
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spring rain did not come.Yet you had the brazen face of a professionale prostitute,refusing to
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who you are,’5thinking, ‘He will not retain his anger forever,keep it up perpetually, will
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1982.INTRODUCTIONProphecy is a psychic gift that in many cultures has been harnessed to
religion. Even now Protestant and Catholic charismatic groups practice it, in addition to
Pentecostal denominations. According to the NT, the church was “built upon the foundation of



the apostles and prophets” (Eph 2:20; cf. 3:5; 4:11). A major part of the OT canon is made up of
the books of the classical prophets, while in the Hebrew Bible these “Latter Prophets” are
traditionally associated with the “Former Prophets,” the Deuteronomistic historical books that
derive their theology from Deuteronomy and tell the story of Israel and Judah. The mission of the
classical prophets clustered around political crisis. Their period, stretching from the eighth
century to at least the fifth century B.C.E., embraced the dangerous eras of Assyrian and
Babylonian dominance, eras that brought increasing loss of national independence and eventual
deportation. The period extended to the Persian era, when a significant number of exiles
returned and achieved an uneasy survival. The prophets refused to see national misfortune from
a purely political perspective. They were religious idealists who insisted a higher agenda was
being played out in the history of the two nations that shared a common theological tradition,
Israel and Judah. They saw themselves as interpreters of crisis in terms of the ongoing will of
Yahweh, the God of these twin nations. The lengthy book of Jeremiah stands at the epicenter of
this prophetic witness, focusing on the crucial period around the final capture of Jerusalem in
587 that spelled the end of Judah. It also gathers up concerns of the wider prophetic canon,
containing its own strong Deuteronomistic flavor and echoes of Deuteronomy and featuring
Israel and Judah by exhibiting a keen interest in the future of them both.1. PremisesResearch for
this commentary began with a parallel reading of three stimulating commentaries, those of
Rudolph, McKane, and Holladay. It became evident that there were marked differences between
them in commenting on the same passage. Each had his own agenda, a complex set of
scholarly convictions that were rigorously applied throughout their books. Readers may find it
helpful to have announced at the outset six main premises that govern this commentary.The
book of Jeremiah is religious literature and deserves to be approached from a religious
perspective.The focus of the commentary is on the final form of the book as the canonical
version, theologically and literarily.Nevertheless, I have listened to other ancient texts and
versions with care and sometimes preferred them.Nevertheless, too, I have made some effort to
ascertain earlier stages of the literary process that led to the final form. The book is not less than
the sum of its successive parts.The commentary consists of context-driven exegesis that
pursues the book’s own interests. The necessary task of contemporary application is left to other
commentaries, such as those of Miller and Bracke.Nevertheless, in keeping with the spirit of the
title of the series, the Old Testament Library, I have tried to observe echoes and parallels
elsewhere in the OT and in the NT, in order to show the book’s coherence with other parts of the
biblical revelation and its abiding, even when disturbing, character.2. Translation and TextThe
translation incorporates interpretive conclusions reached in the notes and exegesis. Its style
covers a spectrum from a free, natural-sounding rendering that expresses the sense of the
original to ponderous literalness, polar ends represented respectively by two vintage scholarly
renderings.1 Earlier drafts were closer to the former end, but, since the commentary is based on
the Hebrew text, accommodation increasingly had to be made to repeated terms that turned out
to be exegetically crucial to a passage. Thus “burn down” became “burn with fire” in 21:10;



43:13; 51:38 because “fire” is a key word in the context. “Visited” had to be changed to “came to”
in 40:8, 13; 41:1 under the constraint of a Hebrew catchphrase that also occurs in 40:6, 12.
Another necessary constraint has been to retain the contours of Hebrew poetry.2 An effort has
been made to reflect the Hebrew word order and/or focus, for example, in 14:19, “Is Zion the
object of your intense loathing?” and in 26:16, “Rather, what he has told us has been in the
name of our God Yahweh.” Bracketed material in the translation, like the italics in KJV, adds
words necessary in English, such as “you [all]” in 28:27; 33:20; 37:18–19; 40:3; 49:6; 51:24 to
indicate an otherwise undetectable plural pronoun. A question mark in parentheses warns of
extreme uncertainty and a cautious attempt at translation. Italics are used to indicate what I
judge to be expansions in the longer text of MT, over against the shorter LXX, so that readers
can see at a glance such later stages of development in the literary tradition. The English
numbering of verses and chapters is followed in the translation and elsewhere, with Hebrew
variations in parentheses, unless otherwise noted.The notes accompanying the translation
justify it in matters of lexicography, syntax, poetic structure, and text criticism. A non-Hebraist
finds such recondite issues daunting, and so they are often collated with standard English
versions (EVV) in order that their impact may be appreciated. Seven versions were chosen for
regular comparison, NRSV, NIV, REB, NAB, NJB, NJPS, and GNB, with occasional recourse to
others, such as KJV, RSV, and NEB. The NRSV is also used in the commentary for biblical
quotations outside Jeremiah, unless otherwise indicated, while the NRSV forms of Hebrew
names have usually been followed. All seven versions except NJPS engage in text-critical
changes to a greater or lesser degree. Textual criticism in Jeremiah mainly addresses the
differences between MT and LXX.3 Other ancient translations—Syriac (Syr.), Old Latin (OL),
Vulgate (Vg.), Targum (Tg.), and the later Greek translations of Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotion—play subsidiary roles.4 LXX is about one-seventh shorter than MT. This difference
in length involves both text-critical and redaction-critical issues. The majority of differences
appear to fall into the latter category, but each case has to be separately judged either textual or
redactional in nature.5 In practice the distinction is often blurred, as when, for instance,
explanatory glosses have been incorporated into the text. McKane (263) has used a pragmatic
test of intelligibility in such cases, namely, that the redacted text is to be retained if it is
intelligible, while textual error is to be gauged by unintelligibility. Thus the close of 51:64 in MT,
“‘Wearing themselves out’ marks the conclusion of Jeremiah’s messages,” employs a cue word,
citing v. 58, which is a characteristic of a textual gloss. All seven EVV wisely retain the clause.
However, in 24:9 a misplaced gloss turns up awkwardly in MT; NAB, REB, as well as RSV, omit
it.Many scholars now recognize that the relationship between the MT and LXX is complex,
involving both text-critical and redaction-critical problems.6 Some scholars adopt more radical
positions. Rudolph, who did most of his work in a pre-Qumran academic era, tended to explain
LXX’s shorter text as due to deliberate translational abridgment. Lundbom generally regards
LXX’s shorter text as the result of accidental oversight.7 With the same result but a different
premise, Barthélemy understands most variants in terms of a literary perspective and rarely



corrects MT on the basis of LXX.8 On the other hand, Janzen considers the differences between
LXX and MT to be of a textual, rather than redactional, nature.9 The issue of redaction will be
further treated below under “Literary Development.”3. GenreKnowledge of genre is an
indispensable tool for exegesis. Recognition of this cultural feature brings readers into an initial
engagement with the text, arousing their expectations as to its mood and function and prompting
a search for formal guidelines throughout the passage. By this means a mass of strange material
becomes more amenable. The proof of the pudding is in the eating—form-critical analysis of
particular texts in the commentary itself.A concatenation of oracles of disaster constitutes a
backbone for the book, as it does in other prophetic books. Many oracles are composed of a
reason for disaster and an announcement that the disaster is to come in the double form of a
divine intervention into the human situation and the dire consequences of that intervention. The
beginning of the oracle may be expanded in an attention-grabbing fashion, such as questions
(e.g., 5:7; 15:5; 18:13–14) and imperatives (e.g., 5:10, 20–21; 7:21; 22:20). Oracles of disaster
are sometimes combined with disputations, which have a basic form of thesis, dispute, and
counterthesis.10 There are a surprisingly large number of disputations in the book, and their
recognition provides exegetical insight (see 2:23–25; 3:1–5; 8:8–9; 18:6; 28:2–4, 6–9, 14; 33:23–
26; 37:9–10; 42:13–18; 44:1–30; 45:3–5a; 48:14–17).11The oracle or its second part is
frequently introduced by a quotation formula of the type “Here is what Yahweh said,” to indicate
the prophet’s proclamation of the divine word.12 Another kind of quotation formula, “declared
Yahweh,” can on occasion mark the opening of divine speech, though it follows the first phrase
or clause.13 It frequently signals the end of a unit or section. An oracle reception heading,
generally in the form “A message that Jeremiah received from Yahweh,” has an important
structural function in the book (see “Literary Development” below). An oracle reception
statement, “I/Jeremiah received Yahweh’s message,” often opens smaller sections. A recurring
peculiarity of the book, seldom recognized, is that these and other introductory formulas can
have an anticipatory role, alerting the reader to a divine oracle to be cited later on (see the
commentary at 9:17 [16]; 14:1, 17; 17:5; 25:1; 30:5; 31:2, 10, 15; 32:1, 14; 40:1; 45:2; 48:40;
50:33).Far fewer in the book than oracles of disaster, but fulfilling an important overall role, are
proclamations of salvation, which announce God’s positive intervention into a disastrous
situation and the human consequences that were to flow from it (e.g., 30:18–22; 31:4–6, 8–9, 31–
34).The influence of the Psalms is evident in Jeremiah’s confessions, which exhibit the genre of
the individual lament. The divine answers to the first four confessions match the oracular
response to a psalm of lament (11:21–23; 12:5–6; 15:11–12, 19–21; cf. Lam 3:55–57). A
subgroup of the psalm of lament is the complaint.14 This shriller form is represented in four of
the confessions (12:1–4; 15:18; 20:7, 18; see too 45:3). A communal psalm of lament is echoed
in the people’s prayer (14:7–9), which receives a negative divine reply in v. 10. Communal
laments also occur at 14:19–22 and earlier at 10:19–20, 23–25, in the final case taking the form
of a complaint. In 8:19–20 the prophet cites the people’s complaint, but sets it in the context of a
type of funeral lamentation over Judah’s future fate (8:18–9:1 [8:23]). Whereas the funeral



lamentation engages in despairing grief over inexorable suffering, the psalm of lament
characteristically turns to God in prayer and seeks help. Here the two different genres are
strikingly juxtaposed, and doom rather than deliverance wins out. It was too late for the people to
receive another chance. The same point is made by putting 10:19–20, 23–25 in a pall of
punishment and by setting 14:19–22 after Jeremiah’s heavyhearted lamentation (vv. 17–18).
However, in 31:15–17 a despairing funeral-type lamentation unexpectedly—defying a form-
critical norm—encounters a positive response from God. What made all the difference were
prejudgment settings in chs. 8, 10, and 14, but a postjudgment one in ch. 31. After judgment
redemption could come. In a similar vein chs. 50–51 are best understood as Yahweh’s
passionate response to laments uttered by exiled suppliants, promising to deal with their
imperial oppressors.4. StyleGenre can provide the skeleton of a passage, but rhetorical style is
an aspect of its flesh and blood. If genre helps the informed reader by providing typicality, a
stylistic analysis uncovers the passage’s individuality that sets it apart from other examples of
the same genre.15 The purpose of this brief section is to alert readers to this exegetical
dimension and so to justify the role it plays in the commentary. Focus and structural limits are
often indicated by a frame that repeats a significant term or motif. For example, at the block level
an interpretive prose frame in 21:1–10 and 24:1–10 has been editorially placed around the two
collections of poetic oracles in 21:11–23:40, interacting with them in several ways. At the
composition level 31:27–40 is framed by a verb of demolishing in vv. 28 and 40; MT augments
the frame by adding uprooting in v. 28 to match v. 40. At the unit level the motif of marriage
fittingly frames 16:2–9. At the verse level Yahweh’s vigilant “eyes” hauntingly frame 16:17. Key
words with different applications can pervade a passage, like the Hebrew root ykl, rendered
“win,” in 20:7–13. The same root is used as a powerful undercurrent in 38:1, 5, 22. In 40:7–41:18
key verbs pervade three subsections, “come” in 40:7–12, “kill” in 40:13–41:9, and “set off” in
41:10–18. The verbs divide the narrative development into a triptych of nullified hope.5. Literary
DevelopmentOral tradition credits H. L. Ellison with the statement that “no doctrine of inspiration
is worth its salt that does not take the work of editors into account.”16 Readers of the NT
Gospels can feel at home in the book of Jeremiah. Each Gospel possesses its own interpretive
framework; its contents are nuanced differently, addressing the particular needs of the Christian
community for which it was written. Each is a product of a later generation than the time of the
scenes it narrates. Each Gospel shapes the Jesus tradition in its own way (“the Gospel
according to …”), as it takes over and develops earlier oral and written records. Inspiration lies in
the Gospels at book level, despite the red type used in some Bibles to highlight words attributed
to Jesus.17 In similar fashion the book of Jeremiah is best understood as a representation of the
message and significance of the prophet substantially intended for the Jews in Babylonian exile.
A complication arises because the book has been handed down in two canonical forms; one
may compare the various endings of Mark’s Gospel. For a long time scholars could write off the
shorter text of LXX with different explanations, but most now accept that it bears witness to an
older Hebrew text than that of MT. The issue is “not a veritas graeca over against a veritas



hebraica, but two veritates hebraicae.”18 The sea change was caused by Hebrew manuscript
fragments found at Qumran, 4Q71 (4QJerb) and 4Q71a (4QJerd), which remarkably, though in
a tantalizingly scanty way, represent a short text closely related to that underlying LXX.19
Because their brevity involves relatively dispensable types of material that are very often found
throughout MT but tend to be absent from LXX, the reasonable conclusion is that MT has
preserved a longer form of the Hebrew text than that attested by LXX. Indeed, examples of such
a proto-masoretic form have also been discovered at Qumran, 2Q13 (2QJer), 4Q70 (4QJera),
and 4Q72 (4QJerc). The editors of the longer text apparently intended to develop the earlier one
for their circle of readers and replace it. Because the Masoretes adopted the longer text, this
replacement received in Judaism the official recognition that also prevailed eventually in most
Christian circles. Only Greek Orthodox churches regard as canonical the translation of the
shorter Hebrew canonical text, perpetuating its use in the Letter to the Hebrews (cf. Heb 8:8–
12).Emanuel Tov has defined the forms of text attested by LXX and MT as first and second
editions of the book.20 He analyzes the differences of the latter under six categories: text
arrangement, addition of headings to prophecies, repetition of sections, additions of new verses
and sections, additions of new details, and changes in content. He also defines its overall aim in
terms of exegetical clarification.21 A concern of this commentary will be to examine many of the
additions and changes in the light of their contexts. The second stage, represented in MT,
supplemented in various respects the first one, attested in LXX.22 However, major redactional
work had already been done at the earlier stage. Redactional shaping had taken place in terms
of overall structure, superscriptions, assignment of historical settings, and arrangement of
material. The short ch. 45 is a redactional showcase. A heading supplies a setting for the oracle,
which reveals it to be historically earlier than the context in which it has been inserted. A prose
sermonic statement occurs in v. 5ba. MT, in addition to a few minor extras, attests the
incorporation of an interpretive gloss in v. 4b.So-called prose sermons are already a feature of
the book at the earlier stage attested by LXX.23 They may be compared with the so-called
Levitical sermons in Chronicles and the long discourses in John’s Gospel. The sermons stand
out by the use of stereotyped formulations that are often, but by no means always, taken from
Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History and by quotations from these and other OT
books. These solidly literary features are a mark of the prose sermons in 7:1–8:3; 11:1–14;
14:11–16; 18:7–12; 21:5–9; 22:1–5; 25:3–12; 26:3–6; 32:29–41; 34:8–22; 40:2–3; 44:2–10, 20–
23. Prose sermonic language is also a sporadic editorial mark of other prose oracles and
narratives and further prose passages (e.g., within 17:19–27; 32:17–25; 35:13–17).24 The prose
sermons and their echoes are best taken as a redactional feature of the book. In ch. 44 this
material represents an adaptation of an earlier disputation, so that at the close of the book—the
material in ch. 45 in MT and EVV comes just before ch. 52 in LXX and is numbered 51:31–35—
the prose sermonic lesson that pagan worship was the divine reason for the tragedy of 587
might be given a last hearing. In some cases (e.g., 21:5–9; 25:3–12; 34:8–22) it is possible to
see how prose sermons have been grafted onto earlier material. The prose sermons appear to



be a version of Jeremiah’s message written for a later generation. They are “not the firsthand
voice of the prophet, but a voice filtered through memory and tradition.”25 Most of the prose
sermons are organically linked to the book’s structural framework, namely in chs. 7, 11, 14, 18,
21, 25, 26, 32, 34, and 40. A glance at the sectional headings listed in the table of contents
shows that these chapters begin blocks of material. The prose sermons typically function as
literary buttresses at the head of blocks, in some cases redefining and crystallizing their contexts
in particular categories of thought and in other cases periodically providing essential summaries
of lessons derived from Jeremiah’s prophesying in general.26 The relationship between the
Deuteronomistic tradition and the prose sermons is difficult to identify because on both sides
complex issues are at stake. Bright and Weippert made much of the fact that terminology in
prose sermons is too broad to be simply identified with that tradition.27 Although Stulman
indicated that the text common to LXX and MT is closer to the tradition than MT’s redactional
material,28 a significant area of disparity remains. Thus the prose sermons stand on the fringe of
the tradition, though strongly influenced by its style and vocabulary.Major blocks in the book are
nearly always introduced by an oracle reception heading, “A message that Jeremiah received
from Yahweh” or “What Jeremiah received as Yahweh’s message.”29 Jeremiah 37:1 and 52:1
lack them in both LXX and MT. MT sensitively adds them at 7:1 and 46:1. An oracle reception
statement, “this message came from Yahweh,” occurs at 26:1, and another type of introduction
at 2:4. Oracle reception headings can also occur within blocks (34:8; 35:1; 44:1; 45:1; 46:13).
Within the oracles against the nations in MT (chs. 46–51) the significance of oracle reception
headings is difficult to gauge. While both MT and LXX have them at 46:13 and 50:1, MT adds
them at 47:1, as well as at 46:1, but not at 48:1 or 49:1. In the book blocks are made up of
compositions, which in turn are arrangements of units.30 Especially in the case of the groupings
of poetic material, the impression is given of a literary quilt. Small pieces of existing material
have been joined together in sections, which have then been combined into a larger pattern.31
Sometimes units and even compositions are sewn together with the redactional conjunction kî,
usually rendered “For” in EVV (e.g., 2:20; 4:3; 15:5; 22:6; 26:15; 30:12), indicating elucidation. In
chs. 2–6 units evidently reflecting Jeremiah’s early prophetic activity have been grouped
together with the addition of some post-Jeremianic prose. A similar impression of quilting is
given by the originally independent collection of chs. 30–31, where some of Jeremiah’s own
oracles have been deliberately combined with later poetry and prose of a prophetic nature, and
by the foreign oracles in chs. 46–51. In the second composition concerning Moab (48:28–47) an
editor has assembled an anthology of Moabite poems from other books. In chs. 21–24 two
preexisting collections of poems about kings and prophets have been set in compositions and
inserted into a new frame to form a literary block. Overall the compositions vary in length; they
often occur in pairs, as the headings in the table of contents show. Prose compositions can be
narrative units centered on a single incident, which have then been skillfully assembled into
blocks with a coherent message. Occasionally one can detect how a composition grew.
Evidently the unit in 16:2–9 was once a companion piece to 15:15–21, but it has been made the



nucleus of a separate composition decrying pagan religion, a theme that puts the basic piece to
a new hermeneutical use.The literary system of compositions and blocks has been retained in
MT with additional units sometimes slotted into it. The fundamental arrangement in
compositions reveals that the collection of foreign oracles placed in LXX in the middle of ch. 25
is a first attempt to integrate them in a foreign body, just as chs. 30–31 are on other grounds. MT
restored an earlier redactional feature by moving the collection elsewhere, filling the gap with
25:14, which echoes one of the constituent oracles.32 By placing them after ch. 45, MT gave a
new overall shape to the book (see “Macrostructure” below). The editorial rearrangement has a
loose parallel in the transfer of Jesus’ cleansing of the temple to the beginning of his ministry in
John’s Gospel.The book of Jeremiah is like an old English country house, originally built and
then added to in the Regency period, augmented with Victorian wings, and generally
refurbished throughout the Edwardian years. It grew over a long period of time. Jeremiah 36:32
refers to a book in the prophet’s own time (604 B.C.E.), which received subsequent
supplementation. In 25:13 there is a reference to the book at the stage of editing attested in LXX,
when the foreign oracles immediately followed. In 30:2 the editorial incorporation of chs. 30–31
into the book seems to be in view. Of course, the dating of the LXX stage is not tied to that of the
LXX itself (ca. 200 B.C.E.) or that of the Qumran finds that support it at the Hebrew level (the first
half of the second century B.C.E.). This stage, attested in the LXX, may have been completed by
the late exilic period. It steadfastly looks forward to the downfall of the Neo-Babylonian Empire
and its later oracles align with those of Second Isaiah, while its perspective fits a Babylonian
setting (see “Purpose” below). There are elements in MT that have a similar perspective—it has
a special interest in Babylon and its king and in the Judean exiles33—and suggest a reshaping
not long afterward, at least in its initial stages. The prose sermonic language of the earlier edition
is freely echoed, though its lower frequency may indicate a time or locale in which
Deuteronomistic literature was less influential.34 The addition of patronymics in 29:21 and of
Baruch’s job description in 36:26, 32 indicates knowledge of early traditions. However, the unit
added in 33:14–26 points to a setting in postexilic Judah.6. MacrostructureBright (lvi) famously
described the book of Jeremiah as giving the impression of “a hopeless hodgepodge thrown
together without any discernible principle of arrangement at all.” Does the MT redaction envision
a structure? Here are two modern proposals for the way the book is structured.35 Alexander
Rofé sees four collections: visions, prophecies, and laments, mostly undated, in chs. 1–24;
separate episodes, all dated, in chs. 25–36; continuous “biography” in chs. 37–45; and oracles
against the nations in chs. 46–51.36 Georg Fischer has divided the book into three sections,
chs. 1–24, 26–45, and 46–51 + 52, with a pivotal ch. 25 concluding the first section and
introducing the next two. Chapters 1–24 forecast the destruction of Judah and Jerusalem, while
25:1–14 introduces a double judgment of Judah and other nations, which 25:15–38 develops;
then separately chs. 26–45 work out Judah’s judgment and chs. 46–51 that of other nations.37
Fischer regards as a subsequent development the different placement of chapters in LXX,
where the foreign oracles were placed in the middle of ch. 25 and so chs. 26–45 + 52 dealt only



with Judah’s fate, reverting to chs. 1–24 in an ABA format. If a more common view is followed,
however, the MT placement represents a significant rearrangement of that in LXX. Both
scholars’ analyses shed interesting light on the book’s complex prehistory, but they leave out of
account—Rofé explicitly—an elephant in the room, the two positive blocks of material in chs. 30–
33, largely poetry in chs. 30–31 and prose in chs. 32–33, which, intrusive though they appear,
were already in place at the LXX stage. What, one must ask, is the overall effect of the intrusion?
If the presence of these blocks is allowed structural significance, it recalls a literary pattern in the
prophetic books in which a relatively short portion of positive material tends to conclude a mass
of messages of doom.38 At times the pattern can take a recurring form, such as in Hosea, which
subdivides into three complexes, chs. 1–3, 4–11, and 12–14, each of which ends positively,39
and in Micah, where the first and last of three complexes appear to do so (1:2–2:11/12–13; 6:1–
7:7/8–20).40 Is such a pattern present in MT? Childs has claimed that a movement from
judgment to redemption is the agenda of the book in its present form.41 Can this claim be
substantiated in detail? The editorial movement was doubtless triggered to some extent by ch.
52—ironically so, since commentators hold the chapter in little esteem—where a lengthy
narrative of destruction (vv. 1–30) is followed by a short one of tentative hope (vv. 31–34).
Working backward, the foreign oracles in chs. 46–51, especially in their MT format, have been
structured as a series of virtual pronouncements of salvation for Israel (see the introduction to
chs. 46–51). Moreover, the happy endings for the Egypt, Moab, and Ammon oracles in MT,
supplementing Elam’s in the common text of LXX and MT, extend eventual hope to the nations. If
the positive presence of chs. 30–33 signifies an interim conclusion, the negative material in chs.
34–45 forms a new beginning, to be concluded by chs. 46–51. This negative material constitutes
a vast block made up of three smaller blocks: chs. 34–36, which relate the dangers of rejecting
the divine word; chs. 37–39, which warn of retribution for rejecting the prophetic message and
messenger; and chs. 40–45, which narrate the ill-fated rejection of a divine opportunity to stay in
the land. In turn, chs. 30–33 follow a long run of negative material. Does a macrostructural
scheme shed any light on that earlier material? Certainly the so-called confessions within chs.
11–20 seem to parallel the persecution narratives in chs. 37–39 as different cases of Judah’s
fateful rejection of God’s prophetic revelation exemplified in Jeremiah’s experience (see the
introduction to 11:18–12:6). Within chs. 21–29 there is a series of minor but significant
anticipations of the positive chs. 30–33. The block made up of chs. 21–24 concludes its first half
with positive royal and national messages in 23:5–6, 7–8 at the close of a collection of royal
oracles, and incorporates a positive note at the close of the block in 24:5–7. The limitation of the
power of Judah’s enemy in 25:12, which is amplified in MT at v. 14 (cf. MT’s addition at v. 26b),
has a hopeful ring. As for the block of chs. 26–29, MT adds positive notes that develop 25:12 at
27:7, 22; in turn 27:11 holds out a positive opportunity for the nations in both MT and LXX.
Chapter 29 contains promises for Judean exiles in the common text at vv. 7 and 10–13, which
MT develops at v. 14. Glancing back to chs. 11–20, one finds further anticipations. The
composition of 12:7–17 closes in vv. 14–17 by holding out hope for the nations, while the



composition of 16:1–21 ends by envisioning not only Israel’s homecoming (vv. 14–15) but the
nations’ joining in Israel’s praise of Yahweh (vv. 19–21).One should conceive of a
macrostructural span of chs. 11–29 + 30–33 because, already in ch. 10, there occurs upbeat
material, the hymn of vv. 6–16, to which MT has contributed vv. 6–8, 9bb, 10; the hymn looks
forward to the destruction of implicitly Babylonian idols in v. 15. Significantly 10:12–16 are also
incorporated into ch. 51 (MT 51:15–19) in the common text. Within ch. 10, however, the positive
material is not placed at the close, since the negative unit of 10:17–25 follows. In chs. 2–9, as in
chs. 21–29, there are a few foretastes of a bright future, a substantial one in 3:14–18 and a
series of hopeful qualifications within 4:27 and 5:10 and in 5:18. Moreover, a parallel to
Jeremiah’s confessions in chs. 11–20 and to the persecution narratives in chs. 37–39 occurs in
this part of the book, in the form of a series of vehement reactions from the prophet in 4:10, 19–
21; 5:4–5; 6:10–11a; 8:18–9:1 (8:23).So there is evidence of an overall shape—a serial structure
of closing hope with sporadic anticipations—that the MT redaction imposed on the older text,
developing intimations it already found there. Toward this end it pushed the positive material into
the limelight by making its own additions in ch. 10, as indicated above, and in chs. 30 (vv. 10–11)
and 33 (vv. 14–26) and by rearrangement—both large-scale and local—and amplification in chs.
46–51. The reassuring promise that Israel’s destruction would not be complete is sketched in
4:27; 5:10, 18, and elaborated not only in 46:27–28 but also in MT at 30:10–11. Finally, reference
should be made to the book’s prologue in 1:1–2:3 and epilogue in ch. 52. In the latter, MT
recognized a scheme it could develop in the book, and within the former it recognized and
augmented a long description of destruction and a short description of restoration for Judah and
other nations, “to uproot and tear down and destroy and demolish, to build and plant” (1:10).7.
PurposeA long and complex book like Jeremiah certainly leads the reader to hope for some
guiding statements of purpose within its pages. They may be sought in passages that adopt a
contemporary time frame that reflects a “now” in which the book addresses its intended readers
over against a “then,” whether the “then” of readers’ history or the “then” of their future. This
“now,” if found, would be different from the “now” of Jeremiah’s own oracles. Such passages
might disclose a sense of purpose. A starting point is the series of prose “question-and-answer”
passages that pervade a large part of the book. They envision a “then” that looked back to the
fulfillment of Jeremiah’s oracles of disaster. There are four such passages, at 5:19; 9:12–16 (11–
15); 16:10–13; and 22:8–9. They have the same question-and-answer format, asking why it all
happened and then explaining it as a response to preexilic pagan worship. They are more or less
loosely tied into Jeremiah’s preceding oracles of disaster. Worship of other gods is spiritually
criminalized in 9:13 (12) and 16:11 as infringement of the torah and in 22:9 as abandoning the
covenant relationship. All four passages are set at important structural junctures. Apart from the
case in ch. 16, they occur at the end of compositions; in ch. 16 the answer introduces for the first
time the theme of the composition of 16:1–21. To this group of passages should be added 32:21–
23, 29b–35, verses that, as Fretheim (453–54) has recognized, are intended to answer
Zedekiah’s “why?” in 32:3. Here the issue of pagan worship is illustrated at some length.



Jeremiah 32:29b–35 belongs to a prose sermon, while the prophet’s earlier prayer in vv. 21–23 is
itself suffused with prose sermonic language. In turn the four earlier question-and-answer
passages are written in prose sermonic style, and it is significant that the same format also
occurs in Deut 29:24–28 (23–27); 1 Kgs 9:8–9. The book’s long prose sermons and the short
question-and-answer units overlap and evidently belong to the same editorial stage. Units with
this latter format look back at the destruction wrought by the disaster of 587 and, in the first three
cases, also at the ensuing exile. They patiently explain repeatedly to the reader the theological
necessity for the covenant God to inflict the catastrophe that Jeremiah continually predicted.
They are editorial summaries of Jeremiah’s oracles that frequently have their own indictments of
pagan worship, and they provide a key for understanding much of the book as theodicy.
Standing essentially in an editorial “now,” the summaries look back to the “then” prophesied in
terms of disaster. They derive their literary inspiration from one of the prophet’s poetic oracles. In
13:22 the “why” of Jerusalem’s coming disaster is answered in terms of Jerusalem’s great “guilt,”
which is contextually defined in terms of Canaanite worship in v. 27.A concentration on the
book’s “now” seems to mark some other examples of purposeful material. In 9:23–24 (22–23)
there is a general exhortation evidently addressed to readers. Its call to “know” Yahweh follows in
the wake of Jeremiah’s accusation in 9:3 (2) that Yahweh’s preexilic people did not know their
covenant Lord, as their engaging in such vices as falsehood and untrustworthiness revealed.
From such negative spirituality is extrapolated a contemporary call to a positive spirituality of
knowing Yahweh and thereby engaging instead in the virtues of “loyalty, justice, and right
dealing.” There is not only dependence on 9:3 (2), but a gathering up of accusations of not
knowing Yahweh earlier in the book (4:22; 5:4; 8:7) and also of forgotten virtues of loyalty (cf.
2:2), justice (4:2; 5:1, 4, 5; 7:5; 8:7), and right dealing (4:2). The editor surely had also in mind
Jeremiah’s expression, in God’s name, of warm admiration for Josiah at 22:15–16: “he
demonstrated justice and right…. That is what knowing me means, isn’t it?” A similar
hermeneutical application to that in ch. 9 is to be found at 2:31aa, if it is correct to understand it
as a redactional aside. Readers are suddenly brought within the orbit of Jeremiah’s addressees,
the “you” of vv. 29–30. They are urged to take to heart the prophetic denunciation of repudiation
of Yahweh’s authority. The verb “consider” significantly echoes its challenging uses at vv. 10, 19,
and 23, in contexts of preexilic unfaithfulness; it serves to reinforce the homiletical updating of
Jeremiah’s message.The proverb-like generalities that mark most of 17:5–13 appear to point to
hermeneutical application. Chapter 17 stands at the end of a block, chs. 14–17. The four units in
17:5–13 break away from the description of preexilic sin and its punishment in the first complex
unit, vv. 1–4, and speak about sinning in more general terms. The options of curse and blessing
in the unit of vv. 5–8 set out the importance of trust in Yahweh. The unit’s reference to the “heart”
echoes the preexilic “hearts” of v. 1, expounding their sin as a lack of trust that is liable to invade
contemporary hearts. There is another such echo in the next saying in vv. 9–10, which warns not
only of the wickedness of the human heart but of ensuing liability for divine judgment. Verse 11
gives ill-gotten gains as an example of human sinning. It appears to provide an illustration of the



backsliding that was characteristic of exilic readers who were to be singled out for condemnation
in vv. 12–13. This last unit of two verses has a literary air; it brings together in a grand finale a
number of terms used previously in ch. 17. In particular, the phrase “the deviants in the
country” (see the commentary) takes up “the country” of exile from v. 4 and combines with it the
motif of deviating from Yahweh in v. 5. The exilic community had rebels within its ranks, and they
needed to be purged by divine judgment, if the community was to prosper.This community
appears to be in view also within ch. 10, in continuation of the hermeneutical concerns
expressed in ch. 9 and near the close of the block of chs. 7–10. The direct exhortations in 10:2
and 5b not to be intimidated by Babylonian religion and astrological divination are explained in
the intervening verses by a satirical polemic in the Second Isaiah tradition. It is not surprising
that the following hymn (vv. 12–16) was later cited in 51:15–19; the setting of Babylonian exile
shared by these portions of ch. 10 and by ch. 51 must have encouraged the reuse. A place
where Jeremiah’s “now” remarkably overlaps with the book’s “now” occurs in ch. 29, with respect
to the letter the prophet sent to those exiled in 597. His unwelcome advice not to expect a quick
return home was reinforced with positive exhortations on how to live as long-term exiles. At this
juncture the letter’s original readers and the readers for whom the book was intended have much
in common. The latter group’s customary overhearing of what the book says about preexilic
Judeans must have given way to an avid hearing at this point. In the next composition, 30:1–
31:1, if the interpretation proposed in the commentary is correct, there is a striking juxtaposition
of a “then” referring to the exiles’ past and another “then” relating to their future homecoming and
renewal. Three reversals are set out; three times over, first one of Jeremiah’s oracles of disaster
is cited as having been fulfilled and then a reversing proclamation of future salvation is given
(30:5–7 + 8–9, 12–15 + 16–17, 23–24 + 31:1). The exiles stood between the times, looking back
to deserved judgment at God’s hands and looking forward in hope to divine redemption. These
two chapters, 29 and 30, sum up much of what the book as a whole seeks to accomplish in its
retelling of Jeremiah’s prophetic ministry, to give exilic readers an understanding of God’s
comprehensive will for Israel in the past and future and to encourage them to live faithfully as
God’s people in the present.Scholars have suggested two false trails in their quest for purpose.
The first relates to the prose sermons. One of their intentions has been described as presenting
direct exhortations to the exiles to live in accordance with the torah and thus win divine
blessing.42 In particular, attention has been drawn to the setting out of spiritual alternatives in
the course of sermon material at 7:1–15; 17:19–27; 22:1–5.43 (These alternatives are grounded
in the poetic oracle of 13:15–17.) While the prose sermon form has plausibly been derived from
an exilic model,44 its function in the book can only be deduced from the literary setting in which
it is used. In each case a prejudgment setting determines that the alternatives have already been
decided and that the road to disaster has been selected. The good options operate in each case
as a lost opportunity, a road not taken, which serves to reinforce preexilic culpability. Some prose
sermonic passages even go on to declare that the bad option was chosen (7:13; 18:12). The
same reasoning applies to a second invalid claim of hermeneutical value. The calls to



repentance in 3:22; 4:1–2, 3–4, 14 have often been hailed as transcending their preexilic time
and place and as relevant to the book’s exilic readers. However, these calls are set firmly in
prejudgment contexts and draw implicit attention to the fact that repentance did not take
place.45 A range of other passages that move explicitly from such exhortations to relate failure
to do so may be compared (18:11–12; 25:5–7; 27:12–15; 35:15; 36:3, 6–7, 31), as well as yet
others that simply state a lack of repentance (5:3; 8:4–6; 9:5 [4]). Occasionally, however, a call to
repentance occurs in a postjudgment setting (3:12, 14; cf. 30:9, 18; 31:21–22), and is meant to
be taken at face value, with exilic readers in view.Lastly, mention should be made of the
purposeful trajectory of overriding grace that stretches over the book like a rainbow, already
entrenched in the edition represented in LXX and enhanced in MT. Texts mentioned above in
“Macrostructure” here feature again. Yahweh’s bark was worse than the actual bite would turn
out to be, in at least five respects. First, what becomes a programmatic statement for the book,
announced at Jeremiah’s call, the uprooting and replanting of Judah and other nations (1:10), is
periodically reaffirmed, for Judah (24:6; cf. 31:40; 42:10), for Israel and Judah (31:28), and for
Judah and other nations (12:14–17; cf. 18:7, 9). Second, in the middle of prejudgment oracles of
unmitigated doom that belong to Jeremiah’s early years in chs. 2–6 is set a blatant passage of
promise (3:14–18), sparked by the prophet’s own postjudgment message for the defunct
northern kingdom (3:6aa, 11–14). Third, messages of utter doom in chs. 4–5 are flagrantly
interrupted by postjudgment cries of “No, not complete doom!” (4:27; 5:10, 18), cries that are
eventually confirmed by 46:27–28 and also in MT at 30:10–11.46 Fourth, 16:14–15 flashes
forward to return from exile after the prediction of exile in v. 13; in turn vv. 19–21 deal radically
with Judah’s problem of pagan worship by glancing ahead to Yahweh’s dynamic self-revelation
to the nations, the human source of such worship. Fifth, in the oracles against the nations,
ultimate, postjudgment restoration is paradigmatically predicated of the first nation, Elam,
according to LXX (25:19; also MT 49:39), while in MT it is perceptively extended to three more
nations that have key structural positions in its own text (46:26; 48:47; 49:6). In conclusion it may
be said in terms of Rom 5:20 (KJV) that, where sin (and judgment) abounded, grace was much
more to abound. The overruling message of the book as a whole is that “weeping may linger for
the night, but joy comes with the morning” (Ps 30:5 [6]), a morning yet to dawn.Footnotes1.
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Jeremiah study in a series of articles entitled “The Prophecy of Jeremiah” in EvQ 31–40 (1959–
1968).17. Cf. the willingness of older commentators on Jeremiah to jettison material they
considered non-Jeremianic. Smith (305 n. 1) said of 31:22b: “This couplet has been the despair
of commentators. Its exilic terms ‘created’ and ‘female’ relieve us of it.” For a discussion of the
book of Jeremiah as word of God, see Gordon McConville, “Divine Speech and the Book of
Jeremiah,” in The Trustworthiness of God: Perspectives on the Nature of Scripture (ed. P. Helm
and C. R. Trueman; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 18–38; and cf. John B. Job, Jeremiah’s
Kings: A Study of the Monarchy in Jeremiah (SOTSMS; Aldershot, Eng.: Ashgate, 2006), 171–
201.18. De Waard, Handbook, xxii.19. See the survey in Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the
Hebrew Bible (2d ed.; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2001), 319–27.20. “Some Aspects of the Textual
and Literary History of the Book of Jeremiah,” in Le livre de Jérémie: Le prophète et son milieu,
les oracles et leur transmission (ed. P.-M. Bogaert; BETL 54; Leuven: Leuven University Press,
1997), 145–67. Another version written for non-Hebraists appeared under the title “The Literary
History of the Book of Jeremiah in the Light of Its Textual History,” in Empirical Models for Biblical
Criticism (ed. J. H. Tigay; Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985), 211–37, where
Tov defines “editions” loosely as different stages in the development of the book (214 n. 17). The
latter article was reprinted in idem, The Greek and Hebrew Bible: Collected Essays on the
Septuagint (VTSup 72; Leiden: Brill, 1999), 363–84.21. See also the overview of the MT material
in Louis Stulman, The Prose Sermons of the Book of Jeremiah: A Redescription of the
Correspondences with Deuteronomistic Literature in the Light of Recent Text-Critical Research
(SBLDS 83; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), 141–44.22. In the commentary and notes, “MT” will
often stand for the proto-masoretic form of text taken over in MT, and “LXX” for the earlier stage.
Space constraints necessitate consideration of LXX mainly as it impacts MT and not in its own
right. Thus readings judged inferior and those judged to be nonpreferable alternatives generally
go unmentioned.23. See esp. Stulman, Prose Sermons. To Stulman’s credit he distinguishes
between such material in LXX and in MT.24. Cf. in general Michael J. Williams, “An Investigation
of the Legitimacy of Source Distinctions for the Prose Material in Jeremiah,” JBL 112 (1993):
193–210.25. Joel Rosenberg, “Jeremiah and Ezekiel,” in The Literary Guide to the Bible (ed. R.
Alter and F. Kermode; Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap, 1987), 184–206, esp. 188.26. Cf. Stulman’s
contextual reading of the prose sermons in Order amid Chaos: Jeremiah as Symbolic Tapestry
(Biblical Seminar 57; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 23–55.27. John Bright, “The
Date of the Prose Sermons of Jeremiah,” JBL 70 (1951): 15–35; Helga Weippert, Die
Prosareden des Jeremiabuches (BZAW 135; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1973).28. Prose Sermons, 119–
44; but see the critique of Stulman’s conclusions by Raymond F. Person, Second Zechariah and



the Deuteronomic School (JSOTSup 167; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 75 n. 48.29. See Peter
K. D. Neumann, “Das Wort das geschehen ist…. Zum Problem der Wortempfangsterminologie in
Jer. i–xxv,” VT 23 (1973): 171–217; Theodor Seidl, “Die Wortereignisformel in Jeremia:
Beobachtungen zu den Formen der Redeöffnung in Jeremia, im Anschluss an Jer 27,1.2,” BZ 23
(1979): 20–47, 184–99, esp. 23–27.30. Space constraints prevent comparison with the
delimitation systems found in MT and elsewhere. See Lundbom’s commentary and Tov, “Sense
Divisions in the Qumran Texts, the Masoretic Text, and Ancient Translations of the Bible,” in The
Interpretation of the Bible: The International Symposium in Slovenia (ed. J. Krašovec; JSOTSup
289; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1998), 121–46.31. The quilting analogy for redactional
arrangement is taken from Gail P. C. Streete, “Redaction Criticism,” in To Each Its Own Meaning:
An Introduction to Biblical Criticisms and Their Applications (ed. S. L. McKenzie and S. R.
Haynes; 2d ed.; Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1999), 105–21, esp. 110. Jones (27)
criticizes McKane’s conception of a rolling corpus behind the book of Jeremiah on the ground
that his view of uncontrolled, haphazard growth “overlooks the design in the putting together and
assembly of originally independent oral units.”32. Cf. the claim of Hermann-Josef Stipp, “The
Prophetic Messenger Formulas in Jeremiah according to the Masoretic and Alexandrian Texts,”
Text 18 (1995): 63–85, that study of the quotation formulas expanded in MT, such as “Here is
what Yahweh Almighty, Israel’s God, has said,” shows an incremental pattern from the beginning
to the end of the book, yet one in which the oracles against the nations belong in the middle of
the book, so that the expansions took place at a developmental stage underlying MT in which
the LXX position of the oracles prevailed.33. Stulman, Prose Sermons, 143–44, 146.34. Ibid.,
146.35. For other proposals that take MT into account see Adri J. O. van der Wal, “Toward a
Synchronic Analysis of the Masoretic Text of the Book of Jeremiah,” in Reading the Book of
Jeremiah: A Search for Coherence (ed. M. Kessler; Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2004), 13–
24.36. “The Arrangement of the Book of Jeremiah,” ZAW 101 (1989): 390–98, esp. 395.37. “Jer
25 und die Fremdvölkersprüche: Unterschiede zwischen hebräischem und grieschischem Text,”
Bib 72 (1991): 474–99, esp. 485, 488, 496–97.38. See Ronald E. Clements, “Patterns in the
Prophetic Canon,” in Canon and Authority: Essays in Old Testament Religion and Theology (ed.
G. W. Coats and B. O Long; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977), 42–55.39. See, e.g., Hans W. Wolff,
Hosea: A Commentary on the Book of the Prophet Hosea (trans. G. Stansell; Hermeneia;
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974), xxix–xxxi.40. John T. Willis, “The Structure of the Book of Micah,”
SEÅ 34 (1969): 5–42.41. Brevard S. Childs, Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979), 351. Cf. Stulman’s characterization of chs. 1–25 as “death and
dismantling of Judah’s sacred world” and of chs. 26–52 as “new beginnings emerging from a
shattered world” in Order amid Chaos, chs. 1–3.42. Ernest W. Nicholson, Preaching to the
Exiles: A Study of the Prose Tradition in the Book of Jeremiah (New York: Schocken, 1971), 71,
80–81.43. Winfried Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1–25 (WMANT 41;
Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 1973), 118, 204–9, 290–95, 301. See too 18:5–11;
26:3, 13.44. Nicholson, Preaching, 14–18, 134–35.45. Cf. the role of positive exhortations in



Amos as “a kind of backhanded way of affirming the certainty of judgment” according to Austin
Vanlier Hunter, Seek the Lord! A Study of the Meaning and Function of the Exhortations in
Amos, Hosea, Micah, and Zephaniah (Baltimore: St. Mary’s Seminary and University, 1982),
122.46. Cf. Walter Brueggemann, “An Ending That Does Not End: The Book of Jeremiah,” in
Postmodern Interpretations of the Bible—A Reader (ed. A. K. M. Adam; St. Louis: Chalice, 2001), 
117–28, esp. 120–25.INTRODUCTIONProphecy is a psychic gift that in many cultures has been
harnessed to religion. Even now Protestant and Catholic charismatic groups practice it, in
addition to Pentecostal denominations. According to the NT, the church was “built upon the
foundation of the apostles and prophets” (Eph 2:20; cf. 3:5; 4:11). A major part of the OT canon
is made up of the books of the classical prophets, while in the Hebrew Bible these “Latter
Prophets” are traditionally associated with the “Former Prophets,” the Deuteronomistic historical
books that derive their theology from Deuteronomy and tell the story of Israel and Judah. The
mission of the classical prophets clustered around political crisis. Their period, stretching from
the eighth century to at least the fifth century B.C.E., embraced the dangerous eras of Assyrian
and Babylonian dominance, eras that brought increasing loss of national independence and
eventual deportation. The period extended to the Persian era, when a significant number of
exiles returned and achieved an uneasy survival. The prophets refused to see national
misfortune from a purely political perspective. They were religious idealists who insisted a higher
agenda was being played out in the history of the two nations that shared a common theological
tradition, Israel and Judah. They saw themselves as interpreters of crisis in terms of the ongoing
will of Yahweh, the God of these twin nations. The lengthy book of Jeremiah stands at the
epicenter of this prophetic witness, focusing on the crucial period around the final capture of
Jerusalem in 587 that spelled the end of Judah. It also gathers up concerns of the wider
prophetic canon, containing its own strong Deuteronomistic flavor and echoes of Deuteronomy
and featuring Israel and Judah by exhibiting a keen interest in the future of them both.1.
PremisesResearch for this commentary began with a parallel reading of three stimulating
commentaries, those of Rudolph, McKane, and Holladay. It became evident that there were
marked differences between them in commenting on the same passage. Each had his own
agenda, a complex set of scholarly convictions that were rigorously applied throughout their
books. Readers may find it helpful to have announced at the outset six main premises that
govern this commentary.The book of Jeremiah is religious literature and deserves to be
approached from a religious perspective.The focus of the commentary is on the final form of the
book as the canonical version, theologically and literarily.Nevertheless, I have listened to other
ancient texts and versions with care and sometimes preferred them.Nevertheless, too, I have
made some effort to ascertain earlier stages of the literary process that led to the final form. The
book is not less than the sum of its successive parts.The commentary consists of context-driven
exegesis that pursues the book’s own interests. The necessary task of contemporary application
is left to other commentaries, such as those of Miller and Bracke.Nevertheless, in keeping with
the spirit of the title of the series, the Old Testament Library, I have tried to observe echoes and



parallels elsewhere in the OT and in the NT, in order to show the book’s coherence with other
parts of the biblical revelation and its abiding, even when disturbing, character.2. Translation and
TextThe translation incorporates interpretive conclusions reached in the notes and exegesis. Its
style covers a spectrum from a free, natural-sounding rendering that expresses the sense of the
original to ponderous literalness, polar ends represented respectively by two vintage scholarly
renderings.1 Earlier drafts were closer to the former end, but, since the commentary is based on
the Hebrew text, accommodation increasingly had to be made to repeated terms that turned out
to be exegetically crucial to a passage. Thus “burn down” became “burn with fire” in 21:10;
43:13; 51:38 because “fire” is a key word in the context. “Visited” had to be changed to “came to”
in 40:8, 13; 41:1 under the constraint of a Hebrew catchphrase that also occurs in 40:6, 12.
Another necessary constraint has been to retain the contours of Hebrew poetry.2 An effort has
been made to reflect the Hebrew word order and/or focus, for example, in 14:19, “Is Zion the
object of your intense loathing?” and in 26:16, “Rather, what he has told us has been in the
name of our God Yahweh.” Bracketed material in the translation, like the italics in KJV, adds
words necessary in English, such as “you [all]” in 28:27; 33:20; 37:18–19; 40:3; 49:6; 51:24 to
indicate an otherwise undetectable plural pronoun. A question mark in parentheses warns of
extreme uncertainty and a cautious attempt at translation. Italics are used to indicate what I
judge to be expansions in the longer text of MT, over against the shorter LXX, so that readers
can see at a glance such later stages of development in the literary tradition. The English
numbering of verses and chapters is followed in the translation and elsewhere, with Hebrew
variations in parentheses, unless otherwise noted.The notes accompanying the translation
justify it in matters of lexicography, syntax, poetic structure, and text criticism. A non-Hebraist
finds such recondite issues daunting, and so they are often collated with standard English
versions (EVV) in order that their impact may be appreciated. Seven versions were chosen for
regular comparison, NRSV, NIV, REB, NAB, NJB, NJPS, and GNB, with occasional recourse to
others, such as KJV, RSV, and NEB. The NRSV is also used in the commentary for biblical
quotations outside Jeremiah, unless otherwise indicated, while the NRSV forms of Hebrew
names have usually been followed. All seven versions except NJPS engage in text-critical
changes to a greater or lesser degree. Textual criticism in Jeremiah mainly addresses the
differences between MT and LXX.3 Other ancient translations—Syriac (Syr.), Old Latin (OL),
Vulgate (Vg.), Targum (Tg.), and the later Greek translations of Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotion—play subsidiary roles.4 LXX is about one-seventh shorter than MT. This difference
in length involves both text-critical and redaction-critical issues. The majority of differences
appear to fall into the latter category, but each case has to be separately judged either textual or
redactional in nature.5 In practice the distinction is often blurred, as when, for instance,
explanatory glosses have been incorporated into the text. McKane (263) has used a pragmatic
test of intelligibility in such cases, namely, that the redacted text is to be retained if it is
intelligible, while textual error is to be gauged by unintelligibility. Thus the close of 51:64 in MT,
“‘Wearing themselves out’ marks the conclusion of Jeremiah’s messages,” employs a cue word,



citing v. 58, which is a characteristic of a textual gloss. All seven EVV wisely retain the clause.
However, in 24:9 a misplaced gloss turns up awkwardly in MT; NAB, REB, as well as RSV, omit
it.Many scholars now recognize that the relationship between the MT and LXX is complex,
involving both text-critical and redaction-critical problems.6 Some scholars adopt more radical
positions. Rudolph, who did most of his work in a pre-Qumran academic era, tended to explain
LXX’s shorter text as due to deliberate translational abridgment. Lundbom generally regards
LXX’s shorter text as the result of accidental oversight.7 With the same result but a different
premise, Barthélemy understands most variants in terms of a literary perspective and rarely
corrects MT on the basis of LXX.8 On the other hand, Janzen considers the differences between
LXX and MT to be of a textual, rather than redactional, nature.9 The issue of redaction will be
further treated below under “Literary Development.”3. GenreKnowledge of genre is an
indispensable tool for exegesis. Recognition of this cultural feature brings readers into an initial
engagement with the text, arousing their expectations as to its mood and function and prompting
a search for formal guidelines throughout the passage. By this means a mass of strange material
becomes more amenable. The proof of the pudding is in the eating—form-critical analysis of
particular texts in the commentary itself.A concatenation of oracles of disaster constitutes a
backbone for the book, as it does in other prophetic books. Many oracles are composed of a
reason for disaster and an announcement that the disaster is to come in the double form of a
divine intervention into the human situation and the dire consequences of that intervention. The
beginning of the oracle may be expanded in an attention-grabbing fashion, such as questions
(e.g., 5:7; 15:5; 18:13–14) and imperatives (e.g., 5:10, 20–21; 7:21; 22:20). Oracles of disaster
are sometimes combined with disputations, which have a basic form of thesis, dispute, and
counterthesis.10 There are a surprisingly large number of disputations in the book, and their
recognition provides exegetical insight (see 2:23–25; 3:1–5; 8:8–9; 18:6; 28:2–4, 6–9, 14; 33:23–
26; 37:9–10; 42:13–18; 44:1–30; 45:3–5a; 48:14–17).11The oracle or its second part is
frequently introduced by a quotation formula of the type “Here is what Yahweh said,” to indicate
the prophet’s proclamation of the divine word.12 Another kind of quotation formula, “declared
Yahweh,” can on occasion mark the opening of divine speech, though it follows the first phrase
or clause.13 It frequently signals the end of a unit or section. An oracle reception heading,
generally in the form “A message that Jeremiah received from Yahweh,” has an important
structural function in the book (see “Literary Development” below). An oracle reception
statement, “I/Jeremiah received Yahweh’s message,” often opens smaller sections. A recurring
peculiarity of the book, seldom recognized, is that these and other introductory formulas can
have an anticipatory role, alerting the reader to a divine oracle to be cited later on (see the
commentary at 9:17 [16]; 14:1, 17; 17:5; 25:1; 30:5; 31:2, 10, 15; 32:1, 14; 40:1; 45:2; 48:40;
50:33).Far fewer in the book than oracles of disaster, but fulfilling an important overall role, are
proclamations of salvation, which announce God’s positive intervention into a disastrous
situation and the human consequences that were to flow from it (e.g., 30:18–22; 31:4–6, 8–9, 31–
34).The influence of the Psalms is evident in Jeremiah’s confessions, which exhibit the genre of



the individual lament. The divine answers to the first four confessions match the oracular
response to a psalm of lament (11:21–23; 12:5–6; 15:11–12, 19–21; cf. Lam 3:55–57). A
subgroup of the psalm of lament is the complaint.14 This shriller form is represented in four of
the confessions (12:1–4; 15:18; 20:7, 18; see too 45:3). A communal psalm of lament is echoed
in the people’s prayer (14:7–9), which receives a negative divine reply in v. 10. Communal
laments also occur at 14:19–22 and earlier at 10:19–20, 23–25, in the final case taking the form
of a complaint. In 8:19–20 the prophet cites the people’s complaint, but sets it in the context of a
type of funeral lamentation over Judah’s future fate (8:18–9:1 [8:23]). Whereas the funeral
lamentation engages in despairing grief over inexorable suffering, the psalm of lament
characteristically turns to God in prayer and seeks help. Here the two different genres are
strikingly juxtaposed, and doom rather than deliverance wins out. It was too late for the people to
receive another chance. The same point is made by putting 10:19–20, 23–25 in a pall of
punishment and by setting 14:19–22 after Jeremiah’s heavyhearted lamentation (vv. 17–18).
However, in 31:15–17 a despairing funeral-type lamentation unexpectedly—defying a form-
critical norm—encounters a positive response from God. What made all the difference were
prejudgment settings in chs. 8, 10, and 14, but a postjudgment one in ch. 31. After judgment
redemption could come. In a similar vein chs. 50–51 are best understood as Yahweh’s
passionate response to laments uttered by exiled suppliants, promising to deal with their
imperial oppressors.4. StyleGenre can provide the skeleton of a passage, but rhetorical style is
an aspect of its flesh and blood. If genre helps the informed reader by providing typicality, a
stylistic analysis uncovers the passage’s individuality that sets it apart from other examples of
the same genre.15 The purpose of this brief section is to alert readers to this exegetical
dimension and so to justify the role it plays in the commentary. Focus and structural limits are
often indicated by a frame that repeats a significant term or motif. For example, at the block level
an interpretive prose frame in 21:1–10 and 24:1–10 has been editorially placed around the two
collections of poetic oracles in 21:11–23:40, interacting with them in several ways. At the
composition level 31:27–40 is framed by a verb of demolishing in vv. 28 and 40; MT augments
the frame by adding uprooting in v. 28 to match v. 40. At the unit level the motif of marriage
fittingly frames 16:2–9. At the verse level Yahweh’s vigilant “eyes” hauntingly frame 16:17. Key
words with different applications can pervade a passage, like the Hebrew root ykl, rendered
“win,” in 20:7–13. The same root is used as a powerful undercurrent in 38:1, 5, 22. In 40:7–41:18
key verbs pervade three subsections, “come” in 40:7–12, “kill” in 40:13–41:9, and “set off” in
41:10–18. The verbs divide the narrative development into a triptych of nullified hope.5. Literary
DevelopmentOral tradition credits H. L. Ellison with the statement that “no doctrine of inspiration
is worth its salt that does not take the work of editors into account.”16 Readers of the NT
Gospels can feel at home in the book of Jeremiah. Each Gospel possesses its own interpretive
framework; its contents are nuanced differently, addressing the particular needs of the Christian
community for which it was written. Each is a product of a later generation than the time of the
scenes it narrates. Each Gospel shapes the Jesus tradition in its own way (“the Gospel



according to …”), as it takes over and develops earlier oral and written records. Inspiration lies in
the Gospels at book level, despite the red type used in some Bibles to highlight words attributed
to Jesus.17 In similar fashion the book of Jeremiah is best understood as a representation of the
message and significance of the prophet substantially intended for the Jews in Babylonian exile.
A complication arises because the book has been handed down in two canonical forms; one
may compare the various endings of Mark’s Gospel. For a long time scholars could write off the
shorter text of LXX with different explanations, but most now accept that it bears witness to an
older Hebrew text than that of MT. The issue is “not a veritas graeca over against a veritas
hebraica, but two veritates hebraicae.”18 The sea change was caused by Hebrew manuscript
fragments found at Qumran, 4Q71 (4QJerb) and 4Q71a (4QJerd), which remarkably, though in
a tantalizingly scanty way, represent a short text closely related to that underlying LXX.19
Because their brevity involves relatively dispensable types of material that are very often found
throughout MT but tend to be absent from LXX, the reasonable conclusion is that MT has
preserved a longer form of the Hebrew text than that attested by LXX. Indeed, examples of such
a proto-masoretic form have also been discovered at Qumran, 2Q13 (2QJer), 4Q70 (4QJera),
and 4Q72 (4QJerc). The editors of the longer text apparently intended to develop the earlier one
for their circle of readers and replace it. Because the Masoretes adopted the longer text, this
replacement received in Judaism the official recognition that also prevailed eventually in most
Christian circles. Only Greek Orthodox churches regard as canonical the translation of the
shorter Hebrew canonical text, perpetuating its use in the Letter to the Hebrews (cf. Heb 8:8–
12).Emanuel Tov has defined the forms of text attested by LXX and MT as first and second
editions of the book.20 He analyzes the differences of the latter under six categories: text
arrangement, addition of headings to prophecies, repetition of sections, additions of new verses
and sections, additions of new details, and changes in content. He also defines its overall aim in
terms of exegetical clarification.21 A concern of this commentary will be to examine many of the
additions and changes in the light of their contexts. The second stage, represented in MT,
supplemented in various respects the first one, attested in LXX.22 However, major redactional
work had already been done at the earlier stage. Redactional shaping had taken place in terms
of overall structure, superscriptions, assignment of historical settings, and arrangement of
material. The short ch. 45 is a redactional showcase. A heading supplies a setting for the oracle,
which reveals it to be historically earlier than the context in which it has been inserted. A prose
sermonic statement occurs in v. 5ba. MT, in addition to a few minor extras, attests the
incorporation of an interpretive gloss in v. 4b.So-called prose sermons are already a feature of
the book at the earlier stage attested by LXX.23 They may be compared with the so-called
Levitical sermons in Chronicles and the long discourses in John’s Gospel. The sermons stand
out by the use of stereotyped formulations that are often, but by no means always, taken from
Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic History and by quotations from these and other OT
books. These solidly literary features are a mark of the prose sermons in 7:1–8:3; 11:1–14;
14:11–16; 18:7–12; 21:5–9; 22:1–5; 25:3–12; 26:3–6; 32:29–41; 34:8–22; 40:2–3; 44:2–10, 20–



23. Prose sermonic language is also a sporadic editorial mark of other prose oracles and
narratives and further prose passages (e.g., within 17:19–27; 32:17–25; 35:13–17).24 The prose
sermons and their echoes are best taken as a redactional feature of the book. In ch. 44 this
material represents an adaptation of an earlier disputation, so that at the close of the book—the
material in ch. 45 in MT and EVV comes just before ch. 52 in LXX and is numbered 51:31–35—
the prose sermonic lesson that pagan worship was the divine reason for the tragedy of 587
might be given a last hearing. In some cases (e.g., 21:5–9; 25:3–12; 34:8–22) it is possible to
see how prose sermons have been grafted onto earlier material. The prose sermons appear to
be a version of Jeremiah’s message written for a later generation. They are “not the firsthand
voice of the prophet, but a voice filtered through memory and tradition.”25 Most of the prose
sermons are organically linked to the book’s structural framework, namely in chs. 7, 11, 14, 18,
21, 25, 26, 32, 34, and 40. A glance at the sectional headings listed in the table of contents
shows that these chapters begin blocks of material. The prose sermons typically function as
literary buttresses at the head of blocks, in some cases redefining and crystallizing their contexts
in particular categories of thought and in other cases periodically providing essential summaries
of lessons derived from Jeremiah’s prophesying in general.26 The relationship between the
Deuteronomistic tradition and the prose sermons is difficult to identify because on both sides
complex issues are at stake. Bright and Weippert made much of the fact that terminology in
prose sermons is too broad to be simply identified with that tradition.27 Although Stulman
indicated that the text common to LXX and MT is closer to the tradition than MT’s redactional
material,28 a significant area of disparity remains. Thus the prose sermons stand on the fringe of
the tradition, though strongly influenced by its style and vocabulary.Major blocks in the book are
nearly always introduced by an oracle reception heading, “A message that Jeremiah received
from Yahweh” or “What Jeremiah received as Yahweh’s message.”29 Jeremiah 37:1 and 52:1
lack them in both LXX and MT. MT sensitively adds them at 7:1 and 46:1. An oracle reception
statement, “this message came from Yahweh,” occurs at 26:1, and another type of introduction
at 2:4. Oracle reception headings can also occur within blocks (34:8; 35:1; 44:1; 45:1; 46:13).
Within the oracles against the nations in MT (chs. 46–51) the significance of oracle reception
headings is difficult to gauge. While both MT and LXX have them at 46:13 and 50:1, MT adds
them at 47:1, as well as at 46:1, but not at 48:1 or 49:1. In the book blocks are made up of
compositions, which in turn are arrangements of units.30 Especially in the case of the groupings
of poetic material, the impression is given of a literary quilt. Small pieces of existing material
have been joined together in sections, which have then been combined into a larger pattern.31
Sometimes units and even compositions are sewn together with the redactional conjunction kî,
usually rendered “For” in EVV (e.g., 2:20; 4:3; 15:5; 22:6; 26:15; 30:12), indicating elucidation. In
chs. 2–6 units evidently reflecting Jeremiah’s early prophetic activity have been grouped
together with the addition of some post-Jeremianic prose. A similar impression of quilting is
given by the originally independent collection of chs. 30–31, where some of Jeremiah’s own
oracles have been deliberately combined with later poetry and prose of a prophetic nature, and



by the foreign oracles in chs. 46–51. In the second composition concerning Moab (48:28–47) an
editor has assembled an anthology of Moabite poems from other books. In chs. 21–24 two
preexisting collections of poems about kings and prophets have been set in compositions and
inserted into a new frame to form a literary block. Overall the compositions vary in length; they
often occur in pairs, as the headings in the table of contents show. Prose compositions can be
narrative units centered on a single incident, which have then been skillfully assembled into
blocks with a coherent message. Occasionally one can detect how a composition grew.
Evidently the unit in 16:2–9 was once a companion piece to 15:15–21, but it has been made the
nucleus of a separate composition decrying pagan religion, a theme that puts the basic piece to
a new hermeneutical use.The literary system of compositions and blocks has been retained in
MT with additional units sometimes slotted into it. The fundamental arrangement in
compositions reveals that the collection of foreign oracles placed in LXX in the middle of ch. 25
is a first attempt to integrate them in a foreign body, just as chs. 30–31 are on other grounds. MT
restored an earlier redactional feature by moving the collection elsewhere, filling the gap with
25:14, which echoes one of the constituent oracles.32 By placing them after ch. 45, MT gave a
new overall shape to the book (see “Macrostructure” below). The editorial rearrangement has a
loose parallel in the transfer of Jesus’ cleansing of the temple to the beginning of his ministry in
John’s Gospel.The book of Jeremiah is like an old English country house, originally built and
then added to in the Regency period, augmented with Victorian wings, and generally
refurbished throughout the Edwardian years. It grew over a long period of time. Jeremiah 36:32
refers to a book in the prophet’s own time (604 B.C.E.), which received subsequent
supplementation. In 25:13 there is a reference to the book at the stage of editing attested in LXX,
when the foreign oracles immediately followed. In 30:2 the editorial incorporation of chs. 30–31
into the book seems to be in view. Of course, the dating of the LXX stage is not tied to that of the
LXX itself (ca. 200 B.C.E.) or that of the Qumran finds that support it at the Hebrew level (the first
half of the second century B.C.E.). This stage, attested in the LXX, may have been completed by
the late exilic period. It steadfastly looks forward to the downfall of the Neo-Babylonian Empire
and its later oracles align with those of Second Isaiah, while its perspective fits a Babylonian
setting (see “Purpose” below). There are elements in MT that have a similar perspective—it has
a special interest in Babylon and its king and in the Judean exiles33—and suggest a reshaping
not long afterward, at least in its initial stages. The prose sermonic language of the earlier edition
is freely echoed, though its lower frequency may indicate a time or locale in which
Deuteronomistic literature was less influential.34 The addition of patronymics in 29:21 and of
Baruch’s job description in 36:26, 32 indicates knowledge of early traditions. However, the unit
added in 33:14–26 points to a setting in postexilic Judah.6. MacrostructureBright (lvi) famously
described the book of Jeremiah as giving the impression of “a hopeless hodgepodge thrown
together without any discernible principle of arrangement at all.” Does the MT redaction envision
a structure? Here are two modern proposals for the way the book is structured.35 Alexander
Rofé sees four collections: visions, prophecies, and laments, mostly undated, in chs. 1–24;



separate episodes, all dated, in chs. 25–36; continuous “biography” in chs. 37–45; and oracles
against the nations in chs. 46–51.36 Georg Fischer has divided the book into three sections,
chs. 1–24, 26–45, and 46–51 + 52, with a pivotal ch. 25 concluding the first section and
introducing the next two. Chapters 1–24 forecast the destruction of Judah and Jerusalem, while
25:1–14 introduces a double judgment of Judah and other nations, which 25:15–38 develops;
then separately chs. 26–45 work out Judah’s judgment and chs. 46–51 that of other nations.37
Fischer regards as a subsequent development the different placement of chapters in LXX,
where the foreign oracles were placed in the middle of ch. 25 and so chs. 26–45 + 52 dealt only
with Judah’s fate, reverting to chs. 1–24 in an ABA format. If a more common view is followed,
however, the MT placement represents a significant rearrangement of that in LXX. Both
scholars’ analyses shed interesting light on the book’s complex prehistory, but they leave out of
account—Rofé explicitly—an elephant in the room, the two positive blocks of material in chs. 30–
33, largely poetry in chs. 30–31 and prose in chs. 32–33, which, intrusive though they appear,
were already in place at the LXX stage. What, one must ask, is the overall effect of the intrusion?
If the presence of these blocks is allowed structural significance, it recalls a literary pattern in the
prophetic books in which a relatively short portion of positive material tends to conclude a mass
of messages of doom.38 At times the pattern can take a recurring form, such as in Hosea, which
subdivides into three complexes, chs. 1–3, 4–11, and 12–14, each of which ends positively,39
and in Micah, where the first and last of three complexes appear to do so (1:2–2:11/12–13; 6:1–
7:7/8–20).40 Is such a pattern present in MT? Childs has claimed that a movement from
judgment to redemption is the agenda of the book in its present form.41 Can this claim be
substantiated in detail? The editorial movement was doubtless triggered to some extent by ch.
52—ironically so, since commentators hold the chapter in little esteem—where a lengthy
narrative of destruction (vv. 1–30) is followed by a short one of tentative hope (vv. 31–34).
Working backward, the foreign oracles in chs. 46–51, especially in their MT format, have been
structured as a series of virtual pronouncements of salvation for Israel (see the introduction to
chs. 46–51). Moreover, the happy endings for the Egypt, Moab, and Ammon oracles in MT,
supplementing Elam’s in the common text of LXX and MT, extend eventual hope to the nations. If
the positive presence of chs. 30–33 signifies an interim conclusion, the negative material in chs.
34–45 forms a new beginning, to be concluded by chs. 46–51. This negative material constitutes
a vast block made up of three smaller blocks: chs. 34–36, which relate the dangers of rejecting
the divine word; chs. 37–39, which warn of retribution for rejecting the prophetic message and
messenger; and chs. 40–45, which narrate the ill-fated rejection of a divine opportunity to stay in
the land. In turn, chs. 30–33 follow a long run of negative material. Does a macrostructural
scheme shed any light on that earlier material? Certainly the so-called confessions within chs.
11–20 seem to parallel the persecution narratives in chs. 37–39 as different cases of Judah’s
fateful rejection of God’s prophetic revelation exemplified in Jeremiah’s experience (see the
introduction to 11:18–12:6). Within chs. 21–29 there is a series of minor but significant
anticipations of the positive chs. 30–33. The block made up of chs. 21–24 concludes its first half



with positive royal and national messages in 23:5–6, 7–8 at the close of a collection of royal
oracles, and incorporates a positive note at the close of the block in 24:5–7. The limitation of the
power of Judah’s enemy in 25:12, which is amplified in MT at v. 14 (cf. MT’s addition at v. 26b),
has a hopeful ring. As for the block of chs. 26–29, MT adds positive notes that develop 25:12 at
27:7, 22; in turn 27:11 holds out a positive opportunity for the nations in both MT and LXX.
Chapter 29 contains promises for Judean exiles in the common text at vv. 7 and 10–13, which
MT develops at v. 14. Glancing back to chs. 11–20, one finds further anticipations. The
composition of 12:7–17 closes in vv. 14–17 by holding out hope for the nations, while the
composition of 16:1–21 ends by envisioning not only Israel’s homecoming (vv. 14–15) but the
nations’ joining in Israel’s praise of Yahweh (vv. 19–21).One should conceive of a
macrostructural span of chs. 11–29 + 30–33 because, already in ch. 10, there occurs upbeat
material, the hymn of vv. 6–16, to which MT has contributed vv. 6–8, 9bb, 10; the hymn looks
forward to the destruction of implicitly Babylonian idols in v. 15. Significantly 10:12–16 are also
incorporated into ch. 51 (MT 51:15–19) in the common text. Within ch. 10, however, the positive
material is not placed at the close, since the negative unit of 10:17–25 follows. In chs. 2–9, as in
chs. 21–29, there are a few foretastes of a bright future, a substantial one in 3:14–18 and a
series of hopeful qualifications within 4:27 and 5:10 and in 5:18. Moreover, a parallel to
Jeremiah’s confessions in chs. 11–20 and to the persecution narratives in chs. 37–39 occurs in
this part of the book, in the form of a series of vehement reactions from the prophet in 4:10, 19–
21; 5:4–5; 6:10–11a; 8:18–9:1 (8:23).So there is evidence of an overall shape—a serial structure
of closing hope with sporadic anticipations—that the MT redaction imposed on the older text,
developing intimations it already found there. Toward this end it pushed the positive material into
the limelight by making its own additions in ch. 10, as indicated above, and in chs. 30 (vv. 10–11)
and 33 (vv. 14–26) and by rearrangement—both large-scale and local—and amplification in chs.
46–51. The reassuring promise that Israel’s destruction would not be complete is sketched in
4:27; 5:10, 18, and elaborated not only in 46:27–28 but also in MT at 30:10–11. Finally, reference
should be made to the book’s prologue in 1:1–2:3 and epilogue in ch. 52. In the latter, MT
recognized a scheme it could develop in the book, and within the former it recognized and
augmented a long description of destruction and a short description of restoration for Judah and
other nations, “to uproot and tear down and destroy and demolish, to build and plant” (1:10).7.
PurposeA long and complex book like Jeremiah certainly leads the reader to hope for some
guiding statements of purpose within its pages. They may be sought in passages that adopt a
contemporary time frame that reflects a “now” in which the book addresses its intended readers
over against a “then,” whether the “then” of readers’ history or the “then” of their future. This
“now,” if found, would be different from the “now” of Jeremiah’s own oracles. Such passages
might disclose a sense of purpose. A starting point is the series of prose “question-and-answer”
passages that pervade a large part of the book. They envision a “then” that looked back to the
fulfillment of Jeremiah’s oracles of disaster. There are four such passages, at 5:19; 9:12–16 (11–
15); 16:10–13; and 22:8–9. They have the same question-and-answer format, asking why it all



happened and then explaining it as a response to preexilic pagan worship. They are more or less
loosely tied into Jeremiah’s preceding oracles of disaster. Worship of other gods is spiritually
criminalized in 9:13 (12) and 16:11 as infringement of the torah and in 22:9 as abandoning the
covenant relationship. All four passages are set at important structural junctures. Apart from the
case in ch. 16, they occur at the end of compositions; in ch. 16 the answer introduces for the first
time the theme of the composition of 16:1–21. To this group of passages should be added 32:21–
23, 29b–35, verses that, as Fretheim (453–54) has recognized, are intended to answer
Zedekiah’s “why?” in 32:3. Here the issue of pagan worship is illustrated at some length.
Jeremiah 32:29b–35 belongs to a prose sermon, while the prophet’s earlier prayer in vv. 21–23 is
itself suffused with prose sermonic language. In turn the four earlier question-and-answer
passages are written in prose sermonic style, and it is significant that the same format also
occurs in Deut 29:24–28 (23–27); 1 Kgs 9:8–9. The book’s long prose sermons and the short
question-and-answer units overlap and evidently belong to the same editorial stage. Units with
this latter format look back at the destruction wrought by the disaster of 587 and, in the first three
cases, also at the ensuing exile. They patiently explain repeatedly to the reader the theological
necessity for the covenant God to inflict the catastrophe that Jeremiah continually predicted.
They are editorial summaries of Jeremiah’s oracles that frequently have their own indictments of
pagan worship, and they provide a key for understanding much of the book as theodicy.
Standing essentially in an editorial “now,” the summaries look back to the “then” prophesied in
terms of disaster. They derive their literary inspiration from one of the prophet’s poetic oracles. In
13:22 the “why” of Jerusalem’s coming disaster is answered in terms of Jerusalem’s great “guilt,”
which is contextually defined in terms of Canaanite worship in v. 27.A concentration on the
book’s “now” seems to mark some other examples of purposeful material. In 9:23–24 (22–23)
there is a general exhortation evidently addressed to readers. Its call to “know” Yahweh follows in
the wake of Jeremiah’s accusation in 9:3 (2) that Yahweh’s preexilic people did not know their
covenant Lord, as their engaging in such vices as falsehood and untrustworthiness revealed.
From such negative spirituality is extrapolated a contemporary call to a positive spirituality of
knowing Yahweh and thereby engaging instead in the virtues of “loyalty, justice, and right
dealing.” There is not only dependence on 9:3 (2), but a gathering up of accusations of not
knowing Yahweh earlier in the book (4:22; 5:4; 8:7) and also of forgotten virtues of loyalty (cf.
2:2), justice (4:2; 5:1, 4, 5; 7:5; 8:7), and right dealing (4:2). The editor surely had also in mind
Jeremiah’s expression, in God’s name, of warm admiration for Josiah at 22:15–16: “he
demonstrated justice and right…. That is what knowing me means, isn’t it?” A similar
hermeneutical application to that in ch. 9 is to be found at 2:31aa, if it is correct to understand it
as a redactional aside. Readers are suddenly brought within the orbit of Jeremiah’s addressees,
the “you” of vv. 29–30. They are urged to take to heart the prophetic denunciation of repudiation
of Yahweh’s authority. The verb “consider” significantly echoes its challenging uses at vv. 10, 19,
and 23, in contexts of preexilic unfaithfulness; it serves to reinforce the homiletical updating of
Jeremiah’s message.The proverb-like generalities that mark most of 17:5–13 appear to point to



hermeneutical application. Chapter 17 stands at the end of a block, chs. 14–17. The four units in
17:5–13 break away from the description of preexilic sin and its punishment in the first complex
unit, vv. 1–4, and speak about sinning in more general terms. The options of curse and blessing
in the unit of vv. 5–8 set out the importance of trust in Yahweh. The unit’s reference to the “heart”
echoes the preexilic “hearts” of v. 1, expounding their sin as a lack of trust that is liable to invade
contemporary hearts. There is another such echo in the next saying in vv. 9–10, which warns not
only of the wickedness of the human heart but of ensuing liability for divine judgment. Verse 11
gives ill-gotten gains as an example of human sinning. It appears to provide an illustration of the
backsliding that was characteristic of exilic readers who were to be singled out for condemnation
in vv. 12–13. This last unit of two verses has a literary air; it brings together in a grand finale a
number of terms used previously in ch. 17. In particular, the phrase “the deviants in the
country” (see the commentary) takes up “the country” of exile from v. 4 and combines with it the
motif of deviating from Yahweh in v. 5. The exilic community had rebels within its ranks, and they
needed to be purged by divine judgment, if the community was to prosper.This community
appears to be in view also within ch. 10, in continuation of the hermeneutical concerns
expressed in ch. 9 and near the close of the block of chs. 7–10. The direct exhortations in 10:2
and 5b not to be intimidated by Babylonian religion and astrological divination are explained in
the intervening verses by a satirical polemic in the Second Isaiah tradition. It is not surprising
that the following hymn (vv. 12–16) was later cited in 51:15–19; the setting of Babylonian exile
shared by these portions of ch. 10 and by ch. 51 must have encouraged the reuse. A place
where Jeremiah’s “now” remarkably overlaps with the book’s “now” occurs in ch. 29, with respect
to the letter the prophet sent to those exiled in 597. His unwelcome advice not to expect a quick
return home was reinforced with positive exhortations on how to live as long-term exiles. At this
juncture the letter’s original readers and the readers for whom the book was intended have much
in common. The latter group’s customary overhearing of what the book says about preexilic
Judeans must have given way to an avid hearing at this point. In the next composition, 30:1–
31:1, if the interpretation proposed in the commentary is correct, there is a striking juxtaposition
of a “then” referring to the exiles’ past and another “then” relating to their future homecoming and
renewal. Three reversals are set out; three times over, first one of Jeremiah’s oracles of disaster
is cited as having been fulfilled and then a reversing proclamation of future salvation is given
(30:5–7 + 8–9, 12–15 + 16–17, 23–24 + 31:1). The exiles stood between the times, looking back
to deserved judgment at God’s hands and looking forward in hope to divine redemption. These
two chapters, 29 and 30, sum up much of what the book as a whole seeks to accomplish in its
retelling of Jeremiah’s prophetic ministry, to give exilic readers an understanding of God’s
comprehensive will for Israel in the past and future and to encourage them to live faithfully as
God’s people in the present.Scholars have suggested two false trails in their quest for purpose.
The first relates to the prose sermons. One of their intentions has been described as presenting
direct exhortations to the exiles to live in accordance with the torah and thus win divine
blessing.42 In particular, attention has been drawn to the setting out of spiritual alternatives in



the course of sermon material at 7:1–15; 17:19–27; 22:1–5.43 (These alternatives are grounded
in the poetic oracle of 13:15–17.) While the prose sermon form has plausibly been derived from
an exilic model,44 its function in the book can only be deduced from the literary setting in which
it is used. In each case a prejudgment setting determines that the alternatives have already been
decided and that the road to disaster has been selected. The good options operate in each case
as a lost opportunity, a road not taken, which serves to reinforce preexilic culpability. Some prose
sermonic passages even go on to declare that the bad option was chosen (7:13; 18:12). The
same reasoning applies to a second invalid claim of hermeneutical value. The calls to
repentance in 3:22; 4:1–2, 3–4, 14 have often been hailed as transcending their preexilic time
and place and as relevant to the book’s exilic readers. However, these calls are set firmly in
prejudgment contexts and draw implicit attention to the fact that repentance did not take
place.45 A range of other passages that move explicitly from such exhortations to relate failure
to do so may be compared (18:11–12; 25:5–7; 27:12–15; 35:15; 36:3, 6–7, 31), as well as yet
others that simply state a lack of repentance (5:3; 8:4–6; 9:5 [4]). Occasionally, however, a call to
repentance occurs in a postjudgment setting (3:12, 14; cf. 30:9, 18; 31:21–22), and is meant to
be taken at face value, with exilic readers in view.Lastly, mention should be made of the
purposeful trajectory of overriding grace that stretches over the book like a rainbow, already
entrenched in the edition represented in LXX and enhanced in MT. Texts mentioned above in
“Macrostructure” here feature again. Yahweh’s bark was worse than the actual bite would turn
out to be, in at least five respects. First, what becomes a programmatic statement for the book,
announced at Jeremiah’s call, the uprooting and replanting of Judah and other nations (1:10), is
periodically reaffirmed, for Judah (24:6; cf. 31:40; 42:10), for Israel and Judah (31:28), and for
Judah and other nations (12:14–17; cf. 18:7, 9). Second, in the middle of prejudgment oracles of
unmitigated doom that belong to Jeremiah’s early years in chs. 2–6 is set a blatant passage of
promise (3:14–18), sparked by the prophet’s own postjudgment message for the defunct
northern kingdom (3:6aa, 11–14). Third, messages of utter doom in chs. 4–5 are flagrantly
interrupted by postjudgment cries of “No, not complete doom!” (4:27; 5:10, 18), cries that are
eventually confirmed by 46:27–28 and also in MT at 30:10–11.46 Fourth, 16:14–15 flashes
forward to return from exile after the prediction of exile in v. 13; in turn vv. 19–21 deal radically
with Judah’s problem of pagan worship by glancing ahead to Yahweh’s dynamic self-revelation
to the nations, the human source of such worship. Fifth, in the oracles against the nations,
ultimate, postjudgment restoration is paradigmatically predicated of the first nation, Elam,
according to LXX (25:19; also MT 49:39), while in MT it is perceptively extended to three more
nations that have key structural positions in its own text (46:26; 48:47; 49:6). In conclusion it may
be said in terms of Rom 5:20 (KJV) that, where sin (and judgment) abounded, grace was much
more to abound. The overruling message of the book as a whole is that “weeping may linger for
the night, but joy comes with the morning” (Ps 30:5 [6]), a morning yet to dawn.Footnotes1.
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117–28, esp. 120–25.COMMENTARYCOMMENTARY1:1–2:3 Prologue: Introducing Jeremiah
and His Message1:1–3 Superscription1:1 The messages of Jeremiah ben Hilkiah, who was a
member of a priestly family that lived at Anathoth in the Benjamin region, 2 whata he received as
Yahweh’sb message during the reign of King Josiah ben Amon of Judah in the thirteenth year of
his reign 3 and [those which] he continued to receive during the reign of King Jehoiakim ben
Josiah of Judah and down to the end ofc the eleventh year of King Zedekiah ben Josiah of
Judah, right down to the deportation of Jerusalem’s population in the fifth month.a. Verse 2 is not
a subordinate relative clause (NRSV) but an independent one (cf. GKC §138e; IBHS 331). The
objection that elsewhere (e.g., in 14:1) this version of the oracle reception heading names
Jeremiah (Herrmann 4) ignores his mention in v. 1, which made naming unnecessary here.b.
LXX “God’s” is a free rendering that occasionally occurs in only the first half of LXX for the divine
name or an accompanying epithet (Hermann-Josef Stipp, Das masoretische und
alexandrinische Sondergut des Jeremiabuches: Textgeschichtlicher Rang, Eigenarten,
Triebkräfte [OBO 136; Freiburg: Universitätsverlag, 1994], 54).c. Italics in the translation refer to
redactional material present in MT and not in LXX (see “Translation and Text” and “Literary
Development” in the introduction).The composition of 1:1–2:3 introduces Jeremiah’s prophetic
ministry to readers. It is made up of three units: a superscription (1:1–3), a pair of accounts of
Jeremiah’s commissioning, the second a later one deliberately placed here (vv. 4–12 + 13–19),
and a basic message that serves as a theological premise for all of Jeremiah’s messages of
disaster to Judah (2:1–3), somewhat like the motto in Amos 1:2. The clues to the literary
grouping of this material are the oracle reception heading in 1:2 and the elaborating oracle
reception statements in vv. 4, 11, 13, and added in MT at 2:1.1[1:1–3] Like other prophetic
books, Jeremiah’s has a superscription editorially prefixed to introduce the written edition of
messages associated with the prophet.2 It marks for the ongoing religious community the
importance of oracles that interpreted a cataclysmic period of Israel’s history. It makes the claim
that a written form of divine revelation is represented in this collection of prophetic addresses.[1]



A title in terms of the content and its human speaker is supplied in the first half of the verse, as in
Amos 1:1. The speaker is identified by personal name and patronymic. The rest of the verse
provides the first of two elaborations of the title. It gives information about the prophet’s family
and home. His priestly descent comes from a tradition outside the book. Anathoth was about
three miles northeast of Jerusalem; it features in the book at 11:21–23; 29:27; 32:7–9. It was a
priestly city according to Josh 21:18 and 1 Chr 6:60 (45). In Solomon’s reign Abiathar, a priest
descended from Eli who had officiated at the old northern sanctuary in Shiloh, was sent home to
Anathoth by the king (1 Kgs 2:26–27). Did such a lineage prompt the historical precedent for the
destruction of the Jerusalem temple in that of the Shiloh sanctuary (7:12–15; 26:6, 9)? Yet
presumably a number of priestly families lived at Anathoth. There is no evidence that Jeremiah
functioned as a priest; the reference to his youth in vv. 6–7 suggests that at his prophetic call he
was not yet old enough to carry out priestly duties.[2] The second elaboration of the title (vv. 2–3)
relates to the divine source of Jeremiah’s addresses and their overall dating in Judean history,
calculated in terms of the regnal calendar with formal full titles for each king. There is
awkwardness in the transition from v. 2 to v. 3; at least one expects a dating “from” rather than
“in” Josiah’s thirteenth year, as in 25:3. This suggests that one role of v. 2 is to give an overall
introduction to the complex of oracles set out in 1:4–2:3. Verse 2, with its oracle reception
heading, does double duty, as a composition heading as well as an element in the
superscription to the book. The dating refers to 627/626 B.C.E., which creates some difficulty
because there is scant evidence for Jeremiah’s prophesying in Josiah’s reign (cf. 3:6 and the
summaries at 25:3; 36:2), and Josiah’s cultic reforms hardly appear at all in the book (cf.
44:18).3 But the date is embedded in the tradition and there is no textual warrant for a change.
[3] The duration of Jeremiah’s prophetic activity is broadly presented in terms of Judah’s last two
major kings, passing over the three-month reigns of Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin. In MT the
termination of Zedekiah’s eleventh year refers not to the end of the royal calendar year but to the
abrupt ending of his reign by conquest. The final phrase specifies the fate of Jerusalem’s
citizens in July/August 587, “the fifth month” (cf. 52:12, 15), and finds there climactic closure.
Jeremiah continued prophesying after that date according to chs. 40–45. The main period of his
prophesying, which culminated in an event that vindicated his repeated claims, is in historical
view (vv. 2–3). Perhaps 1:1–3 functioned at an earlier stage as a superscription to chs. 1–39
(Rudolph 3);4 the reference to deportation would fit well as a reference to 39:9. However, the
addition of ch. 52 to the book (non-Jeremianic as 51:64 admits) provides fresh coverage of the
deportation of Jerusalem’s citizens, since 39:9 is repeated at 52:15 and echoed in MT at
52:29.The editors responsible for the superscription lived when the prophetic career of Jeremiah
and the events he witnessed and interpreted were all past history. Nevertheless they recognized
divine revelation in his prophesying, which could and must illumine God’s ways with the later
community of faith.1:4–19 Jeremiah’s Call and Commissions4 I received Yahweh’s message/
communication as follows: 5 “Before I shaped you in the womb I had already taken note of you,
and before you left the uterus I had marked you out for a sacred purpose: I made you a prophet



for nations.”a 6 “Oh no, Lord Yahweh,” I said. “Look, I am not experienced in communicating. I am
too young for that.” 7 “Do not say ‘I am too young,’” Yahweh said to me. “Rather, you are to go to
all those I send you to and communicate all that I order you to. 8 Do not be afraid of their
presence, because I will be there with you to rescue you,” declared Yahweh. 9 Then Yahweh
reached out his hand. Touching my mouth with it, Yahweh said to me, “Look, I have just put my
communications in your mouth. 10 See, I hereby giveb you today authority over nations and
realms to uproot and tear down and destroy and demolish, to build and plant.” 11 I received
Yahweh’s communication as follows: “What can you see, Jeremiah?” “An almond stickc is what I
can see,” I said. 12 “You have seen right,” Yahweh said to me, “because I am going to watchd
over my communication with the intent of making it happen.”13 I received Yahweh’s
communication a second time: “What can you see?” “A furiously heated caldron is what I can
see,” I said, “with its tope facing away from the north.” 14 Yahweh said to me,“From the north a
bad fate will spill outover all who live in the country15because, look, I am going to summonall the
realmsf in the north,”declared Yahweh,“and they will come and each set up their tribunalsin front
of Jerusalem’s gatesand they will surround all its wallsand all of Judah’s cities,16and then I will
present my case against themfor all their bad behavior in abandoning me,by sacrificing to other
godsand worshiping what their own hands have made.17You, for your part, must hitch up your
robeand get going and communicate to themall that I personally order you to.Do not be scared
of their presenceor else I will cause your discomfiture in their presence.18For my part, look, I
hereby make youtoday a fortified city,an iron pillar, and bronze walls,capable of resisting all the
country,for Judah’s kingsg and officials,its priests, and the people of the country.19Fight you
they will, but defeat you they will notbecause I will be there with you,”declared Yahweh,“to rescue
you.”a. REB and GNB take this verse as prose, the rest of EVV as poetry. EVV also vary for the
divine statements in the rest of the chapter. I judge only vv. 14b–19 to be poetry.b. The perfect is
performative (IBHS 489). Another instance occurs in v. 18. Construing the last verb of v. 5 in this
way (Herrmann 50) is unlikely in view of the flow of the sentence within past time.c. Not
“branch” (EVV); maqqēl, “stick,” is not part of a living tree (see DCH 5:466b–67a).d. Parallelism
with v. 15 suggests future action rather than the present in EVV.e. Literally the “surface” of its
contents (Rudolph 8).f. LXX lacks “clans” of MT. It probably originated as a marginal annotation,
based on “all the northern clans” in 25:9 (BHS).g. LXX has simply “for all Judah’s kings.” Then
the first three cola in v. 18 constitute a tricolon. MT has borrowed from 15:10.The rest of ch. 1
presents the call and twofold commissioning of Jeremiah as a prophet. His call/commissions
and symbolic actions (e.g., 32:6–15) are presented in first person format, assuring the reader of
bedrock experiences in the Jeremiah tradition. Here Jeremiah gives reports concerning
Yahweh’s announcement, including two visions he received and a closing message of
encouragement that recapitulates part of the initial message. An obvious way to structure vv. 4–
19 is to use as guides the introductory oracle reception statements in vv. 4, 11, and 13 and
ensuing dialogues, and to discern three sections, vv. 4–10, 11–12, and 13–19.5 Another
approach that reflects diverse content as a clue to structural intent is to see a chiasm, ABB′A′, in



which “a second time” in v. 13 demarcates vv. 13–19 from vv. 4–12, rather than just the second
vision from the first, assuming that the oracle reception statement in v. 11 has a lesser structural
role. Then the two vision-oracle accounts in vv. 11–12 and 13–14 function as a double core for
the passage and may be distinguished from the preceding and following messages in vv. 4–10
and 15–19 (Lundbom 1:227). There are two drawbacks to this particular scheme. First, parallel
material in the flanking sections appears in vv. 7–10 and 17–19. Second, vv. 12 and 14–16 are
formally parallel as interpretations of the visions, though of different lengths. So B′ should be
widened to vv. 13–16 and A′ reduced to vv. 17–19.6 In favor of linking the first vision with vv. 4–
10 is the mixing of vocabulary from vv. 10 and 12 in 31:28. The two parts of the complex unit,
united by “I hereby give/make you today” (vv. 10, 18), are surprisingly different despite their
similarities.[4–12] A report of Jeremiah’s call (vv. 4–10) concludes with a vision-oracle report (vv.
11–12).[4] After the heading embedded in the superscription (v. 2) comes a major oracle
reception statement, the first in a series (cf. 24:4).7 No interest is shown in the psychological
means by which the divine message was apprehended by the human mind.[5] Jeremiah’s call is
strikingly presented as the culmination of long-term divine planning that antedated his
conception and birth. Elsewhere in the OT this sort of statement is at home in special birth
narratives. On the human plane Hannah promised to dedicate her male child, should she be
given one, to God’s service as a Nazirite (1 Sam 1:11). Sometimes a divine purpose is
announced. Samson was to be born to the life of a Nazirite and would “begin to deliver Israel
from the hand of the Philistines,” declared the angel of Yahweh (Judg 13:3–5). In Gen 17:19
Yahweh declared the unborn Isaac’s destiny to be: “I will establish my covenant with him.” There
is nothing special about the language of fetal development; the attribution to a divine creative
shaping is a glorious commonplace. Psalm 95:5 mentions “the dry land, which his hands have
formed [or “shaped”]”; in the beginning “the LORD God formed man from the dust of the
ground” (Gen 2:7). This kind of personal initiative is actualized by growth in the womb according
to Job 10:11; Pss 119:73; 139:13. Long ago a divine decision had been made, to set Jeremiah
aside to belong to God and to be used by God, as if for priesthood (cf. Num 3:12–13; 8:14–18).
The precise sacred purpose is stated in an abrupt and blatant climax. The divine plan was for
Jeremiah to be “a prophet for nations,” and he had already been designated for this task. The
scope is left unelaborated until v. 10, so that a dynamic frame is provided for the call report;
focus is achieved by the suspense. In its blatancy the statement matches the divine
announcement to the pregnant Rebekah concerning Esau and Jacob: “Two nations are in your
womb” (Gen 25:23).[6] The term “nations” is tantalizingly shelved, and the focus in vv. 6–9 and
12 veers to “prophet,” with special focus on communicating and communications (or speaking
and messages), using variations of the Hebrew root dbr, “speak.” That is why at v. 4 of the
translation “message” was given an alternative, “communication,” to prepare for the repetition
that will be so important in vv. 6–12. The report now begins to conform to some elements of OT
call traditions concerning national leaders and/or prophets. The protest of inadequacy is
paralleled in Moses’ adducing his stammer (Exod 4:10) and Gideon’s and Saul’s claiming to be



nobodies (Judg 6:15; 1 Sam 9:21; cf. 18:18); it leaves traces in the NT, at Luke 1:18, 34. The
effect after v. 5 is to stress that Jeremiah’s prophetic career was not his own idea or
achievement. The credit must go to the electing God, who chooses “what is low and despised in
the world, things that are not, to reduce things that are, so that no one might boast in the
presence of God” (1 Cor 1:28–29). Jeremiah’s less than enthusiastic response is qualified: not
yet, rather than no.8 The vagueness of the Hebrew word translated “boy” in NRSV is captured by
the LXX rendering “too young,” echoed by NAB, REB, and GNB. Having waited so long, God can
surely wait a little longer, until natural ability and social standing catch up. But that would miss
the point. In Jeremiah’s case supernatural equipping stands uncompromisingly over against
nature and nurture, as v. 9 will confirm (cf. 1 Kgs 3:7, 9).9[7–8] God’s control, inexorably
manifested in the past, is to mark Jeremiah’s prophetic future. His obligation is to carry out the
mission completely as to target—the mysterious “nations” is not yet repeated—and content.
Natural fears are reassuringly transcended by the promise of the divine presence as a powerful
factor to offset intimidating confrontation by human addressees. The one who sends Jeremiah
will also be at his side. At this point negative features emerge momentarily; they will be explored
further in vv. 17–19. The exhortation not to be frightened can have a background of warring
hostility (cf. Num 21:34; Josh 1:9), which vv. 18–19 will express. Again, the promise of divine
help typically follows protests in call narratives. Moses was similarly encouraged (Exod 3:12) as
was Gideon (Judg 6:16). At an anxious time Paul received the same assurance (Acts 18:9).[9]
God’s presence was not only promised for Jeremiah’s future ministry but also manifested there
and then in a striking experience, a commissioning act of sacramental symbolism. In Isa 6:7 the
touching of Isaiah’s mouth with a burning coal brought by a seraph had expiatory power. Here a
divine touch transfers oracles to Jeremiah’s mouth so that he can speak them. To put words in
someone’s mouth is to give that person a message to pass on (e.g., in Exod 4:15; Deut 18:18; 2
Sam 14:19).10[10] The explanation of the dramatization continues, and with it the report comes
full circle by reverting to v. 5: v. 9 alludes to “prophet,” and the first part of v. 10 mentions “nations”
again.11 Verse 10 presents the prophetic commission earlier expressed in terms of divine
purpose at v. 5. The main verb has a performative function, dynamically bestowing authority. The
Hebrew verb elsewhere relates to political or military administration, as in 40:11 concerning
Gedaliah, whom the Babylonian king “put in charge of” the people left in Judah as governor. The
task that the prophet is delegated by the divine King to carry out is a double program, first
negative and then positive; the positive element, though present in the book, will be redactionally
developed there. Like Hosea, Jeremiah’s message was to go beyond destruction to eventual
restoration. The statement has a seminal role in the book in terms of both vocabulary and theme.
Elsewhere in the book the range of the verbs, here the infinitive, has Yahweh as their subject
(e.g., 12:14; 18:7). Describing this verbal activity as Jeremiah’s work demonstrates his fully
representative role as initiator of the outworking of the divine will (cf. 5:14; 6:9, 27; 23:29).12 The
book does not always conceive of prophecy in such absolute terms; in 18:5–11 an element of
contingency is dominant in a context that echoes the negative and positive infinitives (cf.



42:10).The “nations” of v. 5 are still not explained, just repeated with the addition of “realms.”
They are thus distinguishable from “the realms in the north” in v. 15, which are agencies of the
divine will rather than its victims or beneficiaries. The book does not give the same weight to
“nations” that this passage seems to. One expects here a reference to Judah as the target of
Jeremiah’s ministry, as later in vv. 14 and 18. Certainly Judah appears to be included; at least
other passages in the book so assume. The application of the infinitives to God’s people in 24:6;
31:28; and 42:10 reflects this implication. It also underlies the redactional inclusion of Judah in
the list of nations at 25:18–26, in v. 18. Moreover, in 18:7, 9 the hypothetical reference to “this
nation or that realm” along with the programmatic verbs, with Judah really in mind, presupposes
the inclusion of Judah in such a wider scope. So does “any nation” in 27:8, 11, and 13 in a
setting of Palestinian and Phoenician states. A plausible clue as to the identity of the other
nations in this case may be derived from 12:14, in a passage that depends on 1:10. It mentions
Yahweh’s “neighbors” (v. 14), generally understood as the small kingdoms bordering on Judah,
such as Edom, Philistia, Moab, and Ammon. Indeed, at 4:16 “the nations” seems to refer to local
national allies of Judah (cf. 22:22; 25:9, 11). Palestine was to be caught up in a maelstrom of
invasion. What Jeremiah had to say about Judah was to be momentous enough to produce
repercussions among its immediate neighbors; “nations” is a premonition of its immense scope.
The description of the enemy as “destroyer of nations” (4:7) in the context of Jeremiah’s early
prophesying strikes the same note. He became directly concerned with other nations late in his
ministry (see chs. 25; 27; 46–49; 51:59–64).At the earliest literary stage the programmatic verbs
were four in number, in a chiastic order of building and agricultural metaphors, as the
formulations in 24:6; 42:10; and 45:4 suggest. The positive pair is constant in the book, but the
negative pair is variable. Here “destroy” has been supplied from the basic pair “uproot/destroy” in
18:7–9 (cf. 12:17), while “demolish” in MT is an addition derived from the pair “demolish/uproot”
in 24:6; 42:10; 45:4.13 The effect of the accumulation of verbs is to reflect the preponderance of
negative oracles in the book and also to announce the book’s overall structure (see
“Macrostructure” in the introduction). This account of Jeremiah’s commissioning marks him out
as a proclaimer of Yahweh’s comprehensive work that was to involve not only destruction but
also reconstruction.[11–12] The first person vision-oracle report supplements the call report in
vv. 1–10, while “a second time” in v. 13 registers a fresh beginning for the rest of the chapter. The
two vision-oracle reports may earlier have existed separately from their present context, paired
by “a second time,” corresponding to the pairs of vision-oracles in Amos 7:1–6 and 7:7–9 + 8:1–
3. From the perspective of the call tradition, the vision takes on the value of a confirming sign or
omen, like that to Gideon in Judg 6:17–21. The question-and-answer format in both reports is a
standard one, found, for example, in Jer 24:1–3; Amos 7:7–9; 8:1–3. This report is based on
wordplay; šāqēd, “almond,” sounds like šōqēd, “watching,” as qayiṣ, “summer fruit,” sounds like
qēṣ, “end,” in Amos 8:1–2. “Stick” has no significance except as the form the almond wood
happened to take. (Almond sticks feature in Gen 30:37 and an almond staff in Num 17:8.) A
commonplace sight is given revelatory value by Yahweh’s drawing attention to it and interpreting



it. The point of the question in this vision-oracle is to make Jeremiah pronounce the word and so
provide a clue to the interpretation. Yahweh’s “communication” sums up what God would order
Jeremiah to communicate (v. 7) and what “my communications” (v. 9) were that God put in
Jeremiah’s mouth. Far from being Jeremiah’s own feeble attempts to communicate (v. 6), the
divine oracles would carry a guarantee of their eventual fulfillment in the form of God’s
providential alertness (cf. Dan 9:12, 14). As Second Isaiah stressed at beginning and end, “the
word of our God will stand” and “my word … shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish
that which I purpose, and succeed in the thing for which I sent it” (Isa 40:8; 55:11).[13–19] The
end of this new section (vv. 18–19) overlaps with material in 15:20 in the course of Yahweh’s
answer to one of Jeremiah’s laments over communal opposition to his prophesying, while the
initial “from the north” in vv. 13–15 recurs in 15:17. This similarity suggests not only the unity of
vv. 13–19 but also that this section reflects the later situation of ch. 15 and, having a visionary
introduction, was associated with the vision of vv. 11–12 and so placed here.14 Its usefulness
lies in its definition of Jeremiah’s commission not in international but in national terms and in
focusing on Jeremiah’s negative ministry that dominates the book. Now, at a later date, the
divine focus of v. 12 on waiting was to give way to action.15[13] A second vision-oracle launches
the next commissioning report; it is hinged with the former report by “realms” (vv. 10, 15).
Another sign introduces a restatement of the prophet’s task. The imagery operates not by
wordplay but by featuring metaphor that uses a key word, somewhat as in Amos 7:7.16
Jeremiah’s reply describes a domestic mishap, a large cooking pot having slipped in a certain
direction on the stones around the fire.[14–16] The divine interpretation slides—like the caldron
—from the danger that threatens in v. 13 to its feared sequel. The form of the interpretation
closely parallels that in v. 12, but the symbolism demands two variations. First, an explanation of
the impersonally expressed metaphor has to be given, displacing the approbation in v. 12.
Second, the interpreting causal clause that sets out Yahweh’s future activity needs to be longer.
The activity is split into two parts, source-oriented in v. 15 and target-oriented in v. 16, in line with
the north-south movement of the interpreted imagery in v. 14.This commissioning report exhibits
a narrower focus than the former one, in two respects. First, “the country” or “Judah” replaces the
nations of vv. 5 and 10, and, second, Yahweh’s message for Jeremiah to transmit is now only a
negative one—a veritable avalanche of punishment. Both features are already evident in v. 14.
Hebrew repetition in terms of effect and cause marks the boundaries of the interpretation in vv.
14 and 16: rā â in the sense of a “bad fate” or “disaster” (NRSV) was to be the consequence of
rā â in the sense of “bad behavior” or “wickedness” (NRSV). This correlation also appears in
prophetic oracles of communal disaster, for example, Mic 2:1–3.17 Indeed, the interpretation in
vv. 14–16 looks like an oracle of disaster; it summarizes the negative message Jeremiah was to
prophesy. It combines elements of divine intervention, the results of that intervention, and the
dire situation that warranted it. The orchestrated invasion of a mysterious northern coalition of
nations is in view. The overwhelming nature of Jeremiah’s prophecy is reaffirmed, but now
presented in terms of its agents (“realms,” v. 15), not its objects (“nations and realms,” v. 10).



From “realms” one has to infer that “they” in v. 15b refers to their kings. There is brusquely
understated allusion to both siege and conquest. The “tribunals” or thrones refer to the
establishment of administrative control in the subject area, as in 39:3 and 43:10. Not only the
capital would be involved, but “all of Judah’s cities.” The larger horizon resumes “all who live in
the country” in v. 14 and serves as a transition to v. 16, where they are now the objects (“them,”
“their”). The royal tribunals represent thrones of judgment, as in Ps 9:4, 7 (5, 8), and Luke 22:30,
and the human activity undertaken at Yahweh’s behest becomes a window to a divine act of
providential judgment. The grounds for such judgment are stated in religious terms, as outright
apostasy along with rejection of the aniconic worship characteristically associated with Yahwism.
The combination has a parallel in the traditions expressed in the first two of the Ten
Commandments, to “have no other gods” and “not make for yourself an idol” (Exod 20:3–4; Deut
5:7–8).18[17–19] This passage turns to the prophetic role Jeremiah has to play. In the present
context it harks back to the parallel section in vv. 7–10 and has a resumptive function in keeping
with its tone of encouragement to shoulder the previously given responsibilities of being
Yahweh’s spokesperson. The task of communication presented in v. 7 is closely repeated in v.
17, though the content has been redefined in vv. 14–16. Verse 17 also echoes the urging not to
fear given in v. 7. The performative utterance of v. 10 finds a partner in v. 18, while the assurance
of Yahweh’s rescuing presence is repeated in v. 19 from v. 8. The repetition has a rhetorical,
persuasive role. The parallelism takes on a consecutive ABCDC′ shape in the supplemented
text, with the factor of divine help being given climactic focus. This switch is in line with the
passage’s stressing how Jeremiah is to cope with the opposition he will have to face. The
emphasis explains the element of divine threat in v. 17, which sounds like a warning against
desertion by threatening a court martial or worse.19 The positive focus on divine action in v. 18
suggests that the threat has a subsidiary role as a growled aside.The rest of the motivational
speech has a positive tone. The investiture of v. 18 grants armor-like resources of defensive
power against comprehensive onslaught from Jeremiah’s own countryfolk.20 Repetition of
“country” and “Judah” ties the passage to the divine message in vv. 14–16. “City” and “walls”
echo terms used in v. 15. The motif of siege has supplied the imagery of v. 18, apart from the
“pillar,” which simply suggests a solid fixture.21 The motif is given an ironic twist not only by its
application to Jeremiah’s coming persecution but also by its reversal of outcome. The victory
northern kings were to achieve would in no way be matched by Judean kings and all their
subjects in their own war against Jeremiah. Ultimate assurance of this surprising effect comes
from the continuing support of Jeremiah’s divine ally.The negative and positive factors of v. 10
are manifested differently in this report; the latter is reserved for the prophet. If a communal
oracle of disaster shaped vv. 14–16, an individual oracle of salvation has lent its form to vv. 17–
19. Comparison with Isa 41:8–13 reveals a similar progression, from the “do not be afraid”
formula to God’s promise of intervention, then the results of that intervention and a closing divine
explanation.22 In the explanation the motif of divine rescue, repeated from v. 8, is rooted in the
psalms of individual lament.23 Laments derive their voice from a theological tradition that at



times of crisis, in response to prayer, Yahweh rescues worshipers from premature death (Ps
91:14–16). So Jeremiah is not to be preserved from society’s warring but brought through it by
repeated saving acts, not unscathed but a survivor. The God “who rescued … will continue to
rescue” (2 Cor 1:10).The chapter serves as an introduction to the book; the superscription and
the commissioning passage with its double premonition of disaster have the function of two
prologues. I have already mentioned both continuity and discontinuity between vv. 4–12 and the
book. The discontinuity suggests that this passage was not editorially made to measure for the
book. It functions rather as a good rough fit. It claims the prophetic authenticity of the book’s
leading human character by giving evidence of his initial appointment by God, so that readers
are predisposed to trust Jeremiah’s interpretation of Judean history and to prefer him to
prophets of a different stripe, who appear later in the book. The overall narrative introduces
motifs and concepts that will appear throughout the book. Even admission of hardship and
failure in the narratives of chs. 26–45 need raise no doubts in the light of 1:18–19, but rather
provide corroboration, just as the call narrative in Isaiah 6, with its warning of hardened hearts,
paves the way for the prophet’s rejection in chs. 7–8. Jeremiah’s panicky reaction in v. 6 will find
poignant echoes in his prayers of lament scattered through chs. 11–20. The stark term “nations”
in vv. 5 and 10 acquires applicability to the collection of oracles of disaster for foreign nations in
chs. 46–51 and to their introduction in ch. 25. It has already been noticed that the double
program of v. 10 bounces through the book; two separate redactional additions in the verse have
reinforced the link.24 Positive messages will be reserved mainly for God’s own people,
especially in chs. 30–33, but a promise of restoration occurs as an afterthought to a foreign
oracle in 49:39, to which the MT adds others at 46:26; 48:47; 49:6, while unconditional promises
occur in 3:17 and 16:19–21, and a conditional one in 12:14–17.The commissioning accounts
also prepare readers for chs. 2–6. While prediction of invasion from the mysterious north is
widely featured in the book and eventually understood in terms of Babylon (25:9; cf. 20:4, 6;
36:29), references to it are clustered in 4:5–6:30. Other dominant motifs in chs. 2–6 are Israel’s
abandonment of Yahweh—the verb recurs in 2:13, 17, 19; 5:17, 19—and recourse to pagan
deities, on which 2:4–4:4 focuses, along with specific reference to idols in 2:27; 3:9. Both of
these motifs are introduced in 1:16. Chapter 1 broaches key motifs that the next five chapters
will unfold.A kaleidoscope of genres derived from Judah’s cultural background adorns the
passage. Special birth narratives, call traditions, vision-oracle reports, prophetic oracles of
disaster and salvation, and a lament tradition have all made rich contributions and given vv. 4–19
its impressive shape. Such a bombardment of genres presents Jeremiah as an accredited
prophet for the coming crisis, empowered to be Yahweh’s plenipotentiary, despite the
controversy he was to stir up among his contemporaries. The first account has left its literary
mark on the Bible. The positive mission of Yahweh’s servant in Isa 49:1, 5–6 is colored by Jer
1:5: “The LORD called me before I was born, while I was in my mother’s womb he named me….
And now the LORD says, who formed me in the womb, … ‘I will give you as a light to the
nations.’” In the NT Paul found Jer 1:5 helpful for expressing his own sense of apostolic destiny:



“God … set me apart before I was born and called me through his grace … so that I might
proclaim [his Son] among the Gentiles [or nations]” (Gal 1:15–16).2:1–3 The Honeymoon Is
Over2:1 I received Yahweh’s message as follows:a 2 “Go and proclaim in Jerusalem’s hearing:
‘Here is what Yahweh said:“What I remember about you is the commitment shown when
youwere young, the love at your wedding celebrations,how you followed me through the
wilderness,a nonarable region.3Israel was sacred to Yahweh,bthe firstfruits of his harvest.Any
who ate such produce would be held guilty,experiencing a bad fate,”declared Yahweh.’”a. An
introductory formula evidently fell out, as in 3:1. MT has supplied a first person oracle reception
statement, aligning with 1:4, 11, 13 (cf. Janzen, Studies, 111–13).b. For LXX in vv. 2b–3aa see
McKane 1:27.This oracle rounds off ch. 1 according to MT and introduces especially 2:4–6:30.
What is to be proclaimed is a self-contained unit, with its own opening and closing quotation
formulas. In genre the piece is related to the oracle of disaster, which generally falls into two
parts, an announcement of disaster prefaced by the reason for it. The initial reason sometimes
has its blameworthiness accentuated by a contrast motif.25 The motif usually harks back to the
basic work of God on Israel’s behalf, as in Amos 2:9–11, but it can refer to Israel’s early
attractiveness to God, as in the first part of Hos 9:10. Here room is made for both, the latter in v.
2 and the former in v. 3. This motif fills the unit, implicitly providing positive antitheses for
subsequent shocking changes in the relationship between Yahweh and Israel. Those changes
will be explained in what follows as the negative ways Israel treated Yahweh and the negative
ways Yahweh consequently had to treat Israel.[2:2] The directive relating to Jerusalem in MT
was added to provide an antecedent for the Hebrew feminine second person references in the
divine statement that follows. “Jerusalem” as audience took its cue from 4:5, “make an
announcement in Jerusalem” (cf. 4:3, 4). In the light of the reference to Israel in 2:3 it was
presumably meant to refer to the Judean covenant community gathered in the capital at festival
time. The two verbs of the directive recur in 3:12, “Go and proclaim.” The second verb occurs
with the prepositional phrase in Judg 7:3 with the sense “proclaim in the hearing of the
troops.”26In another context Yahweh’s recollection could have the flavor of a proclamation of
salvation, with the sense “I remember and will act accordingly by blessing or saving you” (cf. Pss
105:42; 132:1). Against the somber backdrop that will emerge after v. 3, however, it refers to a
nostalgic appreciation of a past memory. A happy wilderness experience is an echo of passages
in Hosea (2:15–16 [16–17]; 9:10; 11:1, 4). In Hosea it always presupposes subsequent
degeneration as soon as Israel reached the promised land, the very note to be sounded in vv. 6–
7, and so it anticipates a relationship that turned sour.27 This positive wilderness perspective
stands at odds with the Pentateuch’s tradition of a murmuring and disobedient Israel. It is
unlikely, however, that the tradition represented here and in Hosea ever existed by itself; rather, it
reflects simply a difference of perspective.28 In terms of pentateuchal texts the faith and praise
of Exod 14:31–15:21 (cf. Ps 106:12) and the people’s affirmations in Exod 19:8; 24:3, 7 may be
compared.Much more commonly the great theological term ḥesed, here rendered
“commitment,” relates to Yahweh’s covenant love and faithfulness, as at 31:3, along with “love.” It



does refer to Israel’s response relatively frequently in Hosea (2:19 [21]; 4:1; 6:4; 12:6 [7]; cf. Rev
2:4), though it tends to focus on love of neighbor rather than of God. Clues to the divine
interpretation here are the adjacent reference to Israel’s own activity of following Yahweh and the
combination of that motif with Israel’s love in 2:25.29 The depiction of Israel as young depends
on Hos 2:15 (17) (cf. 11:1), and the marriage portrayal of the covenant relationship depends on
Hosea 1–3. The striking contemporization of past tradition (“you”) aligns with Hos 13:4–5; other
prophets also used this convention in relation to the exodus and wilderness (see Amos 2:10; Mic
6:4). The present generation was the current heir of such traditions and could spiritually identify
with their forebears’ encounter with God as a once-for-all experience. Time was bridged in a
community whose religious heritage had been kept alive in worship down the centuries. The NT
took up this concept of historical solidarity via a sacramental theology, for instance in Eph 2:5,
“God made us alive together with Christ.”To “follow” or “go after” is an idiom of loyalty that is
related to marriage in Gen 24:5 and 1 Sam 25:42. It refers to rival religious commitments in 1
Kgs 18:21 and to a wrong commitment to divine “lovers” in Hos 2:5 (7). The “wilderness”
suggests a trusting dependence upon Yahweh for food to sustain life, as the parallel expression
shows. Verse 2 lays a foundation for the large block of incriminating material in 2:5–4:4. The
motif of the inhospitable wilderness will be resumed in 2:6, 31. Israel’s following gods other than
Yahweh will recur four times in ch. 2 (at vv. 5, 8, 23, and 25), while idols find specific mention at
2:27 and 3:9. Yahweh’s remembering will find counterpoints in Israel’s forgetting at 2:32 and 3:21
—forgetting its wedding finery in 2:32.30 Initial devotion to Yahweh as the ancestral God will
have a shocking sequel in desertion and alien religious practices.[3] There is a switch from the
contemporizing “you” and “your” to a history-oriented presentation, as if to anticipate the shutter
the covenant people put up between past and present. Third person references to Yahweh
achieve similar distancing, unlike the intimate subjectivity of v. 2. While Israel’s relationship to
Yahweh was the focus of v. 2, now Yahweh’s former protective relationship to Israel comes into
view. The basis of the trust implicit at the close of v. 2 is presented as divine care. The underlying
sense and the link between the verses are well expressed by Deut 32:10:He sustained him in a
desert land, in a howling wilderness waste;he shielded him, cared for him, guarded him as the
apple of his eye.Cultic imagery is employed, perhaps sparked by reflection on the picture of
Israel’s attractiveness to Yahweh as “the first fruit [a different Hebrew term] on the fig tree” in Hos
9:10. The first picking of each fruit and cereal crop was traditionally sacrosanct, dedicated to the
sanctuary and eaten by Yahweh’s priestly representatives (Exod 23:19; Num 18:12–13; Prov
3:9). This exclusive right debarred secular use, and so infringement would carry a penalty; Lev
22:15–16 uses similar vocabulary. Here the envisioned offenders are Israel’s national enemies,
such as the Amalekites (Exod 17:8–13; cf. Jer 5:17). If the structural function of v. 2 was to
introduce 2:5–4:4, that of v. 3 is to be the contrasting prelude for 4:5–6:30. Israel lost not only a
close relationship to Yahweh but also the “hands off” privilege that went with it. Now, instead of a
bad fate coming upon Israel’s enemies, Israel was to be exposed to its own bad fate by way of
punishment. In 5:12 an optimistic assertion, “We will not find a bad fate coming upon us,” using



the Hebrew verb of v. 3, is dismissed. In 4:6 and 6:19 Yahweh is to implement such a fate, and a
causative form of the same verb is used.31Verses 2–3, drawing heavily on traditions used by
Hosea,32 function as a keynote message and a frontispiece with 2:4–6:30 especially in view. It
presents lost harmony as a measure of Israel’s waywardness and as a hint of the danger to
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Prologue: Introducing Jeremiah and His Message1:1–3 Superscription1:1 The messages of
Jeremiah ben Hilkiah, who was a member of a priestly family that lived at Anathoth in the
Benjamin region, 2 whata he received as Yahweh’sb message during the reign of King Josiah
ben Amon of Judah in the thirteenth year of his reign 3 and [those which] he continued to receive
during the reign of King Jehoiakim ben Josiah of Judah and down to the end ofc the eleventh



year of King Zedekiah ben Josiah of Judah, right down to the deportation of Jerusalem’s
population in the fifth month.a. Verse 2 is not a subordinate relative clause (NRSV) but an
independent one (cf. GKC §138e; IBHS 331). The objection that elsewhere (e.g., in 14:1) this
version of the oracle reception heading names Jeremiah (Herrmann 4) ignores his mention in v.
1, which made naming unnecessary here.b. LXX “God’s” is a free rendering that occasionally
occurs in only the first half of LXX for the divine name or an accompanying epithet (Hermann-
Josef Stipp, Das masoretische und alexandrinische Sondergut des Jeremiabuches:
Textgeschichtlicher Rang, Eigenarten, Triebkräfte [OBO 136; Freiburg: Universitätsverlag, 1994],
54).c. Italics in the translation refer to redactional material present in MT and not in LXX (see
“Translation and Text” and “Literary Development” in the introduction).The composition of 1:1–
2:3 introduces Jeremiah’s prophetic ministry to readers. It is made up of three units: a
superscription (1:1–3), a pair of accounts of Jeremiah’s commissioning, the second a later one
deliberately placed here (vv. 4–12 + 13–19), and a basic message that serves as a theological
premise for all of Jeremiah’s messages of disaster to Judah (2:1–3), somewhat like the motto in
Amos 1:2. The clues to the literary grouping of this material are the oracle reception heading in
1:2 and the elaborating oracle reception statements in vv. 4, 11, 13, and added in MT at
2:1.1[1:1–3] Like other prophetic books, Jeremiah’s has a superscription editorially prefixed to
introduce the written edition of messages associated with the prophet.2 It marks for the ongoing
religious community the importance of oracles that interpreted a cataclysmic period of Israel’s
history. It makes the claim that a written form of divine revelation is represented in this collection
of prophetic addresses.[1] A title in terms of the content and its human speaker is supplied in the
first half of the verse, as in Amos 1:1. The speaker is identified by personal name and
patronymic. The rest of the verse provides the first of two elaborations of the title. It gives
information about the prophet’s family and home. His priestly descent comes from a tradition
outside the book. Anathoth was about three miles northeast of Jerusalem; it features in the book
at 11:21–23; 29:27; 32:7–9. It was a priestly city according to Josh 21:18 and 1 Chr 6:60 (45). In
Solomon’s reign Abiathar, a priest descended from Eli who had officiated at the old northern
sanctuary in Shiloh, was sent home to Anathoth by the king (1 Kgs 2:26–27). Did such a lineage
prompt the historical precedent for the destruction of the Jerusalem temple in that of the Shiloh
sanctuary (7:12–15; 26:6, 9)? Yet presumably a number of priestly families lived at Anathoth.
There is no evidence that Jeremiah functioned as a priest; the reference to his youth in vv. 6–7
suggests that at his prophetic call he was not yet old enough to carry out priestly duties.[2] The
second elaboration of the title (vv. 2–3) relates to the divine source of Jeremiah’s addresses and
their overall dating in Judean history, calculated in terms of the regnal calendar with formal full
titles for each king. There is awkwardness in the transition from v. 2 to v. 3; at least one expects a
dating “from” rather than “in” Josiah’s thirteenth year, as in 25:3. This suggests that one role of v.
2 is to give an overall introduction to the complex of oracles set out in 1:4–2:3. Verse 2, with its
oracle reception heading, does double duty, as a composition heading as well as an element in
the superscription to the book. The dating refers to 627/626 B.C.E., which creates some difficulty



because there is scant evidence for Jeremiah’s prophesying in Josiah’s reign (cf. 3:6 and the
summaries at 25:3; 36:2), and Josiah’s cultic reforms hardly appear at all in the book (cf.
44:18).3 But the date is embedded in the tradition and there is no textual warrant for a change.
[3] The duration of Jeremiah’s prophetic activity is broadly presented in terms of Judah’s last two
major kings, passing over the three-month reigns of Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin. In MT the
termination of Zedekiah’s eleventh year refers not to the end of the royal calendar year but to the
abrupt ending of his reign by conquest. The final phrase specifies the fate of Jerusalem’s
citizens in July/August 587, “the fifth month” (cf. 52:12, 15), and finds there climactic closure.
Jeremiah continued prophesying after that date according to chs. 40–45. The main period of his
prophesying, which culminated in an event that vindicated his repeated claims, is in historical
view (vv. 2–3). Perhaps 1:1–3 functioned at an earlier stage as a superscription to chs. 1–39
(Rudolph 3);4 the reference to deportation would fit well as a reference to 39:9. However, the
addition of ch. 52 to the book (non-Jeremianic as 51:64 admits) provides fresh coverage of the
deportation of Jerusalem’s citizens, since 39:9 is repeated at 52:15 and echoed in MT at
52:29.The editors responsible for the superscription lived when the prophetic career of Jeremiah
and the events he witnessed and interpreted were all past history. Nevertheless they recognized
divine revelation in his prophesying, which could and must illumine God’s ways with the later
community of faith.1:4–19 Jeremiah’s Call and Commissions4 I received Yahweh’s message/
communication as follows: 5 “Before I shaped you in the womb I had already taken note of you,
and before you left the uterus I had marked you out for a sacred purpose: I made you a prophet
for nations.”a 6 “Oh no, Lord Yahweh,” I said. “Look, I am not experienced in communicating. I am
too young for that.” 7 “Do not say ‘I am too young,’” Yahweh said to me. “Rather, you are to go to
all those I send you to and communicate all that I order you to. 8 Do not be afraid of their
presence, because I will be there with you to rescue you,” declared Yahweh. 9 Then Yahweh
reached out his hand. Touching my mouth with it, Yahweh said to me, “Look, I have just put my
communications in your mouth. 10 See, I hereby giveb you today authority over nations and
realms to uproot and tear down and destroy and demolish, to build and plant.” 11 I received
Yahweh’s communication as follows: “What can you see, Jeremiah?” “An almond stickc is what I
can see,” I said. 12 “You have seen right,” Yahweh said to me, “because I am going to watchd
over my communication with the intent of making it happen.”13 I received Yahweh’s
communication a second time: “What can you see?” “A furiously heated caldron is what I can
see,” I said, “with its tope facing away from the north.” 14 Yahweh said to me,“From the north a
bad fate will spill outover all who live in the country15because, look, I am going to summonall the
realmsf in the north,”declared Yahweh,“and they will come and each set up their tribunalsin front
of Jerusalem’s gatesand they will surround all its wallsand all of Judah’s cities,16and then I will
present my case against themfor all their bad behavior in abandoning me,by sacrificing to other
godsand worshiping what their own hands have made.17You, for your part, must hitch up your
robeand get going and communicate to themall that I personally order you to.Do not be scared
of their presenceor else I will cause your discomfiture in their presence.18For my part, look, I



hereby make youtoday a fortified city,an iron pillar, and bronze walls,capable of resisting all the
country,for Judah’s kingsg and officials,its priests, and the people of the country.19Fight you
they will, but defeat you they will notbecause I will be there with you,”declared Yahweh,“to rescue
you.”“From the north a bad fate will spill outover all who live in the country“From the north a bad
fate will spill outover all who live in the country15because, look, I am going to summonall the
realmsf in the north,”declared Yahweh,“and they will come and each set up their tribunalsin front
of Jerusalem’s gatesand they will surround all its wallsand all of Judah’s cities,because, look, I
am going to summonall the realmsf in the north,”declared Yahweh,“and they will come and each
set up their tribunalsin front of Jerusalem’s gatesand they will surround all its wallsand all of
Judah’s cities,16and then I will present my case against themfor all their bad behavior in
abandoning me,by sacrificing to other godsand worshiping what their own hands have
made.and then I will present my case against themfor all their bad behavior in abandoning
me,by sacrificing to other godsand worshiping what their own hands have made.17You, for your
part, must hitch up your robeand get going and communicate to themall that I personally order
you to.Do not be scared of their presenceor else I will cause your discomfiture in their
presence.You, for your part, must hitch up your robeand get going and communicate to themall
that I personally order you to.Do not be scared of their presenceor else I will cause your
discomfiture in their presence.18For my part, look, I hereby make youtoday a fortified city,an iron
pillar, and bronze walls,capable of resisting all the country,for Judah’s kingsg and officials,its
priests, and the people of the country.For my part, look, I hereby make youtoday a fortified
city,an iron pillar, and bronze walls,capable of resisting all the country,for Judah’s kingsg and
officials,its priests, and the people of the country.19Fight you they will, but defeat you they will
notbecause I will be there with you,”declared Yahweh,“to rescue you.”Fight you they will, but
defeat you they will notbecause I will be there with you,”declared Yahweh,“to rescue you.”a. REB
and GNB take this verse as prose, the rest of EVV as poetry. EVV also vary for the divine
statements in the rest of the chapter. I judge only vv. 14b–19 to be poetry.b. The perfect is
performative (IBHS 489). Another instance occurs in v. 18. Construing the last verb of v. 5 in this
way (Herrmann 50) is unlikely in view of the flow of the sentence within past time.c. Not
“branch” (EVV); maqqēl, “stick,” is not part of a living tree (see DCH 5:466b–67a).d. Parallelism
with v. 15 suggests future action rather than the present in EVV.e. Literally the “surface” of its
contents (Rudolph 8).f. LXX lacks “clans” of MT. It probably originated as a marginal annotation,
based on “all the northern clans” in 25:9 (BHS).g. LXX has simply “for all Judah’s kings.” Then
the first three cola in v. 18 constitute a tricolon. MT has borrowed from 15:10.The rest of ch. 1
presents the call and twofold commissioning of Jeremiah as a prophet. His call/commissions
and symbolic actions (e.g., 32:6–15) are presented in first person format, assuring the reader of
bedrock experiences in the Jeremiah tradition. Here Jeremiah gives reports concerning
Yahweh’s announcement, including two visions he received and a closing message of
encouragement that recapitulates part of the initial message. An obvious way to structure vv. 4–
19 is to use as guides the introductory oracle reception statements in vv. 4, 11, and 13 and



ensuing dialogues, and to discern three sections, vv. 4–10, 11–12, and 13–19.5 Another
approach that reflects diverse content as a clue to structural intent is to see a chiasm, ABB′A′, in
which “a second time” in v. 13 demarcates vv. 13–19 from vv. 4–12, rather than just the second
vision from the first, assuming that the oracle reception statement in v. 11 has a lesser structural
role. Then the two vision-oracle accounts in vv. 11–12 and 13–14 function as a double core for
the passage and may be distinguished from the preceding and following messages in vv. 4–10
and 15–19 (Lundbom 1:227). There are two drawbacks to this particular scheme. First, parallel
material in the flanking sections appears in vv. 7–10 and 17–19. Second, vv. 12 and 14–16 are
formally parallel as interpretations of the visions, though of different lengths. So B′ should be
widened to vv. 13–16 and A′ reduced to vv. 17–19.6 In favor of linking the first vision with vv. 4–
10 is the mixing of vocabulary from vv. 10 and 12 in 31:28. The two parts of the complex unit,
united by “I hereby give/make you today” (vv. 10, 18), are surprisingly different despite their
similarities.[4–12] A report of Jeremiah’s call (vv. 4–10) concludes with a vision-oracle report (vv.
11–12).[4] After the heading embedded in the superscription (v. 2) comes a major oracle
reception statement, the first in a series (cf. 24:4).7 No interest is shown in the psychological
means by which the divine message was apprehended by the human mind.[5] Jeremiah’s call is
strikingly presented as the culmination of long-term divine planning that antedated his
conception and birth. Elsewhere in the OT this sort of statement is at home in special birth
narratives. On the human plane Hannah promised to dedicate her male child, should she be
given one, to God’s service as a Nazirite (1 Sam 1:11). Sometimes a divine purpose is
announced. Samson was to be born to the life of a Nazirite and would “begin to deliver Israel
from the hand of the Philistines,” declared the angel of Yahweh (Judg 13:3–5). In Gen 17:19
Yahweh declared the unborn Isaac’s destiny to be: “I will establish my covenant with him.” There
is nothing special about the language of fetal development; the attribution to a divine creative
shaping is a glorious commonplace. Psalm 95:5 mentions “the dry land, which his hands have
formed [or “shaped”]”; in the beginning “the LORD God formed man from the dust of the
ground” (Gen 2:7). This kind of personal initiative is actualized by growth in the womb according
to Job 10:11; Pss 119:73; 139:13. Long ago a divine decision had been made, to set Jeremiah
aside to belong to God and to be used by God, as if for priesthood (cf. Num 3:12–13; 8:14–18).
The precise sacred purpose is stated in an abrupt and blatant climax. The divine plan was for
Jeremiah to be “a prophet for nations,” and he had already been designated for this task. The
scope is left unelaborated until v. 10, so that a dynamic frame is provided for the call report;
focus is achieved by the suspense. In its blatancy the statement matches the divine
announcement to the pregnant Rebekah concerning Esau and Jacob: “Two nations are in your
womb” (Gen 25:23).[6] The term “nations” is tantalizingly shelved, and the focus in vv. 6–9 and
12 veers to “prophet,” with special focus on communicating and communications (or speaking
and messages), using variations of the Hebrew root dbr, “speak.” That is why at v. 4 of the
translation “message” was given an alternative, “communication,” to prepare for the repetition
that will be so important in vv. 6–12. The report now begins to conform to some elements of OT



call traditions concerning national leaders and/or prophets. The protest of inadequacy is
paralleled in Moses’ adducing his stammer (Exod 4:10) and Gideon’s and Saul’s claiming to be
nobodies (Judg 6:15; 1 Sam 9:21; cf. 18:18); it leaves traces in the NT, at Luke 1:18, 34. The
effect after v. 5 is to stress that Jeremiah’s prophetic career was not his own idea or
achievement. The credit must go to the electing God, who chooses “what is low and despised in
the world, things that are not, to reduce things that are, so that no one might boast in the
presence of God” (1 Cor 1:28–29). Jeremiah’s less than enthusiastic response is qualified: not
yet, rather than no.8 The vagueness of the Hebrew word translated “boy” in NRSV is captured by
the LXX rendering “too young,” echoed by NAB, REB, and GNB. Having waited so long, God can
surely wait a little longer, until natural ability and social standing catch up. But that would miss
the point. In Jeremiah’s case supernatural equipping stands uncompromisingly over against
nature and nurture, as v. 9 will confirm (cf. 1 Kgs 3:7, 9).9[7–8] God’s control, inexorably
manifested in the past, is to mark Jeremiah’s prophetic future. His obligation is to carry out the
mission completely as to target—the mysterious “nations” is not yet repeated—and content.
Natural fears are reassuringly transcended by the promise of the divine presence as a powerful
factor to offset intimidating confrontation by human addressees. The one who sends Jeremiah
will also be at his side. At this point negative features emerge momentarily; they will be explored
further in vv. 17–19. The exhortation not to be frightened can have a background of warring
hostility (cf. Num 21:34; Josh 1:9), which vv. 18–19 will express. Again, the promise of divine
help typically follows protests in call narratives. Moses was similarly encouraged (Exod 3:12) as
was Gideon (Judg 6:16). At an anxious time Paul received the same assurance (Acts 18:9).[9]
God’s presence was not only promised for Jeremiah’s future ministry but also manifested there
and then in a striking experience, a commissioning act of sacramental symbolism. In Isa 6:7 the
touching of Isaiah’s mouth with a burning coal brought by a seraph had expiatory power. Here a
divine touch transfers oracles to Jeremiah’s mouth so that he can speak them. To put words in
someone’s mouth is to give that person a message to pass on (e.g., in Exod 4:15; Deut 18:18; 2
Sam 14:19).10[10] The explanation of the dramatization continues, and with it the report comes
full circle by reverting to v. 5: v. 9 alludes to “prophet,” and the first part of v. 10 mentions “nations”
again.11 Verse 10 presents the prophetic commission earlier expressed in terms of divine
purpose at v. 5. The main verb has a performative function, dynamically bestowing authority. The
Hebrew verb elsewhere relates to political or military administration, as in 40:11 concerning
Gedaliah, whom the Babylonian king “put in charge of” the people left in Judah as governor. The
task that the prophet is delegated by the divine King to carry out is a double program, first
negative and then positive; the positive element, though present in the book, will be redactionally
developed there. Like Hosea, Jeremiah’s message was to go beyond destruction to eventual
restoration. The statement has a seminal role in the book in terms of both vocabulary and theme.
Elsewhere in the book the range of the verbs, here the infinitive, has Yahweh as their subject
(e.g., 12:14; 18:7). Describing this verbal activity as Jeremiah’s work demonstrates his fully
representative role as initiator of the outworking of the divine will (cf. 5:14; 6:9, 27; 23:29).12 The



book does not always conceive of prophecy in such absolute terms; in 18:5–11 an element of
contingency is dominant in a context that echoes the negative and positive infinitives (cf.
42:10).The “nations” of v. 5 are still not explained, just repeated with the addition of “realms.”
They are thus distinguishable from “the realms in the north” in v. 15, which are agencies of the
divine will rather than its victims or beneficiaries. The book does not give the same weight to
“nations” that this passage seems to. One expects here a reference to Judah as the target of
Jeremiah’s ministry, as later in vv. 14 and 18. Certainly Judah appears to be included; at least
other passages in the book so assume. The application of the infinitives to God’s people in 24:6;
31:28; and 42:10 reflects this implication. It also underlies the redactional inclusion of Judah in
the list of nations at 25:18–26, in v. 18. Moreover, in 18:7, 9 the hypothetical reference to “this
nation or that realm” along with the programmatic verbs, with Judah really in mind, presupposes
the inclusion of Judah in such a wider scope. So does “any nation” in 27:8, 11, and 13 in a
setting of Palestinian and Phoenician states. A plausible clue as to the identity of the other
nations in this case may be derived from 12:14, in a passage that depends on 1:10. It mentions
Yahweh’s “neighbors” (v. 14), generally understood as the small kingdoms bordering on Judah,
such as Edom, Philistia, Moab, and Ammon. Indeed, at 4:16 “the nations” seems to refer to local
national allies of Judah (cf. 22:22; 25:9, 11). Palestine was to be caught up in a maelstrom of
invasion. What Jeremiah had to say about Judah was to be momentous enough to produce
repercussions among its immediate neighbors; “nations” is a premonition of its immense scope.
The description of the enemy as “destroyer of nations” (4:7) in the context of Jeremiah’s early
prophesying strikes the same note. He became directly concerned with other nations late in his
ministry (see chs. 25; 27; 46–49; 51:59–64).At the earliest literary stage the programmatic verbs
were four in number, in a chiastic order of building and agricultural metaphors, as the
formulations in 24:6; 42:10; and 45:4 suggest. The positive pair is constant in the book, but the
negative pair is variable. Here “destroy” has been supplied from the basic pair “uproot/destroy” in
18:7–9 (cf. 12:17), while “demolish” in MT is an addition derived from the pair “demolish/uproot”
in 24:6; 42:10; 45:4.13 The effect of the accumulation of verbs is to reflect the preponderance of
negative oracles in the book and also to announce the book’s overall structure (see
“Macrostructure” in the introduction). This account of Jeremiah’s commissioning marks him out
as a proclaimer of Yahweh’s comprehensive work that was to involve not only destruction but
also reconstruction.[11–12] The first person vision-oracle report supplements the call report in
vv. 1–10, while “a second time” in v. 13 registers a fresh beginning for the rest of the chapter. The
two vision-oracle reports may earlier have existed separately from their present context, paired
by “a second time,” corresponding to the pairs of vision-oracles in Amos 7:1–6 and 7:7–9 + 8:1–
3. From the perspective of the call tradition, the vision takes on the value of a confirming sign or
omen, like that to Gideon in Judg 6:17–21. The question-and-answer format in both reports is a
standard one, found, for example, in Jer 24:1–3; Amos 7:7–9; 8:1–3. This report is based on
wordplay; šāqēd, “almond,” sounds like šōqēd, “watching,” as qayiṣ, “summer fruit,” sounds like
qēṣ, “end,” in Amos 8:1–2. “Stick” has no significance except as the form the almond wood



happened to take. (Almond sticks feature in Gen 30:37 and an almond staff in Num 17:8.) A
commonplace sight is given revelatory value by Yahweh’s drawing attention to it and interpreting
it. The point of the question in this vision-oracle is to make Jeremiah pronounce the word and so
provide a clue to the interpretation. Yahweh’s “communication” sums up what God would order
Jeremiah to communicate (v. 7) and what “my communications” (v. 9) were that God put in
Jeremiah’s mouth. Far from being Jeremiah’s own feeble attempts to communicate (v. 6), the
divine oracles would carry a guarantee of their eventual fulfillment in the form of God’s
providential alertness (cf. Dan 9:12, 14). As Second Isaiah stressed at beginning and end, “the
word of our God will stand” and “my word … shall not return to me empty, but it shall accomplish
that which I purpose, and succeed in the thing for which I sent it” (Isa 40:8; 55:11).[13–19] The
end of this new section (vv. 18–19) overlaps with material in 15:20 in the course of Yahweh’s
answer to one of Jeremiah’s laments over communal opposition to his prophesying, while the
initial “from the north” in vv. 13–15 recurs in 15:17. This similarity suggests not only the unity of
vv. 13–19 but also that this section reflects the later situation of ch. 15 and, having a visionary
introduction, was associated with the vision of vv. 11–12 and so placed here.14 Its usefulness
lies in its definition of Jeremiah’s commission not in international but in national terms and in
focusing on Jeremiah’s negative ministry that dominates the book. Now, at a later date, the
divine focus of v. 12 on waiting was to give way to action.15[13] A second vision-oracle launches
the next commissioning report; it is hinged with the former report by “realms” (vv. 10, 15).
Another sign introduces a restatement of the prophet’s task. The imagery operates not by
wordplay but by featuring metaphor that uses a key word, somewhat as in Amos 7:7.16
Jeremiah’s reply describes a domestic mishap, a large cooking pot having slipped in a certain
direction on the stones around the fire.[14–16] The divine interpretation slides—like the caldron
—from the danger that threatens in v. 13 to its feared sequel. The form of the interpretation
closely parallels that in v. 12, but the symbolism demands two variations. First, an explanation of
the impersonally expressed metaphor has to be given, displacing the approbation in v. 12.
Second, the interpreting causal clause that sets out Yahweh’s future activity needs to be longer.
The activity is split into two parts, source-oriented in v. 15 and target-oriented in v. 16, in line with
the north-south movement of the interpreted imagery in v. 14.This commissioning report exhibits
a narrower focus than the former one, in two respects. First, “the country” or “Judah” replaces the
nations of vv. 5 and 10, and, second, Yahweh’s message for Jeremiah to transmit is now only a
negative one—a veritable avalanche of punishment. Both features are already evident in v. 14.
Hebrew repetition in terms of effect and cause marks the boundaries of the interpretation in vv.
14 and 16: rā â in the sense of a “bad fate” or “disaster” (NRSV) was to be the consequence of
rā â in the sense of “bad behavior” or “wickedness” (NRSV). This correlation also appears in
prophetic oracles of communal disaster, for example, Mic 2:1–3.17 Indeed, the interpretation in
vv. 14–16 looks like an oracle of disaster; it summarizes the negative message Jeremiah was to
prophesy. It combines elements of divine intervention, the results of that intervention, and the
dire situation that warranted it. The orchestrated invasion of a mysterious northern coalition of



nations is in view. The overwhelming nature of Jeremiah’s prophecy is reaffirmed, but now
presented in terms of its agents (“realms,” v. 15), not its objects (“nations and realms,” v. 10).
From “realms” one has to infer that “they” in v. 15b refers to their kings. There is brusquely
understated allusion to both siege and conquest. The “tribunals” or thrones refer to the
establishment of administrative control in the subject area, as in 39:3 and 43:10. Not only the
capital would be involved, but “all of Judah’s cities.” The larger horizon resumes “all who live in
the country” in v. 14 and serves as a transition to v. 16, where they are now the objects (“them,”
“their”). The royal tribunals represent thrones of judgment, as in Ps 9:4, 7 (5, 8), and Luke 22:30,
and the human activity undertaken at Yahweh’s behest becomes a window to a divine act of
providential judgment. The grounds for such judgment are stated in religious terms, as outright
apostasy along with rejection of the aniconic worship characteristically associated with Yahwism.
The combination has a parallel in the traditions expressed in the first two of the Ten
Commandments, to “have no other gods” and “not make for yourself an idol” (Exod 20:3–4; Deut
5:7–8).18[17–19] This passage turns to the prophetic role Jeremiah has to play. In the present
context it harks back to the parallel section in vv. 7–10 and has a resumptive function in keeping
with its tone of encouragement to shoulder the previously given responsibilities of being
Yahweh’s spokesperson. The task of communication presented in v. 7 is closely repeated in v.
17, though the content has been redefined in vv. 14–16. Verse 17 also echoes the urging not to
fear given in v. 7. The performative utterance of v. 10 finds a partner in v. 18, while the assurance
of Yahweh’s rescuing presence is repeated in v. 19 from v. 8. The repetition has a rhetorical,
persuasive role. The parallelism takes on a consecutive ABCDC′ shape in the supplemented
text, with the factor of divine help being given climactic focus. This switch is in line with the
passage’s stressing how Jeremiah is to cope with the opposition he will have to face. The
emphasis explains the element of divine threat in v. 17, which sounds like a warning against
desertion by threatening a court martial or worse.19 The positive focus on divine action in v. 18
suggests that the threat has a subsidiary role as a growled aside.The rest of the motivational
speech has a positive tone. The investiture of v. 18 grants armor-like resources of defensive
power against comprehensive onslaught from Jeremiah’s own countryfolk.20 Repetition of
“country” and “Judah” ties the passage to the divine message in vv. 14–16. “City” and “walls”
echo terms used in v. 15. The motif of siege has supplied the imagery of v. 18, apart from the
“pillar,” which simply suggests a solid fixture.21 The motif is given an ironic twist not only by its
application to Jeremiah’s coming persecution but also by its reversal of outcome. The victory
northern kings were to achieve would in no way be matched by Judean kings and all their
subjects in their own war against Jeremiah. Ultimate assurance of this surprising effect comes
from the continuing support of Jeremiah’s divine ally.The negative and positive factors of v. 10
are manifested differently in this report; the latter is reserved for the prophet. If a communal
oracle of disaster shaped vv. 14–16, an individual oracle of salvation has lent its form to vv. 17–
19. Comparison with Isa 41:8–13 reveals a similar progression, from the “do not be afraid”
formula to God’s promise of intervention, then the results of that intervention and a closing divine



explanation.22 In the explanation the motif of divine rescue, repeated from v. 8, is rooted in the
psalms of individual lament.23 Laments derive their voice from a theological tradition that at
times of crisis, in response to prayer, Yahweh rescues worshipers from premature death (Ps
91:14–16). So Jeremiah is not to be preserved from society’s warring but brought through it by
repeated saving acts, not unscathed but a survivor. The God “who rescued … will continue to
rescue” (2 Cor 1:10).The chapter serves as an introduction to the book; the superscription and
the commissioning passage with its double premonition of disaster have the function of two
prologues. I have already mentioned both continuity and discontinuity between vv. 4–12 and the
book. The discontinuity suggests that this passage was not editorially made to measure for the
book. It functions rather as a good rough fit. It claims the prophetic authenticity of the book’s
leading human character by giving evidence of his initial appointment by God, so that readers
are predisposed to trust Jeremiah’s interpretation of Judean history and to prefer him to
prophets of a different stripe, who appear later in the book. The overall narrative introduces
motifs and concepts that will appear throughout the book. Even admission of hardship and
failure in the narratives of chs. 26–45 need raise no doubts in the light of 1:18–19, but rather
provide corroboration, just as the call narrative in Isaiah 6, with its warning of hardened hearts,
paves the way for the prophet’s rejection in chs. 7–8. Jeremiah’s panicky reaction in v. 6 will find
poignant echoes in his prayers of lament scattered through chs. 11–20. The stark term “nations”
in vv. 5 and 10 acquires applicability to the collection of oracles of disaster for foreign nations in
chs. 46–51 and to their introduction in ch. 25. It has already been noticed that the double
program of v. 10 bounces through the book; two separate redactional additions in the verse have
reinforced the link.24 Positive messages will be reserved mainly for God’s own people,
especially in chs. 30–33, but a promise of restoration occurs as an afterthought to a foreign
oracle in 49:39, to which the MT adds others at 46:26; 48:47; 49:6, while unconditional promises
occur in 3:17 and 16:19–21, and a conditional one in 12:14–17.The commissioning accounts
also prepare readers for chs. 2–6. While prediction of invasion from the mysterious north is
widely featured in the book and eventually understood in terms of Babylon (25:9; cf. 20:4, 6;
36:29), references to it are clustered in 4:5–6:30. Other dominant motifs in chs. 2–6 are Israel’s
abandonment of Yahweh—the verb recurs in 2:13, 17, 19; 5:17, 19—and recourse to pagan
deities, on which 2:4–4:4 focuses, along with specific reference to idols in 2:27; 3:9. Both of
these motifs are introduced in 1:16. Chapter 1 broaches key motifs that the next five chapters
will unfold.A kaleidoscope of genres derived from Judah’s cultural background adorns the
passage. Special birth narratives, call traditions, vision-oracle reports, prophetic oracles of
disaster and salvation, and a lament tradition have all made rich contributions and given vv. 4–19
its impressive shape. Such a bombardment of genres presents Jeremiah as an accredited
prophet for the coming crisis, empowered to be Yahweh’s plenipotentiary, despite the
controversy he was to stir up among his contemporaries. The first account has left its literary
mark on the Bible. The positive mission of Yahweh’s servant in Isa 49:1, 5–6 is colored by Jer
1:5: “The LORD called me before I was born, while I was in my mother’s womb he named me….



And now the LORD says, who formed me in the womb, … ‘I will give you as a light to the
nations.’” In the NT Paul found Jer 1:5 helpful for expressing his own sense of apostolic destiny:
“God … set me apart before I was born and called me through his grace … so that I might
proclaim [his Son] among the Gentiles [or nations]” (Gal 1:15–16).2:1–3 The Honeymoon Is
Over2:1 I received Yahweh’s message as follows:a 2 “Go and proclaim in Jerusalem’s hearing:
‘Here is what Yahweh said:“What I remember about you is the commitment shown when
youwere young, the love at your wedding celebrations,how you followed me through the
wilderness,a nonarable region.3Israel was sacred to Yahweh,bthe firstfruits of his harvest.Any
who ate such produce would be held guilty,experiencing a bad fate,”declared Yahweh.’”“What I
remember about you is the commitment shown when youwere young, the love at your wedding
celebrations,how you followed me through the wilderness,a nonarable region.“What I remember
about you is the commitment shown when youwere young, the love at your wedding
celebrations,how you followed me through the wilderness,a nonarable region.3Israel was sacred
to Yahweh,bthe firstfruits of his harvest.Any who ate such produce would be held
guilty,experiencing a bad fate,”declared Yahweh.’”Israel was sacred to Yahweh,bthe firstfruits of
his harvest.Any who ate such produce would be held guilty,experiencing a bad fate,”declared
Yahweh.’”a. An introductory formula evidently fell out, as in 3:1. MT has supplied a first person
oracle reception statement, aligning with 1:4, 11, 13 (cf. Janzen, Studies, 111–13).b. For LXX in
vv. 2b–3aa see McKane 1:27.This oracle rounds off ch. 1 according to MT and introduces
especially 2:4–6:30. What is to be proclaimed is a self-contained unit, with its own opening and
closing quotation formulas. In genre the piece is related to the oracle of disaster, which generally
falls into two parts, an announcement of disaster prefaced by the reason for it. The initial reason
sometimes has its blameworthiness accentuated by a contrast motif.25 The motif usually harks
back to the basic work of God on Israel’s behalf, as in Amos 2:9–11, but it can refer to Israel’s
early attractiveness to God, as in the first part of Hos 9:10. Here room is made for both, the latter
in v. 2 and the former in v. 3. This motif fills the unit, implicitly providing positive antitheses for
subsequent shocking changes in the relationship between Yahweh and Israel. Those changes
will be explained in what follows as the negative ways Israel treated Yahweh and the negative
ways Yahweh consequently had to treat Israel.[2:2] The directive relating to Jerusalem in MT
was added to provide an antecedent for the Hebrew feminine second person references in the
divine statement that follows. “Jerusalem” as audience took its cue from 4:5, “make an
announcement in Jerusalem” (cf. 4:3, 4). In the light of the reference to Israel in 2:3 it was
presumably meant to refer to the Judean covenant community gathered in the capital at festival
time. The two verbs of the directive recur in 3:12, “Go and proclaim.” The second verb occurs
with the prepositional phrase in Judg 7:3 with the sense “proclaim in the hearing of the
troops.”26In another context Yahweh’s recollection could have the flavor of a proclamation of
salvation, with the sense “I remember and will act accordingly by blessing or saving you” (cf. Pss
105:42; 132:1). Against the somber backdrop that will emerge after v. 3, however, it refers to a
nostalgic appreciation of a past memory. A happy wilderness experience is an echo of passages



in Hosea (2:15–16 [16–17]; 9:10; 11:1, 4). In Hosea it always presupposes subsequent
degeneration as soon as Israel reached the promised land, the very note to be sounded in vv. 6–
7, and so it anticipates a relationship that turned sour.27 This positive wilderness perspective
stands at odds with the Pentateuch’s tradition of a murmuring and disobedient Israel. It is
unlikely, however, that the tradition represented here and in Hosea ever existed by itself; rather, it
reflects simply a difference of perspective.28 In terms of pentateuchal texts the faith and praise
of Exod 14:31–15:21 (cf. Ps 106:12) and the people’s affirmations in Exod 19:8; 24:3, 7 may be
compared.Much more commonly the great theological term ḥesed, here rendered
“commitment,” relates to Yahweh’s covenant love and faithfulness, as at 31:3, along with “love.” It
does refer to Israel’s response relatively frequently in Hosea (2:19 [21]; 4:1; 6:4; 12:6 [7]; cf. Rev
2:4), though it tends to focus on love of neighbor rather than of God. Clues to the divine
interpretation here are the adjacent reference to Israel’s own activity of following Yahweh and the
combination of that motif with Israel’s love in 2:25.29 The depiction of Israel as young depends
on Hos 2:15 (17) (cf. 11:1), and the marriage portrayal of the covenant relationship depends on
Hosea 1–3. The striking contemporization of past tradition (“you”) aligns with Hos 13:4–5; other
prophets also used this convention in relation to the exodus and wilderness (see Amos 2:10; Mic
6:4). The present generation was the current heir of such traditions and could spiritually identify
with their forebears’ encounter with God as a once-for-all experience. Time was bridged in a
community whose religious heritage had been kept alive in worship down the centuries. The NT
took up this concept of historical solidarity via a sacramental theology, for instance in Eph 2:5,
“God made us alive together with Christ.”To “follow” or “go after” is an idiom of loyalty that is
related to marriage in Gen 24:5 and 1 Sam 25:42. It refers to rival religious commitments in 1
Kgs 18:21 and to a wrong commitment to divine “lovers” in Hos 2:5 (7). The “wilderness”
suggests a trusting dependence upon Yahweh for food to sustain life, as the parallel expression
shows. Verse 2 lays a foundation for the large block of incriminating material in 2:5–4:4. The
motif of the inhospitable wilderness will be resumed in 2:6, 31. Israel’s following gods other than
Yahweh will recur four times in ch. 2 (at vv. 5, 8, 23, and 25), while idols find specific mention at
2:27 and 3:9. Yahweh’s remembering will find counterpoints in Israel’s forgetting at 2:32 and 3:21
—forgetting its wedding finery in 2:32.30 Initial devotion to Yahweh as the ancestral God will
have a shocking sequel in desertion and alien religious practices.[3] There is a switch from the
contemporizing “you” and “your” to a history-oriented presentation, as if to anticipate the shutter
the covenant people put up between past and present. Third person references to Yahweh
achieve similar distancing, unlike the intimate subjectivity of v. 2. While Israel’s relationship to
Yahweh was the focus of v. 2, now Yahweh’s former protective relationship to Israel comes into
view. The basis of the trust implicit at the close of v. 2 is presented as divine care. The underlying
sense and the link between the verses are well expressed by Deut 32:10:He sustained him in a
desert land, in a howling wilderness waste;he shielded him, cared for him, guarded him as the
apple of his eye.Cultic imagery is employed, perhaps sparked by reflection on the picture of
Israel’s attractiveness to Yahweh as “the first fruit [a different Hebrew term] on the fig tree” in Hos



9:10. The first picking of each fruit and cereal crop was traditionally sacrosanct, dedicated to the
sanctuary and eaten by Yahweh’s priestly representatives (Exod 23:19; Num 18:12–13; Prov
3:9). This exclusive right debarred secular use, and so infringement would carry a penalty; Lev
22:15–16 uses similar vocabulary. Here the envisioned offenders are Israel’s national enemies,
such as the Amalekites (Exod 17:8–13; cf. Jer 5:17). If the structural function of v. 2 was to
introduce 2:5–4:4, that of v. 3 is to be the contrasting prelude for 4:5–6:30. Israel lost not only a
close relationship to Yahweh but also the “hands off” privilege that went with it. Now, instead of a
bad fate coming upon Israel’s enemies, Israel was to be exposed to its own bad fate by way of
punishment. In 5:12 an optimistic assertion, “We will not find a bad fate coming upon us,” using
the Hebrew verb of v. 3, is dismissed. In 4:6 and 6:19 Yahweh is to implement such a fate, and a
causative form of the same verb is used.31Verses 2–3, drawing heavily on traditions used by
Hosea,32 function as a keynote message and a frontispiece with 2:4–6:30 especially in view. It
presents lost harmony as a measure of Israel’s waywardness and as a hint of the danger to
which Israel was thereby exposed.Footnotes1. Neumann, “Problem der
Wortempfangsterminologie,” 181–88.2. For superscriptions to prophetic books see Gene W.
Tucker, “Prophetic Superscriptions and the Growth of a Canon,” in Canon and Authority (ed. G.
W. Coats and B. O. Long; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1977), 56–70. The comments on vv. 1–3 are
indebted to this article.3. See Holladay 2:25–26; Thomas W. Overholt, “Some Reflections on the
Date of Jeremiah’s Call,” CBQ 33 (1971): 105–84.4. Chapters 46–51 would be included at an
earlier redactional stage inasmuch as in LXX they appear after 25:13.5. Thus Bernard Renaud,
“Jér 1: Structure et théologie de la rédaction,” in Livre de Jérémie (ed. P.-M. Bogaert), 177–96,
esp. 180–81.6. Gunther Wanke, “Jeremias Berufung (Jer 1, 4–10),” in Alttestamentliche Glaube
und biblische Theologie (ed. J. Hausmann and H.-J. Zobel; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1992), 132–
44, esp. 134.7. Cf. Neumann, “Problem der Wortempfangsterminologie,” 181–88.8. John
Skinner, Prophecy and Religion: Studies in the Life of Jeremiah (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1922), 34.9. Cf. Brent A. Strawn, “Jeremiah’s Ineffective Plea: Another Look at
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Rudolph (7 n. 3), McKane (13), and Jones (71) do not find literary dependence compelling.
Verse 9 certainly lies at the pulsing heart of the section. Matthias Köcker, “Literargeschichtlicher
Ort des Prophetengesetzes,” in Liebe und Gebot: Studien zum Deuteronomium. Festschrift zum
70. Geburtstag von Lothar Perlitt (ed. R. G. Kratz and H. Spieckermann; FRLANT 190; Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2000), 80–100, esp. 85–93, urges the dependence of Deut 18:18 on
this text.11. Gregorio del Olmo Lete, La vocación del líder en el antiguo Israel: Morfología de los



relatos bíblicos de vocación (Bibliotheca Salamanticensis 3/2; Salamanca: Universidad Pontifica
de Salamanca, 1973), 282.12. Else K. Holt, “Word of Jeremiah—Word of God: Structures of
Authority in the Book of Jeremiah,” in Uprooting and Planting: Essays on Jeremiah for Leslie
Allen (ed. J. Goldingay; Library of Hebrew Bible/Old Testament Studies 459; New York: T & T
Clark, 2007), 172–89, esp. 178–79.13. Janzen, Studies, 35.14. Cf. Claus Rietzschel, Das
Problem der Urrolle: Ein Beitrag zur Redaktionsgeschichte des Jeremiabuches (Gütersloh: Gerd
Mohn, 1966), 134; Hans-Winfried Jüngling, “Ich mache dich zu einer ehernen Mauer:
Literarkritische Überlegungen zum Verhältnis von Jer 1,18–19 zu Jer 15,20–21,” Bib 54 (1973):
1–24; Holladay 1:24–25; Jack R. Lundbom, “Jeremiah 15,15–21 and the Call of Jeremiah,” SJOT
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Meaning of the Expression [curve]m h rṣ in the Old Testament,” JSS 10 (1965): 59–66, esp.
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Apparently Redundant MT Reading—Jeremiah 1:18,” Text 8 [1973]: 160–63) is appealing, but he
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Word of Yahweh: An Examination of Form and Content in the Proclamation of the Prophet
Jeremiah (Basel Studies of Theology 4; Zurich: Evangelischer Verlag, 1970), 198–99.23. See
Broyles, Conflict of Faith, 222–23.24. Similarly the addition of “priests” in MT at v. 18 feeds back
the term from later listings in 2:26 and 32:32, where it accompanies “prophets” (Janzen, Studies,
35–36).25. Claus Westermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech (trans. H. C. White;
Philadelphia: Westminster, 1967; repr. with a new foreword by G. M. Tucker; Louisville:
Westminster/John Knox, 1991), 182–83.26. Mark E. Biddle, A Redactional History of Jeremiah
2:1–4:2 (ATANT 77; Zurich: Theologischer Verlag, 1990), 160–61, has suggested that, since the
combination has the sense “read out in (someone’s) hearing” elsewhere in the book of Jeremiah
(29:29 and six times in ch. 36), the sense of reading a written document applies here; the
redactor was already working with a written text.27. Christoph Barth, “Zur Bedeutung der
Wüstentradition,” in Volum du Congrès: Genève 1965 (ed. P. A. H. de Boer; VTSup 15; Leiden:
Brill, 1966), 14–23, esp. 19.28. Brevard S. Childs, The Book of Exodus, A Critical, Theological
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(JSOTSup 157; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1993), 193–99, and literature there cited.30. Cf. Holladay,
Architecture, 32.31. Ibid., 57–58.32. For these and further links between Hosea and Jeremiah
see Holladay 2:45–47; Martin Schulz-Rauch, Hosea und Jeremia: Zur Wirkungsgeschichte des
Hoseabuches (Calwer theologische Monographien 16; Stuttgart: Calwer, 1996).2:4–10:25
Destruction and Eventual Reconstruction, Part One2:4–6:30 Coming Disaster and Its
Causes2:4–19 Judah’s Apostasy4 Listen to Yahweh’s message, Jacob’s community, all you
clans of Israel’s community. 5 Here is what Yahweh said:“What fault did your forebears find in
methat they went so far from my sideand followed a nonentity, becoming nonentities
themselves?6They failed to ask, ‘Where is Yahwehwho brought us up from Egypt,who guided us
through the wilderness,a region of desert and ravines,a region of drought and deep darkness,a
region untraveledand unpopulated?’7I brought you into a fertile countryso you could eat its fruit
and other benefits,but you came in only to defile my country,turning my property into something
abominable.8The priests have failed to ask ‘Where is Yahweh?’Those who handle torah have
had no insight into my will.The shepherd-kings have rebelled against me,while the prophets
have prophesied in Baal’s name.So things that are useless are what they have
followed.a9Therefore I will state my grievances against you also,”declared Yahweh,“and against
your descendants I will state my grievances.10In fact cross to the coast of Cyprus and look,send
messengers to Kedar and make careful observation,consider whether anything like this has ever
occurred.11Has any other nation changed gods—though they are not really gods?Yet my
people have exchanged their glorious onefor something useless.12Be shocked, you skies, at
this,be horrified and utterly devastated,”declared Yahweh,13“because two bad choices have my
people made:me they have abandoned,the spring of running water,to dig cisterns for
themselves,cisterns that get cracked,which cannot hold water.14“Is Israel a slave?Is it some
house-born slave?If not, why has it become plunder?15Over it the lions kept roaring,howling
loudly.They turned its country into a shocking place.bIts towns were ruined, so nobody could live
in them.16Indeed, the people of Noph and Tahpanheswill breakc the crown of your head.17Is
not the cause of this happening to youyour abandoningd Yahweh as your God?e18So now what
is the point of your journey to Egypt,to drink Nile water?And what is the point of your journey to
Assyria,to drink Euphratesf water?19Your own bad behavior will get you punished,your
backsliding ways convict you.So realize, consider how bitterly badis your abandoning Yahweh
your Godand that you do not feel obliged to revere me,”gdeclared the sovereign Yahweh
Almighty.ha. This is a climactic monocolon, for which cf. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 70–
72. It is distinguished from the previous four cola by lack of an initial subject. The final colon
sums up the waywardness of all the leaders (Daniel Grossberg, “Noun/Verb Parallelism:
Syntactic or Asyntactic?” JNES 99 [1980]: 65–69, esp. 67–68; Holladay 1:88).b. For this meaning
see HALOT 4:1553b.c. The vocalization of MT from r h, “graze,” in the secondary sense of
“devastate,” produces an odd mixture of metaphors. The translation assumes a vocalization
yĕrō ûk implied by Syr., from r  , “break,” an Aramaism used in 15:12 and Ps 2:9. NRSV, REB,
and GNB have adopted this pointing, in the wake of KJV. The other EVV assume scribal



metathesis of yē ārûk from  rh, with the sense “lay bare, shave.” This last suggestion has
received much support from commentators and yields good meaning, but it is better in principle
to retain the consonantal text when it gives adequate sense.d. For the syntax see GKC §114a,
which compares 1 Sam 18:23.e. MT adds words not represented in LXX, b t mwlykk bdrk, “at
the time when he guided you in the way,” with an aramaizing use of a participle. This looks
suspiciously like a garbled version—influenced by v. 6—of the next four words in v. 18, w th mhlk
ldrk, “and now what to you with respect to the way.” Probably correction has taken place in MT
without removal of the corrupt text (cf. BHS). NAB deletes.f. Literally “River” par excellence; see
BDB 625b.g. More lit. “and (that) reverence for me is not (an obligation resting) upon you,” taking
 el, “to,” in the sense of  al, “upon.” For this sense of  al see BDB 753; and for continuation of an
infinitive with a separate clause cf. GKC §114r.h. This is the rendering of NIV and GNB, derived
from the standard translation in the LXX of Jeremiah in place of the traditional, enigmatic-
sounding “of hosts.” Whatever the precise meaning, the term carries a sense of divine
omnipotence.The literary block of 2:4–6:30 functions as a giant oracle of disaster, broadly
stating first the grounds for it (2:4–4:4) and then its certainty (4:5–6:30). Two parallel
compositions in 2:4–19 and 20–37 present religious and political accusations of unfaithfulness
to Yahweh. The next pair in 3:1–18 and 3:19–4:4 continues with charges of religious infidelity
and dismisses pious claims of Yahweh’s commitment and Israel’s contrition as insincere ploys.
One day, however, all this would change for the better for God’s people in north and south. As for
4:5–6:30, a pair of compositions in 4:5–18, 19–31 announces impending military doom, while
the three compositions of 5:1–9, 10–19, and 20–31 affirm such coming disaster and ground it in
both moral delinquency and religious infidelity. Yet in 4:27; 5:10, 18, the completeness of the
destruction is qualified, with a positive sequel implicitly in view. The three compositions in 6:1–
15, 16–21, and 22–30 proclaim utter military destruction in response to utter rejection of God’s
torah standards and prophetic overtures.At first sight 2:4–37 gives the impression of being a
random cluster of extracts from early oracles. There is a form-critical clue that a break occurs
after v. 19. The various units all have the flavor of an oracle of disaster. Most units offer reasons
for disaster, but v. 19 moves to the second stage, an announcement of disaster. This movement
implies that vv. 5–19 represent an editorially produced version of a complete oracle, one that
focuses on reasons. The first unit consists of vv. 5–9, demarcated by opening and closing
quotation formulas; it has been turned into a complex unit by having vv. 10–11 and 12–13
appended to it, with the latter’s quotation formula “declared Yahweh” used as a section opener.
Verses 14–19, concluded by a closing formula, constitute a separate unit that ends the literary
composition.[4] A weighty, formal call to attention in prose announces a new beginning. It seems
to be a redactional introduction. It is addressed to the covenant people as a whole and
embraces all its parts. Later in the chapter (v. 28), “Judah” will be plainly invoked as the
addressee, but here the theological term “Israel” of v. 3 is resumed, with “Jacob” as its parallel (cf.
vv. 14, 26, 31). The Jerusalem festival setting of v. 2 in MT is envisioned.[5–9] A history lesson
turns into a confrontation with Jeremiah’s contemporaries. The audience is drawn into an



objective, relatively nonthreatening discussion, only to be trapped into finding themselves
condemned. The procedure is reminiscent of the parable Nathan told David, ending with “You
are the man!” (2 Sam 12:1–7). The trap is laid and activated by a chiasm, ABCB′A′, which ties
the two parts of this piece together by pitting past and present generations in vv. 5 and 9 and by
asking old and new questions in vv. 6 and 8.1[5–6] Verses 6–7 suggest that Israel’s “forebears”
are the generations who had the exodus and the wilderness wanderings behind them and had
entered the promised land. The logical starting point occurs at v. 6, a recital of Yahweh’s deeds
that emphasizes a championing and protective role and thus recalls the final part of v. 2 and v. 3.
God’s protégés had been preserved from dire and ever-present dangers.2 The unspoken
question “Where?” belongs to the prayer of lament in which appeal is made to a once-saving
God to save again (Judg 6:13; Ps 89:49 [50]; Isa 63:11, 15). The period of the judges is in view,
when Israel’s existence in the land was threatened by adjacent nations, but also a period marked
by religious apostasy. This apostasy provides the background for the ironic protest of v. 5 in
which the speculative and unlikely “fault” presupposes by contrast the parade of saving benefits
in v. 6. There is allusion to worship of the Canaanite storm god Hadad, who was given the title
“Baal,” mentioned outright in v. 8, but here in terms of a dismissive pun, hahebel, “(the)
nonentity,” on habba al, “the Baal, lord” (Bright 15). By appealing to what was powerless, the
people only reinforced their own powerlessness.[7] The exploits of v. 6 continue, now in a
narrative form, to include provision of entry into the promised land, at which the phrase “brought
up from Egypt” had already hinted. The forebears of v. 5 are still in view, with “you” logically
functioning in an answer to the forebears, whose quoted question had employed “us.” However,
the sense of “you” also slides into a contemporizing usage matching that of v. 2, though now the
Hebrew pronouns are plural, as later in v. 9. The exploit includes a focus on God’s agricultural
gifts that contrast with the “nonarable region” of the wilderness in v. 2. It accentuates the
following complaint of ungrateful abuse of the land. Once more Jeremiah depends on traditions
in Hosea, traditions that associate occupation of the land with rot setting in. Israel seized the
opportunity to adopt the Baal cult they found there (Hos 2:5, 8 [7, 10], 9:10; 11:2). The cultic
language “defiled” and “abominable” expresses a change in religious affiliation, while the
definition of the land as “my country” and “my property” upholds a claim of Yahweh’s inalienable
rights as landowner, which the Israelite tenants should have respected (cf. Lev 25:23).[8] The
unasked question of v. 6 is repeated, but now with a contemporary application that builds on the
contemporizing usage of “you” in v. 7. Judah’s present leaders, who set the tone for the
community at large, had continued in the same bad attitude. In troublous times the priests who
should have taken the lead in praying a communal lament to Yahweh—along the lines of Joel
2:17—had been silent. Those priests responsible for giving the inquiring people instruction
based on torah traditions had misrepresented the divine will (cf. Hos 4:6). Judah’s kings, here
called “shepherds,” as in Jer 3:15; 22:22; 23:1, also set a bad example, while some prophets had
even turned openly to Baal for inspiration.3 This failure of the leadership to propagate Yahwistic
ideals was evidence of an underlying tendency to demote Yahweh in the interests of a rival faith.



“The community … has lost its foundational point of reference” (Brueggemann 35). The
derogative phrase “things that are useless” (yô îlû) represents a Hebrew play on “Baals” (cf.
habbě ālîm, 2:23) by repeating two root components.[9] “Therefore” is a conventional link
between reasons for disaster and the announcement of disaster. Here it prefaces a warning of
punishment, the pressing of charges against the covenant people.4 Not only their forebears
were guilty before God (v. 6); they had caught the old bug. And, since there was no sign of
improvement, the next generation was likely to be embroiled.[10–13] A pair of passages follows,
parallel in their tone of outrage and pathos (“my people”) and in their bridging of exclamatory
command and content by “this.” Linked editorially by the initial kî, “For” (NRSV), these passages
look back to the reasons of apostasy given earlier and reinforce them. Oracles of disaster
sometimes conclude with reasons after the announcement,5 and that is the function of vv. 10–11
and 12–13.[10–11] The charge that Judah had virtually exchanged Yahweh for Baal as the
national god is hailed as outrageous. In v. 11 the derogatory wordplay used at the close of the
main statement of the reasons for disaster (v. 8) is repeated. Enormity is expressed by an
ethnological comparison. Searching from west to east, from Cyprus to the Arabian Kedar (cf. Isa
42:10–11), one could never find a parallel. A modification—“though they are not divine”—avoids
seeming to bring other national gods up to Yahweh’s unique level. Like Simple Simon, Judah had
lost out by swapping substance for the insubstantial. Yahweh is described as kābôd, “weight,
glory,” as in the punning contrast between “weight of glory” and that which is slight in 2 Cor
4:17.6[12–13] The comparison is broadened; no counterpart exists anywhere in the world. With
impressive assonance the skies (šāmayim) above the wide world are invited to register their
shock (šōmmû) at anything so unprecedented. The inequality already expressed in v. 11 is
developed in terms of a choice of disproportionate alternatives. Saying no to Yahweh is folly; to
fill the vacuum by saying yes to the Baals is madness. The pragmatic standard of uselessness
(vv. 8, 11) is heightened to a metaphorical contrast between life and death. Yahweh is “a spring
of running [lit. “living”] water,” providing never-failing resources for coping with the real world.
Yahweh’s rivals are mere plaster-lined cisterns cut in the limestone rock and gradually leaking
the stale water they hold from last winter’s rains. They provide pseudospiritual sustenance by
their rituals, but leave those who worship them with their thirst for effective living unquenched
and so unable to survive. Only contact with the living God (10:10; 23:36; Ps 42:2 [3]; Hos 1:10
[2:1]) can bring true life, as Ps 36:9 (10); Prov 14:27; John 4:14; and Rev 21:6 reaffirm.[14–19]
This unit concludes the literary oracle of disaster that began in v. 5. It will culminate in the explicit
reprisal of v. 19, but it derives the reason for it no longer from the religious sphere but from
international politics. After the second masculine plural address in vv. 5–13, it uses second
feminine singular language, at least in vv. 16–19, while “Israel” is discussed in third masculine
singular terms in vv. 14–15. The unit is consistent with what precedes at three points: the water
imagery (v. 18), the motif of abandoning Yahweh, and the description of Yahweh as “your
God” (vv. 17 and 19). The last element echoes “my people” in vv. 11 and 13 as the other side of
the double covenant formula (cf. 24:7; 31:33; 32:40).[14–17] The main point of the unit will be



reached at v. 18 with “And now” (NAB, REB), which in speeches and letters commonly marks a
transition from preliminaries. These prior verses point out the failure of the political maneuvers of
v. 18. It should have been a case of once bitten twice shy, yet Israel had not learned from its
mistakes but blundered on from past failure to a worse one in the future.[14–15] The three initial
questions discuss that past failure, with the first two suggesting wrong answers to stimulate
concern for the right answer to the third question.7 Israel should have been a free agent under
Yahweh, not subject to foreign powers. In the light of v. 3 it was an ominous sign that Israel had
lost the divine protection it had once enjoyed. It had become “plunder” or prey, devoured by
foreign nations as if by lions (cf. 30:16; Ezek 34:8). Such destruction may refer not to recent
events in Judah but to its long history of subjection to Assyria, including its devastation at
Sennacherib’s hands in 701 B.C.E. (cf. Isa 1:7; 5:29; Rudolph 19).[16] This reference to defeat at
Egyptian hands, citing two cities in northern Egypt, is a historical enigma, if it is read in
conjunction with vv. 14–15. The Hebrew imperfect verb can refer to the future, as REB takes it. If
the verse belongs to one of Jeremiah’s early oracles, it represents a premonition of Josiah’s
defeat at Pharaoh Neco’s hands in 609 and Judah’s subsequent spell of vassalage to Egypt.8
Then not only do Assyrian and Egyptian defeats correlate with Judah’s overtures to those
powers in v. 18,9 but the Egyptian defeat gives an objective definition of Judah’s future
punishment in v. 19.[17] Both defeats are traced back to the outworking of divine providence in
Judah’s affairs, in reprisal for unfaithfulness to its covenant God. Here is the right answer in place
of the wrong answers of v. 14 as to why Judah incurred its political failures in the past and would
do so again in the future.[18] Rivalry among pro-Assyrian and pro-Egyptian political parties in
Judah may be in view. Since already by 616 Egypt and Assyria were allied against the Neo-
Babylonians and Medes, a situation earlier in Josiah’s reign may be envisioned.10
Condemnation of Judah’s vacillation between Assyria and Egypt echoes that of the northern
kingdom in Hos 7:11. The depiction of the goal as a quest for a plentiful supply of water indicates
a search for political and economic survival at a time when Judah’s own resources were at a low
ebb.[19] In venturing out from Yahweh’s protective reach, Judah would have to face the negative
consequences. Its punishment, when it came, would be Judah’s own fault. The right answer of v.
17 is reaffirmed with a call to take it remorsefully to heart as the inevitable aftermath of lack of
spiritual commitment.Verses 14–19 present a new message of political failure that at first sight
strikes an alien note after the earlier religious charges, but in embracing both types of
accusation Jeremiah showed himself to be Hosea’s heir once more. This unit sketches the
nature of the punishment Judah would suffer as a political one. In contrast to the happy scenario
of v. 2, the nations who devoured Judah as their prey would be allowed to do so with impunity,
now that Judah had abandoned its covenant God. Besides wrong religion, vv. 14–19 also
identify a supplementary reason for that punishment, wrong politics, which is consistent with the
charge of Judah’s inordinate disloyalty to Yahweh.2:20–37 Judah’s Apostasy Reaffirmed20“In
fact ages ago you brokea your yoke,you snappeda your harness,and said, ‘I will not
serve.’Rather, on every high hilland beneath every leafy treeyou have been sprawling as a



prostitute.21Yet I it was who planted you as a red grape vine,wholly from true seed.So how is it
you changed into a rotten plant,ba foreign vine?22Even if you wash with sodaand use a lot of lye
on yourself,your wrongdoing leaves a stain I can see,”declared the Lord Yahweh.23“How can
you say, ‘I have not defiled myself,the Baals I have not followed’?Consider your conduct in the
valley,realize what you have been doing,you fast young camel, crisscrossing yourc tracks,24you
wild ass used to the wilderness—dshe sniffs the wind in her instinctive urge.It is her time to mate!
e She is out of control.No males seeking her out need tire themselves;in her time of heat they
will find her.25Stop running till your feet are left barefand your throat is thirsty.But you say, ‘It is
hopeless! No,I love the aliensand they are the ones I must follow.’26“As a thief is chagrined when
he is caught,so Israel’s community is chagrined.They, their kings and officials,and their priests
and prophets,g27have been saying to wood, ‘You are my father,and to stone, ‘You gave me
birth.’In fact they have turned their backs on meinstead of their faces toward me.Yet when times
turned bad for them they kept saying,‘Come and save us.’28Where are your gods then,those you
made for yourself?Let them come, if they can save you,now that you are going through a bad
time.In fact the number of your townsis matched by your gods, Judah.h29“How is it you state
grievances against me?You have all rebelled against me,”declared Yahweh.30“In vain have I
struck your children;they would not accept correction.Your own sword has devoured your
prophetslike a lion bent on destruction”—31You members of this generation should consider
Yahweh’s message—i“Have I been a wilderness to Israel?Or some shadow land?If not, why
have my people said, ‘We roam free,we will resort to you no more’?32Can a girl forget her
jewelry,a bride her sash?Yet my people have forgotten mefor a time too long to reckon.33“How
well you direct your coursein search of love!That is why, yes, in bad deedsjyou have trained your
ways.34Yes, on your skirts has been foundthe blood of innocentk persons,though you did not
catch them in the act of burglary.But in spite of all this (?)l35you say, ‘I am innocent.Surely his
anger has veered away from me.’Look, I am going to pass judgment on youbecause of your
saying ‘I have not sinned.’36How very lightly you treatmyour change of course!Yes, in Egypt you
will be disappointed,just as you were disappointed in Assyria.37Yes, you will only get out of
thiswith your hands to your head,because Yahweh has rejected those you trustand you will have
no success with them.”a. See BHS and cf. v. 33.b. See BHS for this modest emendation of a
corrupt text made by Duhm 25, and cf. HALOT 2:749a; sôrîyâ is to be taken as Qal feminine
participle with retention of the original third radical (cf. GKC §75v), used nominally, “a stinking,
rotten plant.” In the contextual echo of Isa 5:2–4, the term corresponds to bĕ ūšîm, “stinking
grapes.” LXX eis pikrian, “to bitterness,” implying lĕmôrâ, gives partial support to the change.c.
Literally “her.” A third person suffix is sometimes found in an attributive clause after a vocative (cf.
GKC §144p). The same usage probably explains the third person references in v. 24.d. The
Hebrew masculine forms must be epicene (GKC §122d).e. For this exclamatory clause see GKC
§147c.f. Literally “Restrain your foot from (being) barefoot.” For this compressed construction cf.
GKC §119x with reference to 1 Sam 15:23, 26.g. Against the MT punctuation, the translation
takes these nouns with v. 27 as the subject of the verb. See the commentary.h. The repetition of



second singular suffixes suggests six cola, with the suffix at or near the end of each colon
(Cloete, Versification, 144).i. For LXX see Janzen, Studies, 85–86; cf. Yohanan A. P. Goldman,
“Crispations théologiques et accidents textuels dans le TM de Jérémie 2,” Bib 76 (1995): 25–52,
esp. 42–47.j. Similarly NAB and NJB; the other EVV interpret on the lines of teaching “wicked
women.” See McKane 1:53.k. MT  ebyônîm, “poor,” is not represented in LXX and seems
superfluous. Did it originate in a marginal exegetical note that compared 5:28 and found a similar
forensic setting here? Then the trigger was rā ôt, “bad deeds,” in v. 33, which caused
recollection of dibrê ra in the same sense at 5:28.l. This is a feasible way of understanding the
enigmatic phrase, taking it with v. 35; most EVV so interpret. Then the following wāw is one of
apodosis (cf. Joüon §176). See the discussion of Dominique Barthélemy, Critique textuelle de
l’Ancien Testament, vol. 2: Isaïe, Jérémie, Lamentations (OBO 50/2; Fribourg: Éditions
Universitaires; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986), 474–75.m. See BHS and most EVV.
NIV retains the pointing of MT, while NRSV “lightly you gad about” strangely combines both
options.The second composition which follows the pattern of vv. 5–19, is a literary oracle of
disaster, one that offers a series of reasons for it. Verse 35b bluntly announces divine
punishment, with its results spelled out in vv. 36–37. Just as vv. 14–15 referred to the results of
past punishment, so vv. 26, 30, and 36 refer to previous divine intervention and its results. Yet
once more the structural focus is on reasons for coming disaster. There are a number of other
reinforcing parallels between vv. 4–19 and 20–37, which will be noted as they occur.
Nonetheless, vv. 23–25 possess their own form-critical status as a disputation, with the elements
of a basic thesis that is queried in the quotation opening v. 23, a dispute of the thesis, and a final
counterthesis in the new quotation that closes v. 25.11 In its literary context the disputation has
the subordinate role of contributing to a series of reasons for disaster. Three other units, vv. 26–
28, 29–32, and 33–37, follow the disputation.[20–25] Perhaps a pair of units should be
envisioned, vv. 20–22 with their lively shifts from metaphor to metaphor and vv. 23–25 with their
more consistent imagery. Both use second feminine singular pronouns and verbs, and the final
quotation formula in v. 22 now functions only as a section divider. The first section addresses
ancient religious apostasy, while the second deals with its contemporary manifestation,
somewhat like vv. 5–9.[20] The initial kî (“For,” NJPS) unite vv. 20–37 with vv. 5–19, the latter
verses elaborating the former ones. As in vv. 5–7, the new collection of prophetic pieces begins
with ancient history. Its combination with the contemporizing “you,” which traces a continuous
line between past and present, indicates the seriousness of the charge leveled against the
present generation. No first-time offenders here! Israel is depicted as a plow animal that refused
to work for the plowman and defiantly broke its yoke and harness. The imagery of the farmer and
the working farm animal functions as a covenant metaphor. Putting interpretive words into
Israel’s mouth is a mark of these combined sections, appearing also in vv. 23 and 25. It enables
underlying attitudes to be made explicit, rather than purporting to give actual quotations.12The
second half of the verse moves from farm to family to illustrate a broken covenant (cf. Isa 1:2b–
3). In tones reminiscent of v. 7 but now registering distaste in sexual rather than religious terms,



rural shrines devoted to Canaanite worship are pictured as the rendezvous for illicit sex (cf. Deut
12:2; 1 Kgs 14:23; 2 Kgs 16:4). The metaphor is simply one of unfaithfulness to Yahweh, rather
than reflecting Canaanite orgiastic rites of sexual prostitution, for which there is no evidence.13 It
is a flagrant metaphor Jeremiah borrowed once more from Hosea (cf. Hos 4:12–13), deliberately
offensive in order to represent the passion of God’s wounded love.[21] Another reminder of v. 7
is provided by the reference to Israel’s degeneration in the land. There is also a similar sense of
outrage in the changing of gods at v. 11, though the Hebrew verbs are different. Appeal is made
to Yahweh’s initial work of planting Israel in the land (cf. Exod 15:17) in order to accentuate the
contrast. Where was that high quality vine with its promise of luscious red grapes? In its place
stood a grossly inferior product! Isaiah’s indignant parable of the vineyard and its disappointing
crop of wild grapes (Isa 5:1–4) may lie in the background.[22] The new metaphor of trying to
wash out an indelible stain offers another link with Isaiah, recalling Isa 1:15–16, 18. Here,
however, the damned spot is left not by social apathy but by the adoption of Canaanite worship.
The metaphor summarizes the ingrained and widespread nature of the community’s failure (v.
20) and its radical change for the worse (v. 21).[23–25] Commitment to a non-Yahwistic faith
begins and ends this poem which repeats the motif of following the wrong gods.[23] The denial
put in the community’s mouth is a rhetorical ploy that permits an indignant challenge. Self-
defilement here has the nuance of sexual unfaithfulness, which picks up the second metaphor in
v. 20.14 The call for Judah to “consider” and “realize” the seriousness of its behavior reinforces
the appeal in v. 19. The pluralization of Baal, already encountered through wordplay and
metaphor in vv. 8 and 13, over against the references to Baal elsewhere, refers to local
representations of the deity at different shrines. “Conduct in the valley” seems to refer
generalizingly to non-Yahwistic practices in Ben Hinnom Valley, to which LXX alludes by
rendering “cemetery” as in 19:6. The valley is associated with child sacrifice to the god Molech
(7:31), but one may compare 19:5 and 32:35, which link Baal and Molech to this rite. The
metaphor of the young camel reflects Judah’s religious commitments as unstable.15[24–25] The
second animal metaphor bears a sexual import. It develops the camel’s aimless chasing around
into a fuller image of the sniffing of the female ass in heat to pick up a male scent and track it
down. The scathing application to a human search that is ready to wear out sandals and endure
thirst uncovers a passionate obsession. In v. 21 Israel had been described as a foreign vine; now
that reference is elucidated in terms of a fatal attraction to non-Yahwistic religion, putting faith in
“aliens.” That truth is admitted in v. 25b.[26–28] A new unit combines charges of idolatrous
worship with mention of bad times for which such worship provided no help. As in vv. 5, 8, and
11, the test of faith is a pragmatic one. Third plural references in vv. 26 and 27b give way to
second masculine singular ones in the direct address of v. 28, for which the first singular
pronouns in the quotation at v. 27a prepare. At beginning and end, the pervasiveness of the
aberrant faith is presented, in terms of leaders (cf. v. 8) and towns.[26–27a] The simile of the
thief caught red-handed aptly sums up Judah’s frustration in a reprehensible context. Its
frustration in reaction to crisis will be made clear later in the piece, but the context is plainly and



ironically described (vv. 26b–27) as rejection of Yahweh in favor of material objects that are
credited with divine significance. Fatherhood and motherhood have covenantal associations (cf.
Deut 32:6, 18). The wood and stone are not further defined; a context of blatant Canaanite
worship seems to be implied. The comprehensive list, as in 44:17, shows that even community
leaders had endorsed this aberration.[27b–28] When life turned stormy, it was a different matter.
The community was forced to switch back to praying for Yahweh’s help (the Hebrew imperatives
are singular). The question “Where?” no longer reflects the plea in communal laments, as it had
in vv. 6 and 8. It reflects another part of the lament, citation of the scorn expressed by enemies
when divine help was not forthcoming (cf. Pss 42:3 [4]; 79:10). “Gods” are satirically qualified by
“those you made for yourself,” in line with the negative qualification in v. 11. These fair-weather
friends had no influence on the real world, with which only Yahweh could cope. The urban
pervasiveness in v. 28 matches the rural range of v. 20.[29–32] Further charges of apostasy are
made against the community. Vehemence is expressed by total involvement (“all”) at the outset,
long duration at the end, and bewildered questions throughout. This piece is demarcated by its
use of direct second masculine plural references in vv. 29–30 (and also in the aside in v. 31) and
of indirect third plural ones with “my people” as subject in vv. 31–32.[29–30] As in v. 5,
hypothetical blame is laid at Yahweh’s door, only to give way to countercharges that expose the
truth. Rebellion, as in v. 8, is the challenge of divine authority over the community; it is shown in
passive unwillingness to take seriously God’s earlier providential action against its members
(“children”) and in active—though not further specified—persecution of the prophetic
messengers God had sent them.[31–32] The initial prose appeal is a redactional call to hearers
of the text to search their own hearts for traces of this repudiation of divine authority.16 The
Hebrew imperative hints that the call is meant to relate to vv. 29–30 with their second person
content. The verb “consider” is borrowed from earlier appeals in the text (vv. 10, 19, and 23),
which suggests that for the redactor those appeals too should find listening ears whenever the
text is read.The possibility of blaming God, broached in v. 29, is explored further by means of the
interrogative made present in v. 14. Blatantly wrong answers are suggested and implicitly
dismissed as irrelevant. Readers can think back to the dangerous wilderness of v. 6, where
Yahweh’s care was its antithesis. There was no reason for Israel’s attitude of striking out on its
own and worshiping elsewhere. Its long history of forgetting Yahweh was as unnatural as a
woman forgetting what she wore on her wedding day. The double “my people” conveys the same
sense of poignant regret as in vv. 11 and 13, while the wedding comparison gains added insight
from the introductory v. 2, which cited historical memories of the relationship with Yahweh that
Israel had forgotten.[33–37] This final unit is marked in Hebrew by second feminine singular
references, unlike vv. 29–32. It makes political charges, like the closing piece in vv. 14–19. The
political factor is explicit in v. 36; it is doubtless implied by the “love” of v. 33, as in 4:30, where
Judah’s allies are called lovers. The unit falls into two parallel sections, vv. 33–35 and 36–37,
each introduced by a protesting “How!” in a charge relating to Israel’s “course” and continuing
with a double “Yes” (Lundbom 1:294).[33–35] The sarcasm of “well” is shown by the ensuing



“bad deeds,” which are explained in terms of international alliance. Is the reference to the killing
of Judean collaborators with Assyria, when the political tide had turned?17 Judah is blamed for
executions that did not fall within the guidelines for justifiable homicide. By way of definition, an
ancient legal tradition that also appears in Exod 22:2 (1) is cited, about killing a nocturnal burglar
with impunity. The politically motivated offense was compounded by a shoulder-shrugging lack
of moral and spiritual concern. Providential judgment at Yahweh’s hand was inevitable.[36–37]
The gist of vv. 33–35 is repeated with more political information. The complacency of v. 35
reappears in a switch of international treaty making, which earlier was the theme of v. 18.
Already early in Josiah’s reign, Assyria’s weakness was evident, but Egypt was to bring no less
disillusionment. The gesture of putting hands on or to one’s head occurs elsewhere only in 2
Sam 13:19, where it is associated with humiliation, as is the case here. Does it refer to putting
one’s hands over the face? Judah had not reckoned with Yahweh, its first and best ally, and with
Yahweh’s ultimate power of reprisal for Judah’s misplaced trust in human allies (cf. Ps 118:8–9;
Isa 31:1).Verses 20–37 contain a second barrage of shocking charges against Judah, again
mainly religious but also political, which made divine reprisal inevitable. This literary compilation
reinforces that of vv. 4–19, passionately affirming how Judah had given up its exclusive
commitment to Yahweh despite the grace it had received. Its accountability could not be
evaded.3:1–18 Coming Back: A Distant Prospect3:1 … saying as follows:a“If a man divorces his
wifeand she leaves his homeand gets married to another man,can he resume relations with herb
once more?Gross pollution would befallthat country, wouldn’t it?In your case, you have had love
affairs with many paramours,so you cannot come back to me, can you?”declared
Yahweh.2“Look up to the bare placescand try to see where you have not been raped.dAt the
roadsides you have sat waiting for themlike a nomad in the wilderness.You have polluted the
countrywith your love affairs, your bad behavior.3So the heavy showers were held back,the
spring rain did not come.Yet you had the brazen face of a professionale prostitute,refusing to
show remorse.4Indeed,f you have started to call to me, ‘My father,the companion of my youth, is
who you are,’5thinking, ‘He will not retain his anger forever,keep it up perpetually, will he?’2:4–
10:25 Destruction and Eventual Reconstruction, Part One2:4–6:30 Coming Disaster and Its
Causes2:4–19 Judah’s Apostasy4 Listen to Yahweh’s message, Jacob’s community, all you
clans of Israel’s community. 5 Here is what Yahweh said:“What fault did your forebears find in
methat they went so far from my sideand followed a nonentity, becoming nonentities
themselves?6They failed to ask, ‘Where is Yahwehwho brought us up from Egypt,who guided us
through the wilderness,a region of desert and ravines,a region of drought and deep darkness,a
region untraveledand unpopulated?’7I brought you into a fertile countryso you could eat its fruit
and other benefits,but you came in only to defile my country,turning my property into something
abominable.8The priests have failed to ask ‘Where is Yahweh?’Those who handle torah have
had no insight into my will.The shepherd-kings have rebelled against me,while the prophets
have prophesied in Baal’s name.So things that are useless are what they have
followed.a9Therefore I will state my grievances against you also,”declared Yahweh,“and against



your descendants I will state my grievances.10In fact cross to the coast of Cyprus and look,send
messengers to Kedar and make careful observation,consider whether anything like this has ever
occurred.11Has any other nation changed gods—though they are not really gods?Yet my
people have exchanged their glorious onefor something useless.12Be shocked, you skies, at
this,be horrified and utterly devastated,”declared Yahweh,13“because two bad choices have my
people made:me they have abandoned,the spring of running water,to dig cisterns for
themselves,cisterns that get cracked,which cannot hold water.“What fault did your forebears find
in methat they went so far from my sideand followed a nonentity, becoming nonentities
themselves?“What fault did your forebears find in methat they went so far from my sideand
followed a nonentity, becoming nonentities themselves?6They failed to ask, ‘Where is
Yahwehwho brought us up from Egypt,who guided us through the wilderness,a region of desert
and ravines,a region of drought and deep darkness,a region untraveledand unpopulated?’They
failed to ask, ‘Where is Yahwehwho brought us up from Egypt,who guided us through the
wilderness,a region of desert and ravines,a region of drought and deep darkness,a region
untraveledand unpopulated?’7I brought you into a fertile countryso you could eat its fruit and
other benefits,but you came in only to defile my country,turning my property into something
abominable.I brought you into a fertile countryso you could eat its fruit and other benefits,but you
came in only to defile my country,turning my property into something abominable.8The priests
have failed to ask ‘Where is Yahweh?’Those who handle torah have had no insight into my
will.The shepherd-kings have rebelled against me,while the prophets have prophesied in Baal’s
name.So things that are useless are what they have followed.aThe priests have failed to ask
‘Where is Yahweh?’Those who handle torah have had no insight into my will.The shepherd-kings
have rebelled against me,while the prophets have prophesied in Baal’s name.So things that are
useless are what they have followed.a9Therefore I will state my grievances against you
also,”declared Yahweh,“and against your descendants I will state my grievances.Therefore I will
state my grievances against you also,”declared Yahweh,“and against your descendants I will
state my grievances.10In fact cross to the coast of Cyprus and look,send messengers to Kedar
and make careful observation,consider whether anything like this has ever occurred.In fact cross
to the coast of Cyprus and look,send messengers to Kedar and make careful
observation,consider whether anything like this has ever occurred.11Has any other nation
changed gods—though they are not really gods?Yet my people have exchanged their glorious
onefor something useless.Has any other nation changed gods—though they are not really gods?
Yet my people have exchanged their glorious onefor something useless.12Be shocked, you
skies, at this,be horrified and utterly devastated,”declared Yahweh,Be shocked, you skies, at
this,be horrified and utterly devastated,”declared Yahweh,13“because two bad choices have my
people made:me they have abandoned,the spring of running water,to dig cisterns for
themselves,cisterns that get cracked,which cannot hold water.“because two bad choices have
my people made:me they have abandoned,the spring of running water,to dig cisterns for
themselves,cisterns that get cracked,which cannot hold water.14“Is Israel a slave?Is it some



house-born slave?If not, why has it become plunder?15Over it the lions kept roaring,howling
loudly.They turned its country into a shocking place.bIts towns were ruined, so nobody could live
in them.16Indeed, the people of Noph and Tahpanheswill breakc the crown of your head.17Is
not the cause of this happening to youyour abandoningd Yahweh as your God?e18So now what
is the point of your journey to Egypt,to drink Nile water?And what is the point of your journey to
Assyria,to drink Euphratesf water?19Your own bad behavior will get you punished,your
backsliding ways convict you.So realize, consider how bitterly badis your abandoning Yahweh
your Godand that you do not feel obliged to revere me,”gdeclared the sovereign Yahweh
Almighty.h14“Is Israel a slave?Is it some house-born slave?If not, why has it become plunder?“Is
Israel a slave?Is it some house-born slave?If not, why has it become plunder?15Over it the lions
kept roaring,howling loudly.They turned its country into a shocking place.bIts towns were ruined,
so nobody could live in them.Over it the lions kept roaring,howling loudly.They turned its country
into a shocking place.bIts towns were ruined, so nobody could live in them.16Indeed, the people
of Noph and Tahpanheswill breakc the crown of your head.Indeed, the people of Noph and
Tahpanheswill breakc the crown of your head.17Is not the cause of this happening to youyour
abandoningd Yahweh as your God?eIs not the cause of this happening to youyour abandoningd
Yahweh as your God?e18So now what is the point of your journey to Egypt,to drink Nile water?
And what is the point of your journey to Assyria,to drink Euphratesf water?So now what is the
point of your journey to Egypt,to drink Nile water?And what is the point of your journey to
Assyria,to drink Euphratesf water?19Your own bad behavior will get you punished,your
backsliding ways convict you.So realize, consider how bitterly badis your abandoning Yahweh
your Godand that you do not feel obliged to revere me,”gdeclared the sovereign Yahweh
Almighty.hYour own bad behavior will get you punished,your backsliding ways convict you.So
realize, consider how bitterly badis your abandoning Yahweh your Godand that you do not feel
obliged to revere me,”gdeclared the sovereign Yahweh Almighty.ha. This is a climactic
monocolon, for which cf. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 70–72. It is distinguished from the
previous four cola by lack of an initial subject. The final colon sums up the waywardness of all
the leaders (Daniel Grossberg, “Noun/Verb Parallelism: Syntactic or Asyntactic?” JNES 99
[1980]: 65–69, esp. 67–68; Holladay 1:88).b. For this meaning see HALOT 4:1553b.c. The
vocalization of MT from r h, “graze,” in the secondary sense of “devastate,” produces an odd
mixture of metaphors. The translation assumes a vocalization yĕrō ûk implied by Syr., from r  ,
“break,” an Aramaism used in 15:12 and Ps 2:9. NRSV, REB, and GNB have adopted this
pointing, in the wake of KJV. The other EVV assume scribal metathesis of yē ārûk from  rh, with
the sense “lay bare, shave.” This last suggestion has received much support from commentators
and yields good meaning, but it is better in principle to retain the consonantal text when it gives
adequate sense.d. For the syntax see GKC §114a, which compares 1 Sam 18:23.e. MT adds
words not represented in LXX, b t mwlykk bdrk, “at the time when he guided you in the way,”
with an aramaizing use of a participle. This looks suspiciously like a garbled version—influenced
by v. 6—of the next four words in v. 18, w th mhlk ldrk, “and now what to you with respect to the



way.” Probably correction has taken place in MT without removal of the corrupt text (cf. BHS).
NAB deletes.f. Literally “River” par excellence; see BDB 625b.g. More lit. “and (that) reverence
for me is not (an obligation resting) upon you,” taking  el, “to,” in the sense of  al, “upon.” For this
sense of  al see BDB 753; and for continuation of an infinitive with a separate clause cf. GKC
§114r.h. This is the rendering of NIV and GNB, derived from the standard translation in the LXX
of Jeremiah in place of the traditional, enigmatic-sounding “of hosts.” Whatever the precise
meaning, the term carries a sense of divine omnipotence.The literary block of 2:4–6:30 functions
as a giant oracle of disaster, broadly stating first the grounds for it (2:4–4:4) and then its certainty
(4:5–6:30). Two parallel compositions in 2:4–19 and 20–37 present religious and political
accusations of unfaithfulness to Yahweh. The next pair in 3:1–18 and 3:19–4:4 continues with
charges of religious infidelity and dismisses pious claims of Yahweh’s commitment and Israel’s
contrition as insincere ploys. One day, however, all this would change for the better for God’s
people in north and south. As for 4:5–6:30, a pair of compositions in 4:5–18, 19–31 announces
impending military doom, while the three compositions of 5:1–9, 10–19, and 20–31 affirm such
coming disaster and ground it in both moral delinquency and religious infidelity. Yet in 4:27; 5:10,
18, the completeness of the destruction is qualified, with a positive sequel implicitly in view. The
three compositions in 6:1–15, 16–21, and 22–30 proclaim utter military destruction in response
to utter rejection of God’s torah standards and prophetic overtures.At first sight 2:4–37 gives the
impression of being a random cluster of extracts from early oracles. There is a form-critical clue
that a break occurs after v. 19. The various units all have the flavor of an oracle of disaster. Most
units offer reasons for disaster, but v. 19 moves to the second stage, an announcement of
disaster. This movement implies that vv. 5–19 represent an editorially produced version of a
complete oracle, one that focuses on reasons. The first unit consists of vv. 5–9, demarcated by
opening and closing quotation formulas; it has been turned into a complex unit by having vv. 10–
11 and 12–13 appended to it, with the latter’s quotation formula “declared Yahweh” used as a
section opener. Verses 14–19, concluded by a closing formula, constitute a separate unit that
ends the literary composition.[4] A weighty, formal call to attention in prose announces a new
beginning. It seems to be a redactional introduction. It is addressed to the covenant people as a
whole and embraces all its parts. Later in the chapter (v. 28), “Judah” will be plainly invoked as
the addressee, but here the theological term “Israel” of v. 3 is resumed, with “Jacob” as its
parallel (cf. vv. 14, 26, 31). The Jerusalem festival setting of v. 2 in MT is envisioned.[5–9] A
history lesson turns into a confrontation with Jeremiah’s contemporaries. The audience is drawn
into an objective, relatively nonthreatening discussion, only to be trapped into finding
themselves condemned. The procedure is reminiscent of the parable Nathan told David, ending
with “You are the man!” (2 Sam 12:1–7). The trap is laid and activated by a chiasm, ABCB′A′,
which ties the two parts of this piece together by pitting past and present generations in vv. 5
and 9 and by asking old and new questions in vv. 6 and 8.1[5–6] Verses 6–7 suggest that Israel’s
“forebears” are the generations who had the exodus and the wilderness wanderings behind
them and had entered the promised land. The logical starting point occurs at v. 6, a recital of



Yahweh’s deeds that emphasizes a championing and protective role and thus recalls the final
part of v. 2 and v. 3. God’s protégés had been preserved from dire and ever-present dangers.2
The unspoken question “Where?” belongs to the prayer of lament in which appeal is made to a
once-saving God to save again (Judg 6:13; Ps 89:49 [50]; Isa 63:11, 15). The period of the
judges is in view, when Israel’s existence in the land was threatened by adjacent nations, but
also a period marked by religious apostasy. This apostasy provides the background for the ironic
protest of v. 5 in which the speculative and unlikely “fault” presupposes by contrast the parade of
saving benefits in v. 6. There is allusion to worship of the Canaanite storm god Hadad, who was
given the title “Baal,” mentioned outright in v. 8, but here in terms of a dismissive pun, hahebel,
“(the) nonentity,” on habba al, “the Baal, lord” (Bright 15). By appealing to what was powerless,
the people only reinforced their own powerlessness.[7] The exploits of v. 6 continue, now in a
narrative form, to include provision of entry into the promised land, at which the phrase “brought
up from Egypt” had already hinted. The forebears of v. 5 are still in view, with “you” logically
functioning in an answer to the forebears, whose quoted question had employed “us.” However,
the sense of “you” also slides into a contemporizing usage matching that of v. 2, though now the
Hebrew pronouns are plural, as later in v. 9. The exploit includes a focus on God’s agricultural
gifts that contrast with the “nonarable region” of the wilderness in v. 2. It accentuates the
following complaint of ungrateful abuse of the land. Once more Jeremiah depends on traditions
in Hosea, traditions that associate occupation of the land with rot setting in. Israel seized the
opportunity to adopt the Baal cult they found there (Hos 2:5, 8 [7, 10], 9:10; 11:2). The cultic
language “defiled” and “abominable” expresses a change in religious affiliation, while the
definition of the land as “my country” and “my property” upholds a claim of Yahweh’s inalienable
rights as landowner, which the Israelite tenants should have respected (cf. Lev 25:23).[8] The
unasked question of v. 6 is repeated, but now with a contemporary application that builds on the
contemporizing usage of “you” in v. 7. Judah’s present leaders, who set the tone for the
community at large, had continued in the same bad attitude. In troublous times the priests who
should have taken the lead in praying a communal lament to Yahweh—along the lines of Joel
2:17—had been silent. Those priests responsible for giving the inquiring people instruction
based on torah traditions had misrepresented the divine will (cf. Hos 4:6). Judah’s kings, here
called “shepherds,” as in Jer 3:15; 22:22; 23:1, also set a bad example, while some prophets had
even turned openly to Baal for inspiration.3 This failure of the leadership to propagate Yahwistic
ideals was evidence of an underlying tendency to demote Yahweh in the interests of a rival faith.
“The community … has lost its foundational point of reference” (Brueggemann 35). The
derogative phrase “things that are useless” (yô îlû) represents a Hebrew play on “Baals” (cf.
habbě ālîm, 2:23) by repeating two root components.[9] “Therefore” is a conventional link
between reasons for disaster and the announcement of disaster. Here it prefaces a warning of
punishment, the pressing of charges against the covenant people.4 Not only their forebears
were guilty before God (v. 6); they had caught the old bug. And, since there was no sign of
improvement, the next generation was likely to be embroiled.[10–13] A pair of passages follows,



parallel in their tone of outrage and pathos (“my people”) and in their bridging of exclamatory
command and content by “this.” Linked editorially by the initial kî, “For” (NRSV), these passages
look back to the reasons of apostasy given earlier and reinforce them. Oracles of disaster
sometimes conclude with reasons after the announcement,5 and that is the function of vv. 10–11
and 12–13.[10–11] The charge that Judah had virtually exchanged Yahweh for Baal as the
national god is hailed as outrageous. In v. 11 the derogatory wordplay used at the close of the
main statement of the reasons for disaster (v. 8) is repeated. Enormity is expressed by an
ethnological comparison. Searching from west to east, from Cyprus to the Arabian Kedar (cf. Isa
42:10–11), one could never find a parallel. A modification—“though they are not divine”—avoids
seeming to bring other national gods up to Yahweh’s unique level. Like Simple Simon, Judah had
lost out by swapping substance for the insubstantial. Yahweh is described as kābôd, “weight,
glory,” as in the punning contrast between “weight of glory” and that which is slight in 2 Cor
4:17.6[12–13] The comparison is broadened; no counterpart exists anywhere in the world. With
impressive assonance the skies (šāmayim) above the wide world are invited to register their
shock (šōmmû) at anything so unprecedented. The inequality already expressed in v. 11 is
developed in terms of a choice of disproportionate alternatives. Saying no to Yahweh is folly; to
fill the vacuum by saying yes to the Baals is madness. The pragmatic standard of uselessness
(vv. 8, 11) is heightened to a metaphorical contrast between life and death. Yahweh is “a spring
of running [lit. “living”] water,” providing never-failing resources for coping with the real world.
Yahweh’s rivals are mere plaster-lined cisterns cut in the limestone rock and gradually leaking
the stale water they hold from last winter’s rains. They provide pseudospiritual sustenance by
their rituals, but leave those who worship them with their thirst for effective living unquenched
and so unable to survive. Only contact with the living God (10:10; 23:36; Ps 42:2 [3]; Hos 1:10
[2:1]) can bring true life, as Ps 36:9 (10); Prov 14:27; John 4:14; and Rev 21:6 reaffirm.[14–19]
This unit concludes the literary oracle of disaster that began in v. 5. It will culminate in the explicit
reprisal of v. 19, but it derives the reason for it no longer from the religious sphere but from
international politics. After the second masculine plural address in vv. 5–13, it uses second
feminine singular language, at least in vv. 16–19, while “Israel” is discussed in third masculine
singular terms in vv. 14–15. The unit is consistent with what precedes at three points: the water
imagery (v. 18), the motif of abandoning Yahweh, and the description of Yahweh as “your
God” (vv. 17 and 19). The last element echoes “my people” in vv. 11 and 13 as the other side of
the double covenant formula (cf. 24:7; 31:33; 32:40).[14–17] The main point of the unit will be
reached at v. 18 with “And now” (NAB, REB), which in speeches and letters commonly marks a
transition from preliminaries. These prior verses point out the failure of the political maneuvers of
v. 18. It should have been a case of once bitten twice shy, yet Israel had not learned from its
mistakes but blundered on from past failure to a worse one in the future.[14–15] The three initial
questions discuss that past failure, with the first two suggesting wrong answers to stimulate
concern for the right answer to the third question.7 Israel should have been a free agent under
Yahweh, not subject to foreign powers. In the light of v. 3 it was an ominous sign that Israel had



lost the divine protection it had once enjoyed. It had become “plunder” or prey, devoured by
foreign nations as if by lions (cf. 30:16; Ezek 34:8). Such destruction may refer not to recent
events in Judah but to its long history of subjection to Assyria, including its devastation at
Sennacherib’s hands in 701 B.C.E. (cf. Isa 1:7; 5:29; Rudolph 19).[16] This reference to defeat at
Egyptian hands, citing two cities in northern Egypt, is a historical enigma, if it is read in
conjunction with vv. 14–15. The Hebrew imperfect verb can refer to the future, as REB takes it. If
the verse belongs to one of Jeremiah’s early oracles, it represents a premonition of Josiah’s
defeat at Pharaoh Neco’s hands in 609 and Judah’s subsequent spell of vassalage to Egypt.8
Then not only do Assyrian and Egyptian defeats correlate with Judah’s overtures to those
powers in v. 18,9 but the Egyptian defeat gives an objective definition of Judah’s future
punishment in v. 19.[17] Both defeats are traced back to the outworking of divine providence in
Judah’s affairs, in reprisal for unfaithfulness to its covenant God. Here is the right answer in place
of the wrong answers of v. 14 as to why Judah incurred its political failures in the past and would
do so again in the future.[18] Rivalry among pro-Assyrian and pro-Egyptian political parties in
Judah may be in view. Since already by 616 Egypt and Assyria were allied against the Neo-
Babylonians and Medes, a situation earlier in Josiah’s reign may be envisioned.10
Condemnation of Judah’s vacillation between Assyria and Egypt echoes that of the northern
kingdom in Hos 7:11. The depiction of the goal as a quest for a plentiful supply of water indicates
a search for political and economic survival at a time when Judah’s own resources were at a low
ebb.[19] In venturing out from Yahweh’s protective reach, Judah would have to face the negative
consequences. Its punishment, when it came, would be Judah’s own fault. The right answer of v.
17 is reaffirmed with a call to take it remorsefully to heart as the inevitable aftermath of lack of
spiritual commitment.Verses 14–19 present a new message of political failure that at first sight
strikes an alien note after the earlier religious charges, but in embracing both types of
accusation Jeremiah showed himself to be Hosea’s heir once more. This unit sketches the
nature of the punishment Judah would suffer as a political one. In contrast to the happy scenario
of v. 2, the nations who devoured Judah as their prey would be allowed to do so with impunity,
now that Judah had abandoned its covenant God. Besides wrong religion, vv. 14–19 also
identify a supplementary reason for that punishment, wrong politics, which is consistent with the
charge of Judah’s inordinate disloyalty to Yahweh.2:20–37 Judah’s Apostasy Reaffirmed20“In
fact ages ago you brokea your yoke,you snappeda your harness,and said, ‘I will not
serve.’Rather, on every high hilland beneath every leafy treeyou have been sprawling as a
prostitute.21Yet I it was who planted you as a red grape vine,wholly from true seed.So how is it
you changed into a rotten plant,ba foreign vine?22Even if you wash with sodaand use a lot of lye
on yourself,your wrongdoing leaves a stain I can see,”declared the Lord Yahweh.23“How can
you say, ‘I have not defiled myself,the Baals I have not followed’?Consider your conduct in the
valley,realize what you have been doing,you fast young camel, crisscrossing yourc tracks,24you
wild ass used to the wilderness—dshe sniffs the wind in her instinctive urge.It is her time to mate!
e She is out of control.No males seeking her out need tire themselves;in her time of heat they



will find her.25Stop running till your feet are left barefand your throat is thirsty.But you say, ‘It is
hopeless! No,I love the aliensand they are the ones I must follow.’20“In fact ages ago you brokea
your yoke,you snappeda your harness,and said, ‘I will not serve.’Rather, on every high hilland
beneath every leafy treeyou have been sprawling as a prostitute.“In fact ages ago you brokea
your yoke,you snappeda your harness,and said, ‘I will not serve.’Rather, on every high hilland
beneath every leafy treeyou have been sprawling as a prostitute.21Yet I it was who planted you
as a red grape vine,wholly from true seed.So how is it you changed into a rotten plant,ba foreign
vine?Yet I it was who planted you as a red grape vine,wholly from true seed.So how is it you
changed into a rotten plant,ba foreign vine?22Even if you wash with sodaand use a lot of lye on
yourself,your wrongdoing leaves a stain I can see,”declared the Lord Yahweh.Even if you wash
with sodaand use a lot of lye on yourself,your wrongdoing leaves a stain I can see,”declared the
Lord Yahweh.23“How can you say, ‘I have not defiled myself,the Baals I have not followed’?
Consider your conduct in the valley,realize what you have been doing,you fast young camel,
crisscrossing yourc tracks,“How can you say, ‘I have not defiled myself,the Baals I have not
followed’?Consider your conduct in the valley,realize what you have been doing,you fast young
camel, crisscrossing yourc tracks,24you wild ass used to the wilderness—dshe sniffs the wind in
her instinctive urge.It is her time to mate!e She is out of control.No males seeking her out need
tire themselves;in her time of heat they will find her.you wild ass used to the wilderness—dshe
sniffs the wind in her instinctive urge.It is her time to mate!e She is out of control.No males
seeking her out need tire themselves;in her time of heat they will find her.25Stop running till your
feet are left barefand your throat is thirsty.But you say, ‘It is hopeless! No,I love the aliensand
they are the ones I must follow.’Stop running till your feet are left barefand your throat is
thirsty.But you say, ‘It is hopeless! No,I love the aliensand they are the ones I must follow.’26“As a
thief is chagrined when he is caught,so Israel’s community is chagrined.They, their kings and
officials,and their priests and prophets,g27have been saying to wood, ‘You are my father,and to
stone, ‘You gave me birth.’In fact they have turned their backs on meinstead of their faces toward
me.Yet when times turned bad for them they kept saying,‘Come and save us.’28Where are your
gods then,those you made for yourself?Let them come, if they can save you,now that you are
going through a bad time.In fact the number of your townsis matched by your gods,
Judah.h26“As a thief is chagrined when he is caught,so Israel’s community is chagrined.They,
their kings and officials,and their priests and prophets,g“As a thief is chagrined when he is
caught,so Israel’s community is chagrined.They, their kings and officials,and their priests and
prophets,g27have been saying to wood, ‘You are my father,and to stone, ‘You gave me birth.’In
fact they have turned their backs on meinstead of their faces toward me.Yet when times turned
bad for them they kept saying,‘Come and save us.’have been saying to wood, ‘You are my
father,and to stone, ‘You gave me birth.’In fact they have turned their backs on meinstead of their
faces toward me.Yet when times turned bad for them they kept saying,‘Come and save
us.’28Where are your gods then,those you made for yourself?Let them come, if they can save
you,now that you are going through a bad time.In fact the number of your townsis matched by



your gods, Judah.hWhere are your gods then,those you made for yourself?Let them come, if
they can save you,now that you are going through a bad time.In fact the number of your townsis
matched by your gods, Judah.h29“How is it you state grievances against me?You have all
rebelled against me,”declared Yahweh.30“In vain have I struck your children;they would not
accept correction.Your own sword has devoured your prophetslike a lion bent on destruction”—
31You members of this generation should consider Yahweh’s message—i“Have I been a
wilderness to Israel?Or some shadow land?If not, why have my people said, ‘We roam free,we
will resort to you no more’?32Can a girl forget her jewelry,a bride her sash?Yet my people have
forgotten mefor a time too long to reckon.29“How is it you state grievances against me?You have
all rebelled against me,”declared Yahweh.“How is it you state grievances against me?You have
all rebelled against me,”declared Yahweh.30“In vain have I struck your children;they would not
accept correction.Your own sword has devoured your prophetslike a lion bent on
destruction”—“In vain have I struck your children;they would not accept correction.Your own
sword has devoured your prophetslike a lion bent on destruction”—31You members of this
generation should consider Yahweh’s message—i“Have I been a wilderness to Israel?Or some
shadow land?If not, why have my people said, ‘We roam free,we will resort to you no more’?You
members of this generation should consider Yahweh’s message—i“Have I been a wilderness to
Israel?Or some shadow land?If not, why have my people said, ‘We roam free,we will resort to
you no more’?32Can a girl forget her jewelry,a bride her sash?Yet my people have forgotten
mefor a time too long to reckon.Can a girl forget her jewelry,a bride her sash?Yet my people
have forgotten mefor a time too long to reckon.33“How well you direct your coursein search of
love!That is why, yes, in bad deedsjyou have trained your ways.34Yes, on your skirts has been
foundthe blood of innocentk persons,though you did not catch them in the act of burglary.But in
spite of all this (?)l35you say, ‘I am innocent.Surely his anger has veered away from me.’Look, I
am going to pass judgment on youbecause of your saying ‘I have not sinned.’36How very lightly
you treatmyour change of course!Yes, in Egypt you will be disappointed,just as you were
disappointed in Assyria.37Yes, you will only get out of thiswith your hands to your head,because
Yahweh has rejected those you trustand you will have no success with them.”33“How well you
direct your coursein search of love!That is why, yes, in bad deedsjyou have trained your
ways.“How well you direct your coursein search of love!That is why, yes, in bad deedsjyou have
trained your ways.34Yes, on your skirts has been foundthe blood of innocentk persons,though
you did not catch them in the act of burglary.But in spite of all this (?)lYes, on your skirts has
been foundthe blood of innocentk persons,though you did not catch them in the act of
burglary.But in spite of all this (?)l35you say, ‘I am innocent.Surely his anger has veered away
from me.’Look, I am going to pass judgment on youbecause of your saying ‘I have not
sinned.’you say, ‘I am innocent.Surely his anger has veered away from me.’Look, I am going to
pass judgment on youbecause of your saying ‘I have not sinned.’36How very lightly you
treatmyour change of course!Yes, in Egypt you will be disappointed,just as you were
disappointed in Assyria.How very lightly you treatmyour change of course!Yes, in Egypt you will



be disappointed,just as you were disappointed in Assyria.37Yes, you will only get out of thiswith
your hands to your head,because Yahweh has rejected those you trustand you will have no
success with them.”Yes, you will only get out of thiswith your hands to your head,because
Yahweh has rejected those you trustand you will have no success with them.”a. See BHS and cf.
v. 33.b. See BHS for this modest emendation of a corrupt text made by Duhm 25, and cf. HALOT
2:749a; sôrîyâ is to be taken as Qal feminine participle with retention of the original third radical
(cf. GKC §75v), used nominally, “a stinking, rotten plant.” In the contextual echo of Isa 5:2–4, the
term corresponds to bĕ ūšîm, “stinking grapes.” LXX eis pikrian, “to bitterness,” implying lĕmôrâ,
gives partial support to the change.c. Literally “her.” A third person suffix is sometimes found in
an attributive clause after a vocative (cf. GKC §144p). The same usage probably explains the
third person references in v. 24.d. The Hebrew masculine forms must be epicene (GKC
§122d).e. For this exclamatory clause see GKC §147c.f. Literally “Restrain your foot from (being)
barefoot.” For this compressed construction cf. GKC §119x with reference to 1 Sam 15:23, 26.g.
Against the MT punctuation, the translation takes these nouns with v. 27 as the subject of the
verb. See the commentary.h. The repetition of second singular suffixes suggests six cola, with
the suffix at or near the end of each colon (Cloete, Versification, 144).i. For LXX see Janzen,
Studies, 85–86; cf. Yohanan A. P. Goldman, “Crispations théologiques et accidents textuels dans
le TM de Jérémie 2,” Bib 76 (1995): 25–52, esp. 42–47.j. Similarly NAB and NJB; the other EVV
interpret on the lines of teaching “wicked women.” See McKane 1:53.k. MT  ebyônîm, “poor,” is
not represented in LXX and seems superfluous. Did it originate in a marginal exegetical note that
compared 5:28 and found a similar forensic setting here? Then the trigger was rā ôt, “bad
deeds,” in v. 33, which caused recollection of dibrê ra in the same sense at 5:28.l. This is a
feasible way of understanding the enigmatic phrase, taking it with v. 35; most EVV so interpret.
Then the following wāw is one of apodosis (cf. Joüon §176). See the discussion of Dominique
Barthélemy, Critique textuelle de l’Ancien Testament, vol. 2: Isaïe, Jérémie, Lamentations (OBO
50/2; Fribourg: Éditions Universitaires; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986), 474–75.m.
See BHS and most EVV. NIV retains the pointing of MT, while NRSV “lightly you gad about”
strangely combines both options.The second composition which follows the pattern of vv. 5–19,
is a literary oracle of disaster, one that offers a series of reasons for it. Verse 35b bluntly
announces divine punishment, with its results spelled out in vv. 36–37. Just as vv. 14–15 referred
to the results of past punishment, so vv. 26, 30, and 36 refer to previous divine intervention and
its results. Yet once more the structural focus is on reasons for coming disaster. There are a
number of other reinforcing parallels between vv. 4–19 and 20–37, which will be noted as they
occur. Nonetheless, vv. 23–25 possess their own form-critical status as a disputation, with the
elements of a basic thesis that is queried in the quotation opening v. 23, a dispute of the thesis,
and a final counterthesis in the new quotation that closes v. 25.11 In its literary context the
disputation has the subordinate role of contributing to a series of reasons for disaster. Three
other units, vv. 26–28, 29–32, and 33–37, follow the disputation.[20–25] Perhaps a pair of units
should be envisioned, vv. 20–22 with their lively shifts from metaphor to metaphor and vv. 23–25



with their more consistent imagery. Both use second feminine singular pronouns and verbs, and
the final quotation formula in v. 22 now functions only as a section divider. The first section
addresses ancient religious apostasy, while the second deals with its contemporary
manifestation, somewhat like vv. 5–9.[20] The initial kî (“For,” NJPS) unite vv. 20–37 with vv. 5–
19, the latter verses elaborating the former ones. As in vv. 5–7, the new collection of prophetic
pieces begins with ancient history. Its combination with the contemporizing “you,” which traces a
continuous line between past and present, indicates the seriousness of the charge leveled
against the present generation. No first-time offenders here! Israel is depicted as a plow animal
that refused to work for the plowman and defiantly broke its yoke and harness. The imagery of
the farmer and the working farm animal functions as a covenant metaphor. Putting interpretive
words into Israel’s mouth is a mark of these combined sections, appearing also in vv. 23 and 25.
It enables underlying attitudes to be made explicit, rather than purporting to give actual
quotations.12The second half of the verse moves from farm to family to illustrate a broken
covenant (cf. Isa 1:2b–3). In tones reminiscent of v. 7 but now registering distaste in sexual rather
than religious terms, rural shrines devoted to Canaanite worship are pictured as the rendezvous
for illicit sex (cf. Deut 12:2; 1 Kgs 14:23; 2 Kgs 16:4). The metaphor is simply one of
unfaithfulness to Yahweh, rather than reflecting Canaanite orgiastic rites of sexual prostitution,
for which there is no evidence.13 It is a flagrant metaphor Jeremiah borrowed once more from
Hosea (cf. Hos 4:12–13), deliberately offensive in order to represent the passion of God’s
wounded love.[21] Another reminder of v. 7 is provided by the reference to Israel’s degeneration
in the land. There is also a similar sense of outrage in the changing of gods at v. 11, though the
Hebrew verbs are different. Appeal is made to Yahweh’s initial work of planting Israel in the land
(cf. Exod 15:17) in order to accentuate the contrast. Where was that high quality vine with its
promise of luscious red grapes? In its place stood a grossly inferior product! Isaiah’s indignant
parable of the vineyard and its disappointing crop of wild grapes (Isa 5:1–4) may lie in the
background.[22] The new metaphor of trying to wash out an indelible stain offers another link
with Isaiah, recalling Isa 1:15–16, 18. Here, however, the damned spot is left not by social apathy
but by the adoption of Canaanite worship. The metaphor summarizes the ingrained and
widespread nature of the community’s failure (v. 20) and its radical change for the worse (v. 21).
[23–25] Commitment to a non-Yahwistic faith begins and ends this poem which repeats the motif
of following the wrong gods.[23] The denial put in the community’s mouth is a rhetorical ploy that
permits an indignant challenge. Self-defilement here has the nuance of sexual unfaithfulness,
which picks up the second metaphor in v. 20.14 The call for Judah to “consider” and “realize” the
seriousness of its behavior reinforces the appeal in v. 19. The pluralization of Baal, already
encountered through wordplay and metaphor in vv. 8 and 13, over against the references to Baal
elsewhere, refers to local representations of the deity at different shrines. “Conduct in the valley”
seems to refer generalizingly to non-Yahwistic practices in Ben Hinnom Valley, to which LXX
alludes by rendering “cemetery” as in 19:6. The valley is associated with child sacrifice to the
god Molech (7:31), but one may compare 19:5 and 32:35, which link Baal and Molech to this



rite. The metaphor of the young camel reflects Judah’s religious commitments as
unstable.15[24–25] The second animal metaphor bears a sexual import. It develops the camel’s
aimless chasing around into a fuller image of the sniffing of the female ass in heat to pick up a
male scent and track it down. The scathing application to a human search that is ready to wear
out sandals and endure thirst uncovers a passionate obsession. In v. 21 Israel had been
described as a foreign vine; now that reference is elucidated in terms of a fatal attraction to non-
Yahwistic religion, putting faith in “aliens.” That truth is admitted in v. 25b.[26–28] A new unit
combines charges of idolatrous worship with mention of bad times for which such worship
provided no help. As in vv. 5, 8, and 11, the test of faith is a pragmatic one. Third plural
references in vv. 26 and 27b give way to second masculine singular ones in the direct address of
v. 28, for which the first singular pronouns in the quotation at v. 27a prepare. At beginning and
end, the pervasiveness of the aberrant faith is presented, in terms of leaders (cf. v. 8) and towns.
[26–27a] The simile of the thief caught red-handed aptly sums up Judah’s frustration in a
reprehensible context. Its frustration in reaction to crisis will be made clear later in the piece, but
the context is plainly and ironically described (vv. 26b–27) as rejection of Yahweh in favor of
material objects that are credited with divine significance. Fatherhood and motherhood have
covenantal associations (cf. Deut 32:6, 18). The wood and stone are not further defined; a
context of blatant Canaanite worship seems to be implied. The comprehensive list, as in 44:17,
shows that even community leaders had endorsed this aberration.[27b–28] When life turned
stormy, it was a different matter. The community was forced to switch back to praying for
Yahweh’s help (the Hebrew imperatives are singular). The question “Where?” no longer reflects
the plea in communal laments, as it had in vv. 6 and 8. It reflects another part of the lament,
citation of the scorn expressed by enemies when divine help was not forthcoming (cf. Pss 42:3
[4]; 79:10). “Gods” are satirically qualified by “those you made for yourself,” in line with the
negative qualification in v. 11. These fair-weather friends had no influence on the real world, with
which only Yahweh could cope. The urban pervasiveness in v. 28 matches the rural range of v.
20.[29–32] Further charges of apostasy are made against the community. Vehemence is
expressed by total involvement (“all”) at the outset, long duration at the end, and bewildered
questions throughout. This piece is demarcated by its use of direct second masculine plural
references in vv. 29–30 (and also in the aside in v. 31) and of indirect third plural ones with “my
people” as subject in vv. 31–32.[29–30] As in v. 5, hypothetical blame is laid at Yahweh’s door,
only to give way to countercharges that expose the truth. Rebellion, as in v. 8, is the challenge of
divine authority over the community; it is shown in passive unwillingness to take seriously God’s
earlier providential action against its members (“children”) and in active—though not further
specified—persecution of the prophetic messengers God had sent them.[31–32] The initial
prose appeal is a redactional call to hearers of the text to search their own hearts for traces of
this repudiation of divine authority.16 The Hebrew imperative hints that the call is meant to relate
to vv. 29–30 with their second person content. The verb “consider” is borrowed from earlier
appeals in the text (vv. 10, 19, and 23), which suggests that for the redactor those appeals too



should find listening ears whenever the text is read.The possibility of blaming God, broached in
v. 29, is explored further by means of the interrogative made present in v. 14. Blatantly wrong
answers are suggested and implicitly dismissed as irrelevant. Readers can think back to the
dangerous wilderness of v. 6, where Yahweh’s care was its antithesis. There was no reason for
Israel’s attitude of striking out on its own and worshiping elsewhere. Its long history of forgetting
Yahweh was as unnatural as a woman forgetting what she wore on her wedding day. The double
“my people” conveys the same sense of poignant regret as in vv. 11 and 13, while the wedding
comparison gains added insight from the introductory v. 2, which cited historical memories of the
relationship with Yahweh that Israel had forgotten.[33–37] This final unit is marked in Hebrew by
second feminine singular references, unlike vv. 29–32. It makes political charges, like the closing
piece in vv. 14–19. The political factor is explicit in v. 36; it is doubtless implied by the “love” of v.
33, as in 4:30, where Judah’s allies are called lovers. The unit falls into two parallel sections, vv.
33–35 and 36–37, each introduced by a protesting “How!” in a charge relating to Israel’s “course”
and continuing with a double “Yes” (Lundbom 1:294).[33–35] The sarcasm of “well” is shown by
the ensuing “bad deeds,” which are explained in terms of international alliance. Is the reference
to the killing of Judean collaborators with Assyria, when the political tide had turned?17 Judah is
blamed for executions that did not fall within the guidelines for justifiable homicide. By way of
definition, an ancient legal tradition that also appears in Exod 22:2 (1) is cited, about killing a
nocturnal burglar with impunity. The politically motivated offense was compounded by a
shoulder-shrugging lack of moral and spiritual concern. Providential judgment at Yahweh’s hand
was inevitable.[36–37] The gist of vv. 33–35 is repeated with more political information. The
complacency of v. 35 reappears in a switch of international treaty making, which earlier was the
theme of v. 18. Already early in Josiah’s reign, Assyria’s weakness was evident, but Egypt was to
bring no less disillusionment. The gesture of putting hands on or to one’s head occurs elsewhere
only in 2 Sam 13:19, where it is associated with humiliation, as is the case here. Does it refer to
putting one’s hands over the face? Judah had not reckoned with Yahweh, its first and best ally,
and with Yahweh’s ultimate power of reprisal for Judah’s misplaced trust in human allies (cf. Ps
118:8–9; Isa 31:1).Verses 20–37 contain a second barrage of shocking charges against Judah,
again mainly religious but also political, which made divine reprisal inevitable. This literary
compilation reinforces that of vv. 4–19, passionately affirming how Judah had given up its
exclusive commitment to Yahweh despite the grace it had received. Its accountability could not
be evaded.3:1–18 Coming Back: A Distant Prospect3:1 … saying as follows:a“If a man divorces
his wifeand she leaves his homeand gets married to another man,can he resume relations with
herb once more?Gross pollution would befallthat country, wouldn’t it?In your case, you have had
love affairs with many paramours,so you cannot come back to me, can you?”declared
Yahweh.2“Look up to the bare placescand try to see where you have not been raped.dAt the
roadsides you have sat waiting for themlike a nomad in the wilderness.You have polluted the
countrywith your love affairs, your bad behavior.3So the heavy showers were held back,the
spring rain did not come.Yet you had the brazen face of a professionale prostitute,refusing to



show remorse.4Indeed,f you have started to call to me, ‘My father,the companion of my youth, is
who you are,’5thinking, ‘He will not retain his anger forever,keep it up perpetually, will he?’“If a
man divorces his wifeand she leaves his homeand gets married to another man,can he resume
relations with herb once more?Gross pollution would befallthat country, wouldn’t it?In your case,
you have had love affairs with many paramours,so you cannot come back to me, can
you?”declared Yahweh.“If a man divorces his wifeand she leaves his homeand gets married to
another man,can he resume relations with herb once more?Gross pollution would befallthat
country, wouldn’t it?In your case, you have had love affairs with many paramours,so you cannot
come back to me, can you?”declared Yahweh.2“Look up to the bare placescand try to see
where you have not been raped.dAt the roadsides you have sat waiting for themlike a nomad in
the wilderness.You have polluted the countrywith your love affairs, your bad behavior.“Look up to
the bare placescand try to see where you have not been raped.dAt the roadsides you have sat
waiting for themlike a nomad in the wilderness.You have polluted the countrywith your love
affairs, your bad behavior.3So the heavy showers were held back,the spring rain did not
come.Yet you had the brazen face of a professionale prostitute,refusing to show remorse.So the
heavy showers were held back,the spring rain did not come.Yet you had the brazen face of a
professionale prostitute,refusing to show remorse.4Indeed,f you have started to call to me, ‘My
father,the companion of my youth, is who you are,’Indeed,f you have started to call to me, ‘My
father,the companion of my youth, is who you are,’5thinking, ‘He will not retain his anger
forever,keep it up perpetually, will he?’thinking, ‘He will not retain his anger forever,keep it up
perpetually, will he?’
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Jimmy R. Reagan, “Very Scholarly Help!. Leslie Allen is a veteran commentator who has
contributed commentaries in several important series. Here in the Old Testament Library (OTL)
Allen has replaced an earlier weak volume in the series with this widely-recognized contribution
on the Book of Jeremiah. Having used some of his other commentaries, I found here the same
quality of efforts as I saw in earlier projects. The book is even considered more conservative
than several in this series.After a nice bibliography, Mr. Allen begins a rather brief Introduction for
this commentary. I appreciated his sharing his six guiding principles of approach to this
commentary. I wish all commentators would so succinctly tell us up front the approach they’re
going to take. He gets into translation and text and then quickly moves to the genre. He feels that
“oracles of disaster constitute a backbone for the book”. He discusses the quotation formulas
that you will encounter in Jeremiah. He barely addresses style before he jumps into literary
development. Though I could not agree with his conclusions about the LXX and MT, he did
carefully state his reasons. His comments on structure were helpful, and then he ends the
Introduction with a discussion of purpose in the complex Book of Jeremiah. He remarks that the
“purposeful trajectory of overriding grace that stretches over the book like a rainbow” is key.The
commentary was superior to the Introduction. In each passage, he gave the text with exegetical
notes, followed by a paragraph on the passage as a whole, and then with more comments on
individual verses. Though I could not always agree with his conclusions, you could tell that Mr.
Allen was a season scholar with a full grasp of all the issues.I found this book to be one of the
more important in the OTL series, and as I said before, more conservative than some of them.
Anyone trying to secure the most important commentaries on Jeremiah for a first-class library,
simply must add this volume. I recommend it.I received this book free from the publisher. I was
not required to write a positive review. The opinions I have expressed are my own. I am
disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade Commission’s 16 CFR, Part 255.”

Dr. Victor Lyons, “Great commentary. Many good ideas flow from the text and its interpretation.
Easy to read and apply.”

The book by William J. Vanarthos M.D. has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 7 people have provided
feedback.
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